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Introduction

Of

the cultural innovations created by man, cer-

all

tainly one of the

most profound

in its effects

has been

With what dismay these simple hunters must
have watched the transformation of their beloved
erers.

the invention of agriculture. This seemingly simple

hills

discovery of planting, cultivating and harvesting food

have viewed men willing

provided the basis for larger populations and opened

movement

the

way

to all of the

complex

ilizations that followed.

more than

after

and how

it

and natural

is

The farmers, on the other hand, challenged by new

scientists are

interest in the origin of food production
itself, it is

only

decades that intense research has been un-

dertaken on the origins of farming. Research since

1948 has focused attention especially on the Near
East,

where wheat and

cattle

had

all

barley, sheep, goats, pigs

and

been domesticated by about 6000 B.C.

amenities undreamed of previously, with an

rise of

affluence potentially available for the

eted

and raw materials;

objects

innovations

technology and architecture; and systems of
tion

tensive clearance necessary for a complete under-

and cultural

activities

of the

farmers themselves.

and psychological environment that

of a biological

culture

is

off

an

important

study

The gradual expansion

tural colonizers

driven

on the

food production, the spread of

also

implications.

far concentrated

was not without

or killed,

forests

—with

agri-

broad

of the agricul-

cost.

Game was

and grasslands were

resources had permitted large groups to settle perin

With the
ever,

arrival of the farmers

meant the departure

one place.

rise of agriculture

man had

around the world, how-

to deal increasingly

with problems of

pollution and communicable

disease,

and

psychologically he withdrew from the natural world
into the

more subtle and threatening world

social pressures.

of this

new

of

unseen

Within the expanding complexities

social universe, with all its jealousies

and

passions, he had to redefine his relations to his fel-

low men and

to the

unseen forces around him. In the

end, this need led to perhaps his greatest achieve-

slashed and burned, plowed up or overgrazed.

The

in those rare

areas where an accidental richness of wild-food

sanitation,

Although research has so

irriga-

countryside but they also fostered the growth

manently

this

in

Thus, farming activities not only caused a change
in the

excavated; furthermore, few have undergone the ex-

initial steps in

as

and improved transport.

had formerly been experienced only

life

community

the local people but to exchange with others for cov-

work imposes limitations on the reconstruction of what actually
happened. Only a small number of sites have been
Yet the very newness of

standing of the

freedom of

a whole: surplus food not only to ensure the needs of

as old as the interest in prehistory

in recent

to forgo their

for the security of the barnyard!

needs and opportunities, must have welcomed the

today trying to answer.

Although

and with what distaste they must

civ-

a million years of hunting are ques-

tions that archeologists

valleys,

came about

and higher

societies

Why

and

or

gradual extinction of the bands of hunters and gath-

ments: a conscious sense of moral order and the

concept of law,

Robert H. Dyson

Jr.

University Museum
University of Pennsylvania

Chapter One: The Near East-Cradle of Agriculture

The few mud-walled, thatch-roofed huts stood in the
bend of a shallow stream, a lonely cluster of life in

had been no dwellings

As nomads and

an oak-dotted plain that sloped gently up to snowy

As

mountains.

was

far as the eye could reach, there

no other settlement. Downstream a flock of goats

herded by

young boy was grazing on sun-shriveled

a

herbage. Closer to the village several

wooden
moved among

women

carry-

woman
near the

tipped with dou-

wheat

of

tawny

— looked

seeds.

little

it

The grass

different

—a

primitive

from similar grasses

growing wild on the distant mountainsides. But
different:

had been deliberately planted by the

it

lagers, not

sown haphazardly by

women

the

grabbed their partially

baskets and began to run toward the village.

— some
and

file

20 individuals in

their rugged

hunters.

One

killed wild

women and

of men,

They were

all.

What

men had

strangers,

the carcass of a newly

newcomers neared
up

the stream
their

hands

mud

the village

waded

kets of grain

hunter touched the baskets

ple,

The

This encounter

off

among

tle

doubt that

East

when bands
a

though their

demonstrate their

huts where only a year before there

of

life

new way

— farming, the basis of civilization.

Near

grain and thus

villagers'

marvel that would soon change the

The

crude and

villagers,

may have

farmers, people

who had

producing plant

—not simply

difficult

been, lived on another

plane of existence. They were

it

in the ancient

nomadic hunter-gatherers ex-

changed wild game for
brushed against

is lit-

could have happened. There must

it

vil-

It was in hflJs like these in Israel that nomadic bands of
hunter-gatherers began sett/ing down 10,000 years ago. What
attracted the wanderers to such areas was a bountiful supply
of wild barley and wheat. Once they learned how to plant

mankind

to his peo-

the oaks.

have been many such episodes

among

the world's

first

learned to cultivate a food-

curring plant food but to

of life for

back

of course imagined, but there

is

bank opposite the

raise these grains themselves, they ushered in a

in turn.

lightly.

and the wanderers shouldered the baskets of

wheat and marched

where

and

from

The
The bargain was

villager carried the sheep

the

to

in a huddle;

A man

across the stream with the two bas-

and touched the sheep

When

peaceful intent. They had not expected to find people living in

then the hunter laid the carcass down.

face of the earth.

sheep slung over his shoulders.

lage, they held

children

appearance showed that they were

of the

placed a second basket

The strangers conferred

first.

filled

disturbed the villagers could be seen out on the plain:

an approaching

woman

and the

fingers,

closed.

village calm.

The men picked up stone-tipped spears;
in the tall grass

vil-

the wind.

Suddenly a cry from the boy upset the

working

it

was

it

stream bank. The hunter carrying the sheep held up
beside the

rows

baskets of seeds. The

down

two

of tall yellow grass, each stalk of

one another

understood his meaning, and a

irregular patches

ble

to the

brought a basket of wheat and set

sharp slivers of

flint

villagers stood eying

sheep carcass and then
villagers

sickles

with

— only a place for wan-

across the stream, one of the strangers pointed to the

ing baskets and holding

set

at all

derers such as they to camp.

to gather naturally oc-

make

it

grow

in a place

did not grow ordinarily.

This seemingly simple advance

about 8000 B.C.

in the

Near

East,

first

took place in

somewhere

in or

near the Fertile Crescent, the hilly arc of inhabitable
land that curves around the north of the empty Ara-

The
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Farmers

bian Desert. Today the astonishing

advance took place

way

in

which

becoming increasingly

is

this

clear as

and changing

From

ing villages that

were

had even dreamed

the

far

mud-walled ruins

of farm-

more advanced than anyone

for so early a date,

and from ev-

idence as seemingly ephemeral as the husks of seeds

and the bony

cores of animal horns, the investigators

have been able

to piece together

and most exciting episodes

one of the greatest

human

in

evolution, the

it

had not been for the

first

be no civilization today, and

farmers, there

man would

would

doubtless

be a hunter-gatherer, roaming the face of the

still

ent kind of organism: one with

earth in small bands.

When

those early agriculturists

many

—plants and animals— subjected

to his will. His first

sults.

No

longer did he merely adapt to the natural en-

now he began

vironment;

to alter

it,

ways. Farming gave him the power

own

ance of nature so that his
of

food plants,

wheat and

like

a relatively

same time discouraged many inedible wild plants
that, unless weeded out of the fields, would absorb
and many nutrients

and might even choke out the food crops

were, in a sense, also domesticating themselves.

much

man

and learned

to

in the

same manner, he altered

many

the balance of ani-

mal

life in

tain

food-producing animals and directing their evo-

hunt together

in effectively co-

lution

Near

or

East,

in at least three

it

was

also invented in-

other parts of the world,

harmed

when

ment suited
it

areas, either

by domesticating

by discouraging the

creatures that
Finally,

Within three or four thousand years after farming
dependently

the

in the soil

entirely. In

in a

to

operating groups.

appeared

of the moisture

— certainly not since his Homo

erectus ancestors had developed speech, mastered
fire

few

barley, the farmer at the

much

more

major

ecological system

sheep and goats on the hillsides around them, they

million years or

in

what he needed. For exam-

by encouraging the growth of

ple,

and

to shift the bal-

began domesticating wild wheat and barley and the

Nothing as revolutionary had happened

differ-

other organisms

hesitant steps in this direction produced amazing re-

would provide more

birth of agriculture.
If

only in minor and transient ways in

Farming transformed man into an entirely

archeologists fine-comb the soil and sand of ancient
agricultural sites.

it

his efforts to increase his supplies of food.

of other

his crops or killed his herds.

the farmer had achieved an environ-

to his needs,

could not naturally

stance, he cut

activities

cer-

down

he extended

it

to land

where

exist. In forest country, for in-

trees to

open up space for the

most notably North China, Mexico and Peru. Spreading from these centers to neighboring regions, it

light-loving plants he cultivated; in arid regions he

worked

to

a gradual but dramatic

change in man's

sta-

tus on the planet.

Before the rise of farming and

acres that otherwise

would

yield

nothing but

scrubby brush. Eventually he even extended his manrelated activity,

its

the breeding of domestic animals,

man was

and inconspicuous inhabitant of the

a rare

earth. Like the

other animals, he lived on the casual bounty of nature,

devised ways to bring the life-giving waters of rivers

adapting to the natural environment around him

made environment

to steep

mountainsides and, by

carving them into terraces that would hold patches
of soil, transformed

The

result

a given area.

was

them

into productive farmland.

the production of

And once man had

a

more food within

much

larger food

Text continued on page 14
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PERSIAN
QULf

map of the Xear East shou's the hilly
where agriculture began in 8000 B.C. and the
overlapping territory where the barley and two types of wheat
that the early farmers first domesticated still grow wild in
massive stands (yellow area]. The hilly flanks region is made
up of the foothills of the Zagros and Taurus mountains and
the uplands of northern Israel, and is so called because it

This topographical
flanks

flanks the Fertile Crescent, the strip of productive land
curving from Iran around Iraq and Syria to the Valley of the
Nile. Sites of some oj the villages associated with early

formers and referred

to in the text are

indicated by triangles.

12
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Seen from a cave, the Jordan Valley,

site of

some

of the earliest

ogncuhural settlements

in the

world, un/olds beloiv

hills that

even today suppo

13

To4.ji

tands of wild grain. Groups of prehistoric farmers were

drawn from

the sloping terrain into the valley by Hs patches of well-watered, fertile

soil.

The

14

First

Farmers

— that

supply ready at hand, the groundwork was laid for

opher Thomas Hobbes

The tempo of human life speeded up, as
if an oxcart were hitched to a jet engine. Farming
greatly accelerated developments that had already

nature lead "nasty, brutish and short" lives

civilization.

started to appear

among

living in favored places:

hunter-gatherers

certain

encouraged permanent

it

set-

tlements in place of nomadic wanderings, inspired
the invention of

new

tools

and techniques, and stim-

ulated the elaboration of arts and crafts.

an explosive increase

in population,

only larger families, but large

which

in turn fostered

It

triggered

encouraging not

and complex

societies,

government, trade and com-

munication among great numbers of people.

call the

development of farming, man was no longer

an inconspicuous

rarity.

Armed with

his

new

skills

state of

a

in

—was

re-

peated in learned circles almost to the present day.
Actually, to judge from recent studies of existing

way

hunter-gatherer societies, this

of life

not as

is

bad as might be supposed. Observations of the
fairs of the

Kung Bushmen

af-

of the Kalahari Desert in

South Africa, for example, have yielded a great many
surprises.

Although the Kung

no one else wants

wasteland that

live in a

— a semidesert with only six nine
— they seldom suffer from lack
to

inches of rain per year
of food.

Some 60

to

80 per cent of their diet

etable origin. Their single

After the Neolithic Revolution, as anthropologists

people

is

is

of veg-

most important foodstuff

mongongo

the hard-shelled, protein-rich

product of a drought-resistant

tree,

nut, the

but the Bushmen

also eat 84 other vegetables of varying attractiveness.

and power, he became not simply the dominant an-

During the comparatively rainy summer, January

imal on earth but the planet's dominant form of

March, they eat only the

Today farming feeds most
itants,

of the world's inhab-

— only yesterday
humanity —
people

but until 8000 B.C.

lion-year history of

all

were hunter-gatherers. Indeed,

for

per cent of his time on earth,

man

istence. In a

life.

tober, they fall

back on

on earth

less palatable,

though no

something

down

like 99

led such an ex-

in villages, but

the overwhelming majority lived in small bands that

were forced

When

to

wander

band had

a

game animals

killed or driven

in its vicinity

tractive vegetable foods,

imal

habits.

For

a

it

away most

of the

and depleted more

went somewhere

at-

else,

long

time

scholars

generally

that these ancient foragers led a precarious

existence, forever hovering on the brink of starvation.

A

pecially after they

phrase of the 17th Century English philos-

to

and melons

May

roots, shoots, bulbs

to

Oc-

and other

less nutritious, foods, es-

have exhausted

the

all

mongongo

nuts within easy reach of water holes that have not
yet gone dry.

If

with them on

really pressed, they can carry

trips to

draw on nut

water

trees lying at a

greater distance.

restlessly in search of food.

guided by knowledge of seasonal products and an-

assumed

they like best. During the dry season.

in the mil-

few places where nature was especially

bountiful the hunters settled

fruits, berries

Nearly

all

the Kung's vegetable food

is

gathered

by the women. The men may pick up a few nuts occasionally, but their normal job

exerting themselves

—

is

hunting.

great deal of this physically

do

little.

—when they
A

few men do

The successful hunter earns

tional sharing

to eat

a

demanding work; others

bringing a lot of meat into camp, but he

much more meat

feel like

than anyone

system distributes

it

prestige by

may

else.

not get

A

to everyone.

tradi-

The Near East

Anthropologist Richard
Toronto,

who made

Bushmen

a

eat

B.

Lee of the University of

an elaborate study of the Kung

number

of years ago, estimates that they

on the average 2,140 calories per day and 93.1

grams of protein, more than enough

men average

people (Kung

for such small

only five feet in height).

The labor required to earn this ample diet is not great.
No one works regular hours, but Lee estimates that a
woman can gather enough food in one six-hour day
to feed her family for three days.
like to

tus

hunt or are eager

to

improve

by bringing back meat

monotonous

really

their social sta-

vary the otherwise

to

may spend

diet

Men who

a

good deal of time

posed

in the

— Cradle of Agriculture
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1930s by the British authority V. Gordon

Childe, laid the change-over to a shift in climate at
the end of the last ice age, around 10,000 B.C. Ac-

cording to Childe,

fertile,

well-watered areas thinly

inhabited by hunter-gatherers dried up as the glaciers
retreated.

shifting

Many

rivers stopped flowing. Deserts of

sand replaced forests and grasslands.

In or-

der to survive, the hunter-gatherers were forced to
take refuge in a few remaining well-watered places,

such as the Valley of the Nile
gether there,

these

Crammed

in Egypt.

refugees

to-

were stimulated by

necessity to cultivate food-producing plants instead
of relying on nature's limited bounty.

They

also fed

searching for game, but the most enthusiastic hunter

and protected some of the wild animals driven into

Lee encountered worked only 32 hours per week.

the oases by the scarcity of water elsewhere.

Many
easy

other nonagricultural tribes lead similarly

lives, eating

crudely but well and having plenty

of time left over for dancing, religious rituals, cer-

emonial

visits

and sometimes

less innocent

such as gambling and warfare. There
son

doubt

to

the

that

ancient

is

pastimes

no good rea-

hunter-gatherers

This theory was challenged

Braidwood

1960 by Robert

in

of the University of Chicago,

ed out in a paper based upon 10 years'

changes known

to

have taken place

who

work

in the

J.

point-

that the

Near East-

ern climate were not nearly so drastic as Childe had

assumed. Moreover, he argued, the transition

was

to

farm-

crowded

followed roughly the same pattern, with differences

ing

dictated by the regions in which they lived and the

river valley or an oasis than in

kinds of wild food available.

Near East where conditions were particularly favorable

This ancient

and

its

way

of

life,

with

its

freedom,

its

leisure

usually abundant supply of rough but nutri-

tious food,

pologists

to make anthrowas ever abandoned by the

seems attractive enough

wonder why

it

hunter-gatherers of prehistoric times. There must

have been compelling reasons

up the endless drudgery
Until fairly recently,

men

to take

of farming.

most scholars agreed that the

initial shift

from foraging

by natural

forces.

A

to force

to

farming was motivated

widely accepted theory, pro-

less likely to

— where men

have occurred

part of the

and wild but domesticable plants

and animals existed side by
liest agricultural

in a

some other

side.

And since the earknown — those of

settlements then

the Valley of the Nile, dating from around 4500 B.C.

—were already

fairly

advanced, Braidwood conjec-

tured that farming probably originated

much

earlier

than anyone believed.

Braidwood planned an expewould be a departure from most previous
ones to the Near East. Earlier archeologists, searching mainly for treasures with which to enrich the

To

test his theories,

dition that

Sp

.tiered

sheep and goats,

is all liint

remains o/ prehistoric agricuJtural efforts

in

an eroded, overgraze d region

iun. Here, in 6500 B.C.. the land

17

supported not only herds of newly domesticated animals but aiso a variety of crops for the

first

farm families.

18
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FouliiiJJs of

III.'
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Tree-dotted siopes

M.MinlnHis

in /ran

iin; Jusii

s

oMcr spnny rains

of overgrazing

in a

climate largeiy unchanged since farming began here in 6500 B.C.

and de/oro.sta(ion.

.sidl

Jook

much

as they did at

tJie

dawn

of forming.

The Near East

collections of sponsoring

museums, had usually con-

cerned themselves with some spectacular

site

such

— Cradle of Agriculture
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Like most inhabitable parts of the Near East, northeastern Iraq

rich

is

traces

in

of prehistoric

life.

as the city of Ur of the Chaldees or the tomb of Tutankhamen. Braidwood intended instead to work
toward the solution of a general problem to fill what

Fragments of ancient clay vessels are scattered plen-

he considered a lamentable gap

of Darius' Persians in 500 B.C. In

—

in

man's knowledge

of his past. Pointing out that the sequence of prehistoric

development "seemed

to

jump from

a late as-

pect of the cave stage immediately into the level of
flourishing

posed

village-farming

to bridge this

communities," he pro-

tifully,

and

the pot

was broken by

of the archeological gap

had been found. He turned

can

glance whether

tell at a

a medieval

Muslim

many

or

by one

places

mod-

ern roads and fortifications have cut through layers
of soil thick with the refuse and stone tools of long-

forgotten peoples.

waiting to

The

gap by finding a transitional

whose inhabitants straddled the borderline
between hunting-gathering and farming.
Never did an archeologist draw a truer aim. In
choosing where to dig, Braidwood was guided by a
knowledge of places where settlements on both sides
village

a skilled eye

kuk,

The ancient past

everywhere

is

tell its story.

rolling hill country

some 30 miles

east of Kir-

150 miles from Baghdad, which Braidwood

selected for his dig, has suffered from thousands of

years of careless cultivation and overgrazing. Today
it

is

rather bare and desolate, but the young tech-

nique of palynology

— the

microscopic analysis of

ancient pollen and other plant remains to determine

—has proved that from

away from Childe's favored Nile Valley and settled
on what he called the hilly flanks of the Zagros Moun-

what grew where

tains in northeastern Iraq. "Within the hilly-flanks

interspersed with patches of grass and herbs. Hardly

zone," he wrote, "occur in nature

any

some

(or, in

the case of

of the larger animals, occurred until recently) a

in the past

10,000 to 7000 B.C. the area supported a few oaks

trees

grow there now, but the sod

and water

is

is

not dense,

available in deeply cut watercourses

may

summer but

remarkable constellation of the very plants and an-

called wadis that

imals which became the basis for the food-producing

often have springs or water holes at the bottom.

pattern of the Western cultural tradition.
else in the

Nowhere

world were the wild wheats and barley,

the wild sheep, goats, pigs, cattle and horses to be

found together

in a single natural environment."

Since the climate of the Zagros region had been

more

same many thousands of years ago
the rainfall also would have been right

or less the

as at present,

— enough for incipient agriculture without

irrigation,

but not enough to encourage the growth of dense
ests,

which would have been

primitive farmers.

for-

a stumbling block to

Iraqi

which

stop running in

had surveyed

archeologists

is

now

this

country,

mostly grazing land, and briefly exam-

ined a place called Jarmo on a bend of the

Cham-

Gawra wadi. The site consisted of a low, rounded
mound covering about three acres on a hilltop that
may have offered advantages for defense, and it had
the look of a spot that

siderable

time

in

had been inhabited

the

past.

The undistinguished

fragments of chipped or ground stone
face

were

for a con-

littering its sur-

clearly not likely to attract an archeologist

searching for ancient splendors. Yet these apparently

The
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insignificant bits of stone

were

just the kind of ev-

Braidwood was looking

idence that

for.

They sug-

gested to his trained eye that Jarmo might well date

back to a time close to the

A

dawn

all

that

was needed

to

in

confirm Braidwood's

suspicions, and he returned to Chicago to organize

and finance a full-dress expedition.

accompanied by

a

years

mound of Jarmo was yielding
own way was as rewarding as

Before long the low

the treasures of
ials

found

at

its

Tutankhamen or the rich royal burUr of the Chaldees. The mound

consisted of a series of levels, or layers, each representing a settlement built upon the remains of a pre-

vious one.

When Braidwood had dug down

these levels

— some

16 in

all

—

— implements suggest-

of vegetable foods.

Moreover,

the animal bones the expedition's zoologists

and sheep that seem

identified those of goat

have

to

been domesticated: they were mature but small, as
slaughtered domestic animals generally are.

But the proof that the

first

and

settlement at Jarmo

to the oldest,

through
he dis-

was

between hunting-gathering

close to the borderline

kind of agriculture lay not in house

a primitive

construction, artifacts and animal bones but in

he began serious digging.

evidence that in

ing the cultivation

later,

and zoologists as well as arche-

botanists, geologists
ologists,

Two

team whose members included

and obsidian and ground stone

may have been hoes

tools that

among

of agriculture.

few preliminary trenches dug into the mound

1948 were

sickle blades of flint

still

another discovery. Long-buried seeds showed that

two kinds

of cultivated

them close

of

to wild

wheat and one

of barley

—

all

forms but displaying kinship

with today's domesticated varieties

—were

among

the staples of the Jarmo food supply.

Only

few actual kernels of these grains were pre-

a

served inadvertently by their ancient cultivators.
Since Jarmo

was an open

site

exposed

to the

weath-

would have

covered skeletal remains showing that the earliest

er,

inhabitants of Jarmo were not unlike the present

caused plant materials

Arab inhabitants

kernels had been subjected to heat in a conflagration

of the area: a people of Mediter-

rain water seeping through the soil

ranean type, medium sized, probably with olive skin,

or in an

dark eyes and dark

form, in a

hair.

They

lived in rectangular

mud-walled houses of several rooms each, made
fashioned

sur-

bowls of ground stone,

prisingly elegant cups and

human and animal

figures of clay

and wore

bracelets and other ornaments of stone and bone.

The

The

decay quickly. But some

to

oven that charred them, without altering

way

their

that prevented decay.

prehistoric grains

grown

at

Jarmo

left

other

traces that Braidwood's botanist colleagues could

read as clearly as print

tempered

mud

— impressions

in the

straw-

with which the villagers built their

presence of bones from onager, gazelle and other wild

houses. The handiest place for the builders to get

animals, plus shells from snails, acorns and pista-

straw was probably a threshing floor where grain was

chios,

made

it

apparent that hunting-gathering sup-

plied a substantial part of the diet.

A

substantial part

—

>

it

not

all.

separated from ears and stems brought in by the harvesters. Since the threshing process

The

artifacts un-

earthed in the mourn.

vest levels included not

only mortars and pestles

r

grinding grain but also

was primitive

and imperfect, the chaffy material that collected

around the

floor

contained a good

many

lost kernels,

and these were kneaded with the straw into the

mud

The Near East

for walls

and house

floors.

The kernels themselves

soon disintegrated, but the cavities that they
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Kent V. Flannery of the University of Michigan, sug-

were

gested that the ancient hunters of the Near East (and

imprints almost as detailed and informative as the

very likely elsewhere also) passed through 10,000

original grain

would have been. At Jarmo many clay
and lower parts of walls were perfectly pre-

years of "preadaptation," during which changes in

floors

their

served, and

much

of the best information about the

village's early crops

discovered in the

At the end

left

was extracted from

mud

the imprints

construction materials.

members of his
team added up the results of their work at Jarmo.
The picture that emerged was very much like the
imaginary scene that commenced this chapter that
of a small year-round village consisting of some two
dozen mud houses inhabited by no more than 150
taking digging, Braidwood and the

—

it

may have been

from

sites in a region stretching

Taurus range

his colleagues

hunters

who

in

Iraq's

Zagros Moun-

Turkey, Flannery and

concluded that about 20,000 B.C. the

lived in the Taurus-Zagros region

were

being compelled by growing scarcities of accustomed
foods to shift their

diet.

Judging from bones and bone fragments in the
deepest, oldest deposits, the meat that
eating since

Homo erectus

times had

men had been

come almost

en-

was, in Braidwood's words, "on

from large hoofed animals such as wild sheep,
goats, cattle and pigs. The evidence of almonds, pis-

new way

tachios

people. Unimpressive though Jarmo

the threshold of a

through tons of debris from cave and outdoor living

tains to the

of four seasons of strenuous, pains-

as a settlement,

food supplies led to farming. After sifting

of life."

Here primitive

tirely

and other wild seeds indicated that the

farmers had been growing primitive wheat and bar-

ancient hunter-gatherers ate a great deal of vegeta-

ley as early as 7000 B.C., long before any kind of

ble food as well, but they did not

farming had been detected

much with

Braidwood had made

in Egypt.

his point.

He had

not dis-

covered the precise place or time of agriculture's
igin

—

must have taken

it

a millennium or

or-

two before

Hoofed animals
but

his

team unearthed on the

hilly flanks

They

also

were

far

removed from any

oasis surround-

ed by desert, so the Childe theory of climatic stress
died

— and remained dead.

What Braidwood had not felt it
much detail was what made

plain in

the hunter-

gatherers turn to the toilsome Hfe of farmers.
theory,

One

most forcefully presented by anthropologist

still

among them were

made

the biggest contribution,

traces of smaller,

humbler crea-

tures: turtles, land snails, fish, fresh-water crabs

and

mollusks, partridges and migratory water birds.

looked as

if

large animals could

no longer supply

the people's protein needs, and the deficiency

being

necessary to ex-

bother

small game.

primitive stage as Jarmo's. But the traces of farming

of the Zagros Mountains were the oldest yet found.

to

The debris that came from slightly higher, younger deposits showed a gradual but significant shift
away from the traditional large prey of the hunters.

plant and animal domestication reached even such a

Braidwood and

seem

made good by foods

that the

It

all

was

proud hunters had

formerly ignored.

Why did the food supply change? The reason could
have been an increase of population that required a
more intensive use

of food resources. This ancient

The
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population crisis could have been brought about by

fect.

A

in living habits

improvement

slight

could have a big

in public hygiene,

ed acceptable food without so great an investment of

such as

may have been enough

to curtail a damOr perhaps some change of
custom, such as permitting widows to marry their
late husbands' brothers, might have produced a few

aging disease or parasite.

more children

each generation and so raised the

in

labor.

improvement
have led

to

in

weapons

is

that an

or hunting technique

may

an increasing scarcity of game.

Whatever

Near

East gradually ceased to subsist mainly by killing
large animals; instead they learned to exploit

what

Flannery calls a broad spectrum of animal and veg-

made them

all

familiar with

the sources and potential sources of food in their

territory.

And

were especially
vantageous

in those areas

plentiful, they

where certain foods
probably found

it

ad-

on these resources and

to concentrate

were quite
ing husks.

Such specialized foragers could become more or
a

few foods inten-

and

slopes,

seeds clus-

its

ends of slender

They

stalks.

and they had only

They were

thin, tightly cling-

the seeds of wild

wheat

—un-

doubtedly the most important plant in the history of

Western

civilization.

Until a
in

few years ago, anthropologists interested

the economic underpinnings of the prehistoric

Near East debated rather academically about why
that region.

women
stalk

by

first

plant to be domesticated in

One common assumption was

that the

originally gathered the wild grain painfully

and made

stalk

diet only after they

it

major part of the family
to cultivate

it

arti-

Another assumption was that

the wild wheats (there are

were greatly

a

had learned

ficially in solid stands.

two closely related kinds]

inferior to varieties that appeared after

conscious farming was well underway.

The
mined

one or

at the

large for grass seeds, nearly one quarter

of an inch long,

to

remain near them.

less sedentary, exploiting

grew on mountain

two rows

wild wheat was the

the cause, the hunting people of the

etable foods. This change

It

tered in

population enough to put pressure on the supply of
wild sheep and goats. Another possibility

be carried about by seminomads.

ef-

using latrines at a small distance from the center of
the camp,

to

There was one kind of grass, however, that yield-

reduction of one or more "antipopulation" factors.

very small change

cumbersome

too

A

of

validity of both of these notions
in 1966,

agronomy

when

at the University of

eastern Turkey.

was under-

Jack R. Harlan, then a professor

Oklahoma,

visited

He was much impressed by dense

less in search of others. In the

and almost pure stands of ripe einkorn, one variety

mountainous Taurus-Zagros region the foods that

of wild wheat, growing on the rocky slopes of a vol-

were particularly abundant included acorns and the

canic mountain called Karacadag, and he

sively

and wandering

seeds of various wild grasses,

all

of

which needed

processing to remove their shells or husks and

them

edible.

The abundance

of these foods,

make
too, may

have encouraged permanent settlements, since processing involved the use of grinding stones and pots
or other vessels for storage

wondered

— equipment too heavy or

An

Iranian plateau exhibits three steps by which water aided
farming in ancient times. At top, patches of plowed land

are watered chiefly by rain; because they are on a slope, they
cannot be easify irrigated by the wadi or watercourse

nearby. At center are fields which are watered by irrigation
ditches. At bottom, a series of holes indicates a qanat
an underground aqueduct which taps subterranean water.
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attractive this food source

tical

would have been

He decided

ancient hunter-gatherers.

to

to try a prac-

experiment. First he stripped the grain and chaff

from the stalks with his bare hands and stuffed

it

bare but callused hands could gather more grain than
they could possibly eat in a year.
essary; the wild
still

wheat grew of

does where permitted

to

do

No farming was necits own accord, as it
from

so,

Israel north

no time, but

through Lebanon and Syria, west through eastern

he found that he could pick an average of five and a

Turkey and southwest along the rugged mountains

into a

half

paper bag. His hands got raw

pounds per hour

year-old

flint

this

way.

When

sickle blade set in a

to collect the einkorn, his rate

in

he used

a 9,000-

new wooden handle

went up

to six

and a

He

quarter pounds per hour and his hands healed.

of Iraq

and

Iran.

Wherever the stands

of

wheat were good, bands

of hunter-gatherers could have settled
side them, perhaps a

few families

took his harvest back to the University of Oklahoma,

larger

had the chaff removed, and found that he had reaped

of themselves as hunter-gatherers

more than two pounds

of clean grain per hour.

excellent grain, too, with 50 per cent
it

It

was

more protein in
modern grain

than in "hard red winter wheat," the

grown in the Great Plains
Canada for bread flour.

The wild wheat

of the United States

fields of the hilly flanks

and

number in

another.

down

in

close be-

one place, a

They would probably think

would hunt whenever they

still,

and the men

could, but they

would not

dare leave unguarded the precious hoards of carefully collected grain.

So they stayed close

brimming granaries, and became

villagers.

to their

They were

not yet farmers, but they were the right people in the

began

to

right place at the right time to

make

the crucial step.

look very good. Harlan calculated that on Karacadag

Within a few centuries they would no longer depend

during the three-week ripening season, a family of an-

on collecting whatever nature provided; they would

cient reapers equipped with flint sickles or only their

make nature

give

them what they needed.

The Benefits

-and Drawbacksof a Peaceful Revolution

At

first

al

about the scene

man's

glance there

tale

at

an old

right;

has simply attracted an

audience.

tentive

nothing unusu-

is

at-

Yet the painting,

based on clues provided by excavations at prehistoric agricultural villages,

sums up

w/as well

by 7000

profound revolution that

a

underway

B.C.

It

in the

shows

Near East

a family,

whose

recent ancestors had been nomadic
hunter-gatherers, settled in one place

and leading the

Food

life

of farmers.

raising (evidenced

by the baby

goat in a child's arms and the fields in
the background) had begun to triumph

over food collecting, and for good rea-

son

—

way

was

it

of

life.

clearly a

more

efficient

While approximately 250

square miles of land were needed

to

feed a band of 25 foragers, six square
miles could supply the 150 inhabitants
of an early farming village with ad-

equate food supplies. This productivity,

by

which was increased
improvements

later

still

further

in agriculture,

helped foster larger families, specialized labor and a variety of amenities.

The
ticular

benefits of agriculture

meaning

for old

had par-

and young.

Instead of being a burden to a band
of roving foragers, an aged

man

like

the one seen here could continue to

serve as a

experience

member

memory bank

—a

of practical

respected and needed

of the

community. And

chil-

dren were valued for the contribution
they could

make

being, as field

to the family's well-

hands and shepherds.

A

/arming family assembles

to

hear an elder impart the knowUnlur

nj d

A Year- round Home
Built

with Straw,

Mud and Teamwork

The busy scene

at right,

in part

based

on findings at the ancient site of Jar-

mo

the

in

of

hills

shows

Iraq,

a

farming family building a house about
8,500 years ago.

The

finished dwelling,

like the

two dozen others

up their

village, will

V

make

that

be small and sim-

ple, largely because the farmers lack

the tools to build anything

more ad-

vanced. The chief construction material they use is tauf, a coarse mixture

mud and

of

straw, applied in layers

and baked hard by the sun. Although
vulnerable to winter rains, the house
as

qualifies

permanent dwelling.

a

this type of building

Moreover,

one of the

h

earliest

was

constructed for

year-round habitation by man.

The house was planned

provide

to

the family of 10 with adequate living

space (the larger room

is

18 feet long],

storage areas and a courtyard.
task of building

it

involved

of coordinated labor

The

many days

by every adult

member

of the family. After stones

were put

in place for the foundation,

work began on
which were

!\

the six-foot-high walls,

built

up of tauf

in thin lay-

ers of diminishing width, with about

a day of drying time allowed

each

new

between

layer.

Here, as the family's long labor on
their

laid

house nears completion, poles

from wall

to facing wall are cov-

ered over with branches, then with

straw and twigs. Finally
of

mud

is

a thick coat

spread on by hand

to

form

a substantial roof.

Seven family members labor

in

teams

to

complete

a typical

early house.

Workers

at top right

and

wer
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left

trample

mud and

straw and carry the mixture in baskets

lo a

wall-bmldcr und (no roofers, v,ho usu

i(

to

coat thatching laid atop beams.

The Kitchen:
Center of a

New Technology

detritus,

Beneath some 7,500 years of
excavators at Tell Hassuna,

in Iraq,

uncovered a farming village whose
kitchens consisted of two cooking areas, as in the painting at right. In the

months, the

hot, dry

women

prepared

and cooked food in airy courtyards
equipped with hearths and, in some
cases, ovens. But in variable

weather

they worked comfortably around indoor hearths, perhaps venturing out
to

bake loaves of unleavened bread.
Kitchens such as this one were in

many ways

the focal point of the ag-

ricultural revolution.

The foods

pro-

cessed in them represented a radical
change in diet, with wheat and barley

game and other wild foods

replacing

as the mainstay. Fired vessels of pot-

tery

—too cumbersome and

fragile for

hunter-gatherers to carry in their wanderings

— served as durable containers

for cooking or storing foods
uids.

and

liq-

Such wares enabled cooks

prepare

or

preserve

the

to

harvested

grains by boiling, parching; germinating or fermenting them.

Thanks

to these innovations,

wom-

in the picture

could

en like the four

put together meals that
if

were varied,

not particularly exciting. The main

course, served with the bread,
likely to

be a porridge, possibly

was
fla-

vored with chunks of game. For the
dessert, there might be nuts or fruit.

All this

was probably washed down

with copious draughts of a heady

new

beverage; barley beer.

Four

women

meaty porridge
prepore dinner for their large famiiy. Their tasks involve stirring a

i

29

,ot

over Q

/^re,

placing

flat

bread

in the

water ou
outdoor oven, grinding grain scooped from a sunken bin, and dipping

n u

nuikshop

building, a cTuflsman cuts a thin

bone into beads behind

a display

..|

his

wares, while the worker in the

ne.xl slull polisiu-

jone spatula. Outside, a ivoman tries

Spare Time for
Craftsmen to work
in Bone and Stone

As

became more

the farmers

they found themselves
the off-season

efficient,

— especially in
— with

between crops

a

bonus of spare time that they could
use to fashion the workaday articles
they

And some

needed.

were

to

surprise

discover

— that

eventually

— perhaps

to

their

they could even

make

part of their living as craftsmen.
In the village of Beidha, in Jordan,

craftsmen appeared as early as 6500
B.C. Their
in

workshops were clustered

and around

a

number

buildings, one of

which

of arcade-like
is

reconstruct-

ed here. The building consisted of a
20-foot-long corridor, which gave access to six small
in facing pairs.

workshops arranged

The

structure's fitted-

stone exterior and the massive walls
separating the shops apparently sup-

ported a second-story living area.
In

one workshop, excavators un-

earthed heavy stone cutting tools and

animal skeletons that suggested

its

a butcher. But

cupant had been

oc-

such

was
Far more

a high degree of specialization

rare in this early period.

common were

craftsmen

particular wares

who made

in different materials

or general wares in one material.

man who worked

in

A

bone would pro-

duce necklaces, pins, bracelets and
even shovels the latter made of an

—

aurochs' shoulder blade.

enced

An

experi-

stoneworker would make

a

great variety of implements, such as

axheads. blades and scrapers, grinding stones, mortars
another.
on on ante ope-bone necklace while a craftsinan strings

and

pestles.

Perils

FJeoing a

and

fire

with

Portents of the Farming Life

all ih^

Ifiiil

lhi:y

can cony, wtinibcrs of a

forniiiig

family

(/eft)

abnncJon

(lifiir

village

house

lo flames,

which

h(
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With

its

varied benefits, agriculture

new problems. The
was not only harder
was riskier as well:

engulfed the straw-roofed village. The

was

the burning of

brought a host of

greatest tragedy

work

hoarded grain supplies.

of farming

than foraging,

it

crop failures could lead to famines or
malnutrition. In addition, an advan-

— the

They

how

to

learned,

adapt and plan ahead.
for

expanding village populations were
unprepared for the long-range

Reverses such as these taught the
farmers

mals for supplementary food. But the

example, to feed

that

agriculture

land. In

many

part of their grain surpluses to their

ural vegetation.

sheep and goats when browse was

ing,

could be a drawback, especially

limited

life

accu-

if fire

already spread to a neighbor's tinder-dry straw roof. There one

— thus

man

ensuring healthy

struggles to smother

th.' s;

ani-

large areas, intensive

farming crowded out game and

mulation of material possessions

tage of the sedentary

effects

would have on the

Hunting and gather-

man's way of

million years,

nat-

life

was nearing

over a

for
its

end.

two others rescue on elderly

cripple.

Chapter Two: The Golden

Gift of

Grain

35

How

did the

tion

has fascinated

first

farmers learn to farm? This ques-

men

of

learning

[and

many

unearthed there to date indicates that farming
inated in a region

where

without learning) since earliest times, and innumer-

and barley were

able answers have been proposed, ranging from the

of

decorative myths of antiquity to increasingly in-

borhood and make

formed guesses by modern scholars.
According to the ancient Egyptians,

collected seeds.
all

men were

cannibals until the great god Osiris instructed them

and showed them how
The Greeks credited the

make

in the art of planting

to

agricultural tools.

birth of

farming

goddess Demeter; they believed that

to their

she gave wheat seeds to her priest, Triptolemus, and

him to drive around the earth in his chardrawn by dragons and serpents, bringing the

instructed
iot

blessings of agriculture and civilization to

When

the

Romans took over and renamed many

the Greek gods and goddesses, Demeter
res,

from

general)

is

men.

all

whom

the

word

of

became Ce-

cereal (meaning grain in

derived.

orig-

wheat

sufficiently abundant to tempt bands
nomadic hunter-gatherers to settle in the neigh-

their

meals mainly of the easily

But while the events that led

to the

domestication

may never be known with exactness,
mounting number of clues, pieced together by

of these plants
a

painstaking archeological detective work, have pro-

duced some intriguing knowledge of how farming
probably came about.

A large part of that knowledge stems from the work
of scientists

who

specialize in studying the plant re-

mains of ancient cultures and who are known by the
formidable

title

of paleoethnobotanists.

most valuable clues

Among

their

for reconstructing the birth of

farming in the Near East are the remains of ancient
seeds or other vegetable matter, such as the charred

Belief in a legendary or mythological origin of

farming has long been out of fashion, but even today
the question of

the wild prototypes of

how men became

food producers

in-

wheat and barley grains found by Robert Braidwood

when he excavated

mo

in northeastern

the 9,000-year-old village of farIraq.

These black carbonized

stead of merely food gatherers cannot be answered

survivors from the distant past can be fairly reliably

and the exact steps by which they did so

dated by the carbon-14 method, which measures the

precisely,

are likely to remain hidden in the remote past.

What

can be said with reasonable certainty, however,
that the steps

were

first

is

taken in the Near East, where

traces of plant cultivation are the oldest

known,

dat-

ing back at least 9,000 years. Moreover, the evidence

extent

of

radiocarbon

sites,

where indoor cooking

roofs

made

huts burn

fires

down

organic

in

in early

matter.

dwelling

under low thatched

frequently. In

some

of

these conflagrations, wheat kernels on the floors or
in storage receptacles got

A

decay

Charred seeds are not uncommon

covered

in

such a

way

that

they were protected from oxygen while being heated

clay statuette, found on the island of Cyprus, portrays
a timeless chore: a woman grinds threshed grain on a stone

and charred. Even when the house did not catch

while her daughter shakes the product in a sieve, sifting
out the coarser bits and storing the flour in o jar in the
foreground. The use of stones to grind grain dates back over
10,000 years and persisted on Cyprus into the 20th Century.

wheat was often carbonized in the hot wood ashes of
indoor hearths. Neolithic housewives were not notable for their neatness, but the sloppiest of them

fire,

The
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First

Farmers

apparently swept their clay floors once

and often the

containing spilled wheat grains

litter

The nature of wild
went
and early cultivated wheats also led to some carbonized grains. The kernels of these cereals were
enclosed in tight-fitting protective husks that had to
into the smoldering fireplace.

Sometimes

be loosened by heating.

housewife

a

The

in a while,

let

long-dead plants

way.

ner.

The

inedible kernels

would

found by archeologists thousands of years after the
careless housewife had dried her tears.

Even when

grains of

bonized, they sometimes

left

other telltale traces:

detailed impressions of their shape,

served in

mud mixed

Jarmo villagers

car-

which were pre-

with straw like that used by the

The clay of
was frequently mixed with straw

to build their houses.

coarse pottery also

that acted as a binder

and kept the vessel from crack-

tell

When

that

it

for cutting

cient refuse pits or

cayed.

When

is

the silica skeleton left in an-

by

silica,

he can

for harvesting grain instead of

meat or hides.

mixed with

site are

re-

amounts

large

tedious and ineffective, so up-

is

tion.

One kind

of soil

known

as flota-

of flotation is to simply put a

sample

from an excavation into a tub with water and

gently slosh

it

around. The mineral matter, being

heavier than the organic material, sinks quickly,

al-

lowing any plant remains and bone fragments present
to rise to the surface

A

and be scooped up.

fancier kind of flotation

— froth

flotation

developed by the mining industry

—was

to sep-

arate fine particles of ore from worthless dross. Froth

depends on the

fact that

some substances

stick to each other while others do not.
liquids, called collectors, are

certain oily

If

mixed with

a

mud

so-

wherever vegetable matter has de-

lution containing organic particles such as carbonized

normally

seeds, they coat the seeds but do not coat sand, clay

silica. It is in a

or other mineral matter. In this oil-covered state the

sap rises

plants

in living

contains a small amount of dissolved

it

sense the plant's excretion; the plant does not need
this inert material

was used

mixture by hand

flotation

the earliest farmers

archeol-

blade or other sharp tool showing

to-date archeologists use a process

grains as burned-out impressions.

more

when an

of soil and other mineral matter. Searching through

originally

A

a flint

mains found on a

the clay

subtle clue shedding light on the plants of

up

more obvious

also revealing in a

Often the seeds and other informative organic

was fired
it turned to hard, bricklike matter that would last almost forever, immortalizing any embedded wheat
ing while drying in the sun.

is

the characteristic sheen imparted

this

wheat did not become

formed on the leaves and stems of

Silica is highly abrasive, so

ogist turns

the heating go too far and blackened the family din-

be discarded, to be

silica that

and gets

rid of

deposited as lacy skeletons on

These delicate patterns remain
plant has disappeared.

it

its

as silica,

which

is

leaves and stems.

organic particles have
to air),

of years later, un-

aerophilic (attracted

while the rest of the mixture remains hydro-

philic (attracted to water).

The archeological use

after the rest of the

Thousands

become

cylindrical container

is

of this principle
filled

is

with water

few teaspoons of kerosene.

A

simple.
to

A

which

der the paleoethnobotanist's microscope, they reveal

is

not only what kind of plant they

also added to emulsify the kerosene and form a long-

what part

of that plant.

came from but even

added

a

lasting froth.

The material

to

detergent

be separated

is

is

carefully

The Golden

screened to remove large objects and poured slowly

compressed

into the container while

forced

air is

tend to hold together until they can be gathered whole
at the harvester's leisure.

through a perforated ring of pipe in the container's

From

bottom. Fine bubbles rising to the top carry with them

beneficial.

the aerophilic organic particles, while the hydrophilic

year and depends on

mineral particles sink toward the bottom. Thus the

It

froth,

when skimmed

off the surface,

contains only

the wild wheat's point of view, fragility

Wheat

grows best

is

seeds to continue

itat is

that offer soil-filled crannies

wheat

—

in

has yielded primitive

carbonized form, as impressions

or pottery or as silica skeletons

answered question: how

to

— there

tell

in

is still

mud

an un-

from such traces

bare or recently disturbed

by animals, or

in dirt scuffed
soil

To

duces

in early

kernel, that will stay

that

grew

Near East 10,000 years ago

in the

found growing there today. Their names are

fTriticum dicoccoidesj.

They

are very

much

like the

primitive domesticated einkorn and emmer, but they
differ slightly in the size

and
has

and shape of

their kernels

in other small but revealing details.
little

An

expert

trouble distinguishing the wild and the do-

mesticated variety, even though the specimen

be thousands of years

old.

But there

is still

may

another

between cultivated einkorn and emmer
wild ancestors a difference that was vast-

difference

and
ly

their

—

important for the birth of farming.

are gone.

When

an ear

is in this

fragile condition, the

they are

large seed, the

dormant during the dry

To make
a

good

like

emmer with an

mechanism (pages
a chaffy

40-41).

stiff,

has provided a

ingenious planting

Each seed

is

part of a spike-

husk that has a sharp point

lot of short hairs slanting

long,

the

sure the heavy seeds have a chance to get

start in receptive soil, nature

wild wheat

let,

when

rains begin.

bristle-like

away from

"awns"

at the base, a

the point and

at the other end.

As

the ear of wheat ripens, the spikelets begin to break

away. Strong winds often carry them
distance from the parent plant.

of the long

toward the

awns makes

the ground with

its

When

earth, the
it

a considerable

behave

one of these

aerodynamic drag
like a dart.

tapered base forward, and

It
if

hits

the

and loose the sharp point penetrates
Then the backward-pointing hairs cause the cap-

soil is fairly soft
it.

is

apt to

sule containing the seed to dig itself gradually into

where

the ground. This self-planting process

the ears of cultivated

wheat

efficient.

of the kernels

lost. In contrast,

summer an unusually

wheat pro-

the ground,

touch of a harvester's hand or cutting tool

make many

autumn

spikelets falls

As the kernel-bearing ears of wild einkorn and emmer ripen, they "shatter," the kernels at the tips
breaking away first, followed by the others until all

any other patches of

in

season and promptly start vigorous growth

emmer

wild einkorn (Triticum boeoticumj and wild

rocky hillsides

soil:

between the rocks, on

not tightly occupied by established vegetation.

wheat

still

natural hab-

its

exploit such opportunities, the wild

say the paleoethnobotanists. The two kinds of wild

are

species.

steep stream banks where the ground has slumped,

whether the wheat was wild or cultivated? "Easy,"

wheat

its

has temperate, rainy

in a climate that

winters and hot, dry summers, and

possible archeological value.
site

is

an annual plant that dies each
its

the carbonized seeds and any other organic matter of

But once an ancient
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fall to

A few weeks

after its seeds

is

remarkably

have ripened, a

to carbon by intense heat ond thus preserved for
thousands of yeors. AerneJs of einkorn wheat display
the differences that enable orcheologists to tel) the wild type
(upper picture) from domesticated wheat f/ower picture].
Shoivn en/arged rough/y four times, the wild groins from a
site in Syria are small and slender; domestication has bred
the others, excavoted in Greece, to a larger, fatter shape.

Turned

The Golden

stand of wild wheat shows nothing but bare stalks

may have

and the long awns of the spikelets sticking out of the
soil. The hidden, hard-husked seeds are reasonably

She collected

a basketful of nonshattering ears

produced next season was

became

as soon as enough rain has fallen.

However advantageous
this seed-dissemination

system was tough on prehis-

wheat gatherers. The ears ripened over

toric

week season, and

How

chance

already blown
ter at a

saw

ripe ears shatter before

them

women)

safely into her basket.

must have climbed
to find

away by

the

a slope to a thriv-

How

if

them from

wheat

is

variable.

wheat have tough stems

often

A

few

of

The

spikelets

that hold

them

normal spikelets have flown

the wind. This trait

is

disadvantageous

in

many wheat

acteristic is

an advantage; the freak plants are ideal

because their nonshattering ears can be gathered over

villagers

would be

for successful

various kinds of bare or disturbed

imal footprints, fallen

made

cer-

spilled or

growth next

mud

soil:

footpaths, an-

buildings, refuse

latrines,

dance floors of beaten earth, the

outdoor

fires.

All these

wheat could

part of the

To human

their baskets filled almost

grains

what was needed

exactly

spilled

and plant themselves.

season they

this late

season. All primitive habitations are surrounded by

their

to distribute

During

otherwise lost near the village where some would find

have

away

trips to gather

wheat patches that they had not

The untidy habits of prehistoric

to

harvesters, on the other hand, this char-

children no doubt shoul-

entirely with nonshattering ears.

any descendants because not enough of

seeds break

distant

to visit sooner.

tain that

wild wheat; such aberrant plants are doomed

few

women and

would have returned with

sickle.

had already responded. Like

species, wild

to the stalk long after

and

left,

or waiting to shat-

that appear normal but do not shatter.

away on

girl

would be the only

dered their baskets and made special

wind

plants have genetic peculiarities and produce ears

of this kind of

ears

had time

not behave like that.
In a sense the gods

the end of the ripening season they

of the golden grain

she must have pestered her gods for wheat that did

its

it

But pa-

was needed. They point out that nonshattering wheat
ears would naturally form a disproportionately large

most

touch of her flint-bladed

most wild

life.

they could be cut without losing any grains. Toward

to tuck

often she

of

the picker often obtained immature

wheat patch only

ing

way

part of the harvest brought back to the village, since

she (doubtless most wheat gatherers were
a

nonshattering, and

a three-

grain of low quality or

had

all

the base of the farming

leoethnobotanists do not think that any bright

wild-wheat plant,

for the

and

planted their seeds near her village. The crop they

and insects and are ready

growth

39

noticed this unusual kind of wild wheat.

safe from the voracious appetites of birds, rodents
to start into rapid

Gift of Grain

would

offer

dumps,

sites of old

spots where

get a foothold. Since the greater

wheat brought

to the village

was

the non-

number of the plants
dumps and along its paths would

shattering kind, an abnormal

springing up on

its

be nonshattering too. Most villages were built on
atively level spots

handy

rel-

to water, but often at a

a longer period.

considerable distance from the scattered stands of

Modern myth-makers sometimes spin a pleasant
tale about how, around 7000 B.C., an extra-bright girl

wild wheat.
perior

When

the villagers found patches of su-

wheat springing up

in their

immediate neigh-

A wild Grass
That Changed
the world

The notion

anatomy

that

ny can apply not only

is

desti-

humans but

to

Node

Splkelet

also to an important plant like wheat.

Wild emmer
today's

— one of the ancestors of
— was harvested by

wheats

hunter-gatherers at least as far back
Internode

as 10.000 B.C. in the
like all

wild grasses,

annoying

trait

Near

to

East. But

Spikelel

possessed a

it

harvesters employ-

ing primitive sickles: the seed-bearing
ear, or spike, shattered as

soon as

it

Wild

was

This mechanism allowed

ripe.

emmer

seed

to

But some em-

itself.

mer had tougher spikes
fall

when

apart

the stems were cut,

and apparently more of

this

home by

back

brought

that did not

type was

harvesters.

There, whether intentionally planted
or simply spilled on the ground,

it

be-

Emmer Wheat Spike

Ttie

The draivings above shoiv a spike of
wild emmer and of cultivated emmer.
The spike in the wild variety usually
measures about three inches Jong, and
slightly less in the cultivated form. The
grains of wild emmer ore smaller and
less densely packed than those of

A

Spike Diagramed

drawing of an emmer spike shows
the a.xis, or rachis. and how it is
jointed. The joints are called nodes and
the segments between them internodes.
At maturit)' wild emmer comes apart
at the

nodes, while

emmer

in the

cultivated

the spikelets remain intact.

gan to predominate and eventually

the domesticated type. In harvesting

Breaking up the rachis

became domesticated wheat.

emmer.

spikelets required threshing.

Nearly
tics,

all

of

its

other characteris-

however, remained the same as

those of the

wheat.

It

easily

shattered

wild

the farmers cut the spikes from

the stems, as

wooden

shown below, with

or bone sickles into ivhich

sharp-edged
Harvesting

bits of flint

were

set.

bristles, called

awns

caught and traveled

Ttirestiing

stiff

or beards, that
in the fur of an-

imals or blew about on strong winds,

and the small, spiky hairs along the
base of the kernels that allowed em-

mer

to

anchor

itself in

the ground.

It

also kept the hard outer husks that

made
such

freeing the edible kernels inside
difficult

ers, as the

at right

work

drawings

for the first farmin the

demonstrate.

separate the

The

farmers did this by flailing the spikes
with long sticks until the spikelets
broke away, os indicated below.

retained such primitive self-

propagating devices as the long,

to

bottom row

^KX
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Lemma

Grain

starchy

Internode

Germ

Longitudinal section

The Spikelet

An emmer

spikelet

The
is

a

study

in

two
outer husks, or g/umes, enciosing two
florets, each of which has a vvireiike
own and contains a grain. The base, or
nature's adaptabiiity.

It

consists of

The Grain

Floret

The protective covering of the fforet
made extra work for the eoWy farmer.
The floret consists of two inner
glumes, the lemma and palea, which
tightly enclose the grain. To free the
grain from both the inner and outer
glumes, pounding was required

of an emmer grain
rounded, while the
ventral side (rightj has a deep groove.

The dorsal surface
(above,

left] is

The grain itself, as shown in the
longitudinal section at center, is

composed

internode, is covered with smail, tough,
backward-pointing hairs that helped
wild wheat to dig itseJf into the ground.
To free the spikelets from the chaff,
the farmers winnowed the wheat by
tossing it high in the air and letting
the iighter straw blow away.

make

loose glumes that threshing removes.

cracked kernels into a porridge.

Winnowing

Pounding

Winnowing

— perhaps preceded by parching
the glumes brittle.

to

The pounding

was probably done with mortar and
pestle (below). Today's wheats have

r\

of the protein-rich germ, the
bran and the starchy endosperm. To
get rid of the glumes, the farmers

winnowed

the wheat again (below),
and then may have ground the grain
for breodmaking, or cooked the

The
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First

Farmers

borhood, they no doubt credited their gods with a
benevolent miracle.

— or perhaps
now known
—
self-domestication
should be called
This partial domestication of wheat

it

Basic Equipment
for Early Cooks

is

to

have happened

various parts of the Near East

in

by 7000 B.C. But

partial domestication

not take place in

all

The

A pottery miJIc

settlements of wheat gatherers.

and other

rainfall

soil,

have had

probably did

local conditions

jug,

with

lip

and painted design

would

be especially favorable, and a village

to

would have had

to exist in the

same location

for a

considerable time.

So the next and crucial step toward true farming

must have occurred: saving seed and planting
liberately.

likely to

Wherever

taken,

is

have been preceded by earnest debates

in

grain to

charge of

was

de-

it

grow nearby. Gods

fertility

first

what could be done

the villages about

more

this step

it

were petitioned,

to

encourage

or goddesses in
sacrifices offered,

diviners consulted.

That seeds can grow into green plants was probably known, at least in a vague sort of way, before agriculture developed. Certainly the gatherers of wild

wheat must have noticed how green sprouts appeared

when their stored grain got thoroughly rain-soaked
and was not promptly spread in the sun to dry. But
using this knowledge practically was quite another
matter. It may not have been appHed until an increase
in the population or a

need for grain

or other desirables such as

flint

to trade for

for tools

meat

made

de-

liberate planting imperative.

Deliberate planting could have

number

of ways. Perhaps grain

cred and

was

scattered as an offering on the ground

near some holy spot.
noticed that

it

come about in any
was considered sa-

If so,

reproduced

the worshipers

its

may have

kind. Less romantically,

A

ceramic husking

tray, its

bottom grooved for stripping groin

The Golden

A

stone pot, asymmetrical but finely

A ceramic lacJie with

made

A heavy stone

a primitive

Gift of Grain

handle

quern and round pestle, used for grinding husked grain

Fashioned

in Iraq

between 7000 and

4000 B.C., the kitchen equipment shown
here sums up an age of changing Jife
styies. The quern and grinding stone
above too heavy for hunter-gatherers

—

y

^*^^;

—

carry from camp to camp typify
the crude earJy implements made by
farmers living in one place. The
cooking pot next to it represents a later
refinement; finely ground stone vessels.
Such vessels were eventually replaced
to

by more easily made pottery like
the husking tray and milk jug at left.
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Farmers

First

may have remarked that w/heat v^ras apt
to appear of its own accord near a threshing floor, so
he moved his floor each year to encourage new wheat
patches. Or a woman may have accidentally spilled a
basket of threshed wheat on a refuse dump and not
some

villager

When

retrieved

it all.

appeared

at that spot,

sow

the

there

dense growth of wheat plants

may have been

inspired to

whole dump with wheat. And,

of course,

may

made

a

really

she

have been foresighted persons

The Important Invention

One

of the

most

farming's settled

of the

Oven

significant benefits derived

life

was

from

the oven, three basic types

of which are diagramed here. Built of clay, each was
used primarily for baking bread the flat loaves adhered to the heated sides. The oven was also the
predecessor of the kiln and the smelting furnace.

—

who

observations, formed the proper conclusion

from the evidence and planted wheat seeds

in well-

prepared ground.
It is

ing

not likely that the

was discovered

new technique of seed plant-

in a single village

and then swept

quickly through the wild-wheat belt of the Near East.
In those

dim years 100 centuries ago, the villages of

grain gatherers
selves.

must have kept pretty much

to

them-

Not only were they widely separated, but they

probably spoke dialects that only a few neighbors
could understand, had different customs, worshiped

it.

of the early ovens (above) were similar in
design but differently insulated. The subterranean

one used the surrounding earth; the one at right
had a lining of pebbles ond mud betu'een layers of
clay. Both types burned ivood on a bed 0/ stones.

and perhaps were even belligerent

different gods

about

Two

They might have done a

trading in

little

much-desired goods such as decorative sea shells and
obsidian for razor-sharp knives or sickle blades, but

otherwise most of the villages were probably grimly
hostile to each other, regarding

any outsider as a po-

tential threat to their precious stands of

wild wheat.

Under these conditions the new technique could not
have spread very fast.

The judgment
ethnobotanists

prepared ground
times and at

of both anthropologists

is that
v.

?

diffe.

and paleo-

the practice of planting seed in

ndopted independently
-Aaces in the

ginning around 800i

ut

where wild grain grev

illy.

Near

many

East, be-

always near habitats
In

some

villages the

A more advanced

o\'en, tivo to three feel high, hod
several improvements over the smaller types at top.

This one utis built on a heat-conserving clay base;
also, its narrow opening and small side vent farrowj
created a draft that produced a hotter

fire.
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first

may have been

crop

much

like

lentils,

barley,

which behaves very

wheat, and other crops, such as peas and

soon became important. The old-fashioned

way of life usually continued while culwas being developed. In what is now Syria

and predation (children getting eaten by

would be

a decline of infanticide.

madic hunters were compelled

tivation

whom they
women of

Israel, especially at the

northern end of the Jor-

dan Valley, wild wheat seems

to

have grown so

The women

permanent settlements made no such

marches, and presumably tried to raise

when food was

settlements were supported by gathering alone. But

helpless or near-helpless individuals

develop cultivation.

While

who

goes to the prehistoric villagers

full credit

domesticated wheat and barley, the effective-

and the sick and the old

would
and as

the cultural level gradually rose the village elders be-

as repositories of experience

first

attracted man's

occasional nonshattering ears that, though suicidal

were perfect

in the wild state,

for

man

adopt as a

to

as the possessors of special skills

and

tradition.

wheat and

of cultivable land

must have

fallen be-

hind the demands of the expanding population. So

daughter colonies budded

off,

where wheat did not grow

some moving

naturally.

may have experimented

Some

colonists
to find

since spread the domesticated seeds to

a favorable site for their settlement, they

Because

farming

— man

farmers willingly

own

grew

of

move

into places

its

thropologists

enabled

move,

to

is

it

left their

— and,

to

where

it

an

extent,

unlikely that the early

cozy villages where wheat

accord, or with only a

now

a

of these

When

earlier

they found

may have

departed in peace, or even with help from the parent

parts of the earth.

forced

ground suitable for wheat.

to places

few years

cultivated crop. Thus, in these areas wheat, barley

temperate

and

Eventually, in village after village the supply of

and man became contented symbionts, and man has
all

cripples

be abandoned as

to

also play a part in increasing the population,

came valuable

attention by their large, edible seeds and then offered

— the

often as in the case of nomads. Their survival

cated should not be overlooked. Their wild forms

patches in the Near East. They

of their

all

Nor did other

scarce.

— have

ness of these plants in getting themselves domesti-

have a very limited range: mostly small zones and

of no-

to dispose of infants

children, even

favored regions the settlers were forced to

would

could not carry on a long march. The

abundantly that surprisingly elaborate and populous

in the less

lions)
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be less common. Probably even more important

gathering

and

Gift of Grain

had

to

believe that

little

help, to

be planted. Most an-

some

of

them were

village.

Or perhaps

a religious leader (for religion is

far older than agriculture) led a

ers into the wilderness like

the

Mormons

group of his follow-

Brigham Young taking

to Utah.

Other buddings-off were not so peaceful. Large
lages undoubtedly encroached on smaller ones,

vilfirst

forced to

barring their harvesters from their outlying wild-

in

wheat

move by demographic pressure, an increase
population made possible by the prosperity and

cultural

growth resulting from

settled life

and

a

fields,

then from their planted patches. Then

the village itself might be attacked and

women

handy food supply. Settled folk would have fewer

younger

hunting accidents than wandering hunter-gatherers.

a village that

killed or driven

had grown too big

all

except the

away. In other cases
for

its

food supply,

The
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both wild and cultivated,
tile

factions,

may have

divided into hos-

one of which was forced

In all cases except the

most hurried

yield

to leave.

the de-

flights,

parting colonists presumably took with them, in baskets or leather pouches, the best

wheat seeds

they could get their hands on, and the

would know

women

that the nonshattering kind

was

that

new home were almost

entirely the

the

first

to

new

conditions.

When

planted in

properly loosened soil at the proper season, they pro-

duced better crops than

had

to

their wild ancestors,

which

contend with rocks, competing vegetation and

was lawas probably accomplished

the grazing of wild animals. Preparing the soil

borious.

The

first tilling

with nothing more elaborate than a sharp-pointed
digging stick.

More

When wheat

is

efficient tools

were not needed.

eaten directly by the family that

the basic food for a family.

the

time be called true farmers

— and could move

but the most unfavorable lands of the

all

some places

East. In

the

may have been

first

wheat and barley came

was

newly

deficient in a

plants that needed the

ed and yield

little

dozen

(or

hun-

poor, but the natural

variability of

rain

and

grain

Near Easterners could for

other areas. Slowly the belt of cultivation

spread to

Near

tilling,

dred] harvests

The new wheat and barley proved remarkably
adaptable to their

tilled.

Now, possessing both domesticated
knowledge of
on

domes-

Even if the
10 bushels per acre, two acres

land need be

were as poor as

would provide

at least

ticated, nonshattering type.

much

not

it,

best for

harvesting. So the crops they planted and gathered
in their

grows

to the rescue. If

settled region, the

wheat

most moisture would be

stunt-

or no seeds.

They would not be

as

well represented in the next crop that the farmer
planted, so gradually the local strain
resistant.

became drought-

Other strains developed resistance

to cold

and unseasonable wetness. Eventually wheat was
able to thrive and could be carried

man symbionts wanted

to take

it.

anywhere

its

hu-

Everyday staples
from Prehlstory's
Larder

Many

of the plants that the farmers

learned to grow thousands of years

ago are today so
ly

much

a part of near-

everyone's diet that

it is

difficult to

think of their being gathered by hand
in the wild.

And

so

common

are they

that their origins in diverse parts of

the globe often go overlooked.

Domestication occurred not only in
the

Near

ley

were the

in East

where wheat and

East,

first

bar-

of man's crops, but

Asia and the

New World

as

well. East Asia, for example, contrib-

uted the foods depicted

at left, includ-

ing such staples as rice, soybeans

and

sugar cane. Farmers in China were

growing millet

(a

grain

still

eaten by

one third of the world's population]
as early as 4500 B.C., about a millen-

nium

earlier than rice,

which was

to

most well-known crop.

become their
By 3000 B.C. soybeans had become
a

regular part of the Oriental diet;

their

importance as a source of cheap

protein

is

well recognized today. Sci-

entists forecast the eventual use

of

these nutritious beans as a meat substitute

•JlB^Ki^

around the world.

A Cornucopia
of Foodstuffs

from the Near East

Were

it

not for the Near East, where

wheat was

first

domesticated and

grows wild, there

—

the

least

at

still

would be no bread

bread

people

most

know. Besides being the world's first
breadbasket, the Near East contributed

many

other important foods, in-

cluding those

shown

at right. In the

millennia after 8000 B.C., farmers add-

ed

to their

crops of wheat and barley

a variety of legumes, including chick-

peas,

lentils

and fava beans. Such

foods were extremely practical; they

when

could be eaten fresh
in

they were

season, or dried and stored.
In the centuries that

B.C.,

some

followed 4000

of the Near Eastern farm-

ers turned their skills to raising prod-

ucts that enlivened
diet

—

figs

and enriched

their

and apricots, almonds and

pistachios, walnuts

and dates, olives

and grapes. From olives came

oil

not

only for cooking but also for lamps.

And

the grape,

when

juice that could be

pressed, yielded

fermented

to

make

wine, a beverage that added a whole

new dimension

of pleasure to

'J

life.

13/
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Rich and
Colorful Gifts

from the Americas

When New World

edible

the

(iomesticatc

farmers began

to

plants

wild

they found around them, they could
hardly have imagined the impact these

foods

— some of which are shown here

—would one day have on
The

potato,

ropeans

grown

first

around 2000

the world.

in the

Andes

would help save Eufamine; corn would

B.C.,

from

stave off the hunger of America's
settlers;

first

and beans would add both

protein and variety to the diets of hun-

gry people everywhere.

The whole

great adventure of ag-

riculture in Latin
to

America dates back

when farmers

about 7000 B.C.,

Mexico and Peru

first

began

to

in

grow

such foods as bottle gourds and avocados. By 6000 B.C. beans were being
raised and one thousand years later,

squash.

Both were prized for their

Hesh and their nutritious seeds. Corn,
cultivated

since

at

5500

least

B.C.,

became Mexico's major crop around
1500 B.C. These staples were enlivened by such foods as the

chili

and cocoa bean. Combined,
chocolate

made

a

pepper

chili

and

pungent drink en-

joyed by ancient Mexicans.

1.

Pink beans

9.

Corn cob

10. Dried chilies

4.

Lima beans
Manioc
White potatoes

13.

2.

3.

11.
12.

Cocoa beans
Whole dried corn
Cracked dried corn
beans
Shelled pumpkin
seeds

5.

Summer

6.

Acorn squasti

14. Pinto

7.

Small dried chilies

15.

8.

Fresfi ctiilies

squasti
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While farming was slowly spreading from the Near
East,

where

it

had originated around 8000

B.C.,

it

was

the area

— —but a
rice

grass called millet which, in

the United States today,

is

usually sold as birdseed.

also sprouting independently in other parts of the an-

A

cient world. During the next 4,000 years, in areas as

bling caterpillars, millet provided the base for China's

widely separated as South America and China, people

were learning

to their regions.

to cultivate different plants native

And

like

wheat, which today

is

a

grass that produces fuzzy seed heads resem-

tall

ancient civilization. This plant

ern China where

it

some

millet continues to be eaten

eventually produced staples or favored items for
diet

Corn, white potatoes, peanuts, avocados, tomatoes

—

name only a few of the dozen or
more foods first grown by the Indians of prehistoric
America now help to feed many of the temperate
and squashes

to

—

and semitropical areas
the

New.

plants

of both the

Old World and

Rice, sugar cane, yams, bananas

first

and other

cultivated in China or Southeast Asia

thousands of years ago

its

now grow

in virtually all

time before 4000

moist and

Thus, although the earliest evidences of farming

have come from the Near East, there were

"first"

a third of the

was domesticated, somewas quite different from the

millet

B.C.,

fertile plains

near the mouths of the Yel-

low and Yangtze rivers that
part of China's population.

now

The

support the greater

original

seedbed

is

a

rather forbidding region located on the middle reaches of the

Yellow River. The climate there

cold in winter and the rainfall

is

is

bitterly

scant, ranging

from

10 to 20 inches per year.

Though

moist, tropical regions.

by nearly

world's population.

The place where

around the globe.

in north-

limited use in the United States,

Europe. Despite

man's

grown

spread to India, Japan, Indonesia, North Africa and

basic food for nearly half of the earth's inhabitants,
of the other plants developed in these lands

is still

evolved; cultivated varieties have

this

there are

much

pleasanter places in China,

Nuclear Area, as the archeologists

inite

advantages.

It

was

call

it,

had defand

free of the dense forests

farmers in other parts of the^world, especially in East

the heavy, perennial sod that might have discouraged

Asia and Central and South 'America. Farming was,
in fact, born several times over in different areas and

people equipped only with primitive tools. Moreover,

at different times.

And one

portant birthplaces
In China,

odd as

of

its earliest

and most im-

might seem, the

first

plant to be

domesticated was not the one most associated with

of a variety called loess, a fine-grained

yellowish loam so soft and porous that

lose

its fertility

it

easily

group of young men and women propitiate Chicomecoatl,
the Aztec goddess of corn, with cornstalks and bowis of grue!.
This illustration is one of many collected from the Indians
by friar Bernardino de Sahagun, who came to Mexico in
1529 and traveled extensively to gather information about
agriculturally based religious ceremonies of Ihe Aztecs.

can be culIt

does not

quickly, as forest and tropical

soils

are likely to do.

There

A

is

tivated with the simplest digging sticks.

was China.
it

the soil there

is

a

drawback

and imparts

the Yellow Sea into
B.C.,

its

to loess as well. It also erodes

color to the Yellow River and

which the

river pours, but in 4000

with the land only beginning to be cultivated,

erosion

was not

yet a problem in northern China.

Chinese literature and legend point to the loess

The
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country as the birthplace of the Chinese people themselves. But the region's harsh climate

made

it

so unfavorable as a cradle of humanity that
scholars discounted

its

seem

many

importance until the 1930s.

That was when Chinese archeologists excavated an
important city

northern

in

Honan

Province.

It

turned

ered other Chinese towns and villages, which were

carbon-dated back to 4000 B.C., more than 2,000 years
before the rise of the Shang civilization. These earsettlements

lier

of

—

all

lying within the Nuclear

North China where the three modern provinces of

Honan, Shansi and Shensi come together

out to be An-yang, the legendary capital of the Shang

the

Dynasty that flourished between 1600 and 1100 B.C.

"Yang-shao," after a

And

were found the preserved seeds of

An-yang indicated

the relics of

that

if

the loess

country had indeed been the birthplace of the Chi-

nese people and
inhabitants had

their

come

extraordinary

a long

An-yang was no primitive

culture,

way by Shang

its

times.

neolithic

stage

of

—belong

to

Chinese civilization called
Shensi. In

site in

all

of

millet, a grain

them
con-

spicuously native to northern China.

A
p'o,

collection of crude huts,

Area

typical

example of these settlements was Pan-

which stood near

a small tributary of the

River around 4000 B.C. The village, which

Weishui

may have

but a splendid metropolis with spectacular bronze-

had as many as 600 inhabitants, covered more than

work, horse-drawn war chariots and even inscrip-

seven acres and was surrounded by a ditch whose

tions representing the beginnings of Chinese writing.

purpose was drainage, defense, or both. The dwell-

Moreover, the discovery of stone hoes, spades and

ings,

— and ditches that may have been used for
rigating
— showed that Shang agricultural techsickles

ir-

fields

niques were well developed.

of

supported by wooden

derground

(pages

wattle-and-daub,
pillars,

56-57).

entryways, like those of

much earlier beginnings of
Some archeologists suspected

But was there proof of
Chinese agriculture?

constructed

were

Their

with roofs

built partially un-

low,

many Eskimo

south, presumably to avoid cold northerly
to help

tunnel-like

houses, faced

winds and

conserve warmth inside. In the center of the

An-yang and the Shang culture might be a transfrom the Near East. They offered as

village stood a large building covering 136 square

plant, brought in

yards

evidence the Shang custom of burying their rulers

some communal purposes.
Pan-p'o was thus quite an advanced settlement.
Moreover, its agriculture was sufficiently advanced

that

with quantities of elegant grave goods and hundreds
of

human

er world.

custom

in

them in the othThe same gruesome funerary rite was a
ancient Mesopotamia about 3,800 miles to

victims sacrificed to serve

the west. This and similar bits of evidence suggested
that the

Shang

blown from

the

civilization

Near East.

may have
If

so,

arrived full

An-yang's agricul-

ture could have been imported too.

But archeologists soon proved that Chinese agriculture

was no

ii

V Further

excavations uncov-

that,

to feed

judging from

600 people.

Among

millet {Setaria italica]
pits

its size,

may have

its ruins,

served

seeds of foxtail

were found by the bushel

in

and other storage places. Traces of the same

showed up at other
neighborhood. The villages

grain

agricultural sites in the

of the area also yielded

stone sickles, hoes and spades not very
ferent from those uncovered at

much

An-yang

dif-

—further

proof that Yang-shao farming was already fairly so-
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phisticated by 4000 B.C.
this stage of

If

development by then, the

first

domes-

had been accomplished

tication of millet probably

many

had reached

agriculture

centuries before.

But just what earlier farming in China was

mains

to

some extent unknown. This

like re-

partly

is

because the country's chaotic state during the

first

marked by almost
continuous warfare and anarchy, seriously hampered
the work of archeologists probing the ancient past.
Nevertheless, some information about the beginnings
half of the 20th Century, a period

of Chinese agriculture can be inferred by studying an-

Chinese

cient

The Book

literature.

of

Odes, for

example, written during the Chou Dynasty that

lowed the Shang

makes

B.C.,

it

rulers

and lasted

plain that millet

was

fol-

until about 200
still

most im-

the

portant food crop in North China.

An

occasional passage in the Book of Odes hints

that another food source

— cultivated

wheat

have arrived overland from western Asia
years.

A

further hint that

comes from
self.

wheat was

the Chinese written

While the character for

word

—may

in later

a late arrival
for

wheat

it-

millet contains the root

ho, which means "cereal plant," the names for
wheat and barley are derived from the character lai,
which means "come," suggesting that wheat and barley had come to China from somewhere else.
Wheat must have been difficult to grow in the loess

word

country, and the fact that
ute to the Chinese farmer.
B.C. a

famous

was grown at all is a tribAs late as the First Century

it

agricultural treatise.

shu, describes the elaborate

way

in

Fan Sheng-chih

which

it

should

be planted: "If at the time of wheat planting the

weather has been rainless and dry for some time,
soak the wheat seeds

first

in a thin starchy gruel vyhich

Made

in

northern China around 4000

B.C., this elegant

storage

vessel for millet is only one of nearly a thousand pieces of
fried pottery unearthed by Chinese archeologists in the ruins
of the /arming viiJage of Pan-p'o between 1954 and 1957.
It consists of three parts: a tapered jar, a tight-fitting,

dome-shaped

lid

and a cap

—perhaps used as a bowl or scoop.
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should be mixed with the excreta of silkworms. The

sown

seeds should be soaked at midnight and must be

shortly before dawn, so that the gruel and the ground

dew

will go

down

into the soil."

This laborious procedure suggests that wheat was
still

poorly adapted to the North China climate. The

soaking beforehand was obviously designed to give
its Near Eastern places of orwheat had been adapted to rather mild, rainy
winters during which the plant developed its roots

the seed a head start. In
igin,

and leaves.

grains formed

Its

and ripened

in the hot,

dry early summer.
In

North China, by contrast, the cold winters are

rather dry and

what

rain there

harvesting in
did wheat

fall

become

mostly

is falls

—
— arrived much

mer. Not until spring wheat

sown
later

in

in

sum-

spring for

from the West

a crop that the farmers of

North

China could grow dependably.
Certainly

more important than wheat, and perhaps

nearly as important as millet, to the well-being of the
ancient inhabitants of northern China were soybeans,

which provided both the protein and
a

rounded

diet. In

oil

essential for

China soybeans eventually became

the equivalent of the West's protein-rich milk and

cheese, and they

are that today.

still

The beans can

be served in innumerable ways, some of which counterfeit

meat and have almost the same nutritional

value. There
bies.

is

even soy milk that can be fed

(Interestingly,

adult Chinese

have

to ba-

difficulty

digesting cow's milk, a fact that seems to have lim-

The round house above, reconstructed from

on-site

evidence ftop), typifies 31 of the dwellings found in the
4000 B.C. village of Pon-p'o. This mud-and-grass
structure was supported by six posts surrounding its
central hearth. From the door nt left, a dirt ramp
descended to the dug-out floor, 17 feet in diameter.

ited the

importance of

cattle in their country.)

Several wild varieties of soybeans are native to
to

judge again from such ancient

literary sources as the

Book of Odes, the beans beShang times, between

northern China, and

gan to be cultivated there in
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1600 and 1100 B.C. The archeological evidence tends
to bear this out.

Soybeans have not been found

in

the villages of the early millet farmers, and the skel-

etons of the farmers themselves indicate that they

were

a small,

from

a protein deficiency that soy

weak-boned people, possibly

suffering

beans might have

helped to correct.

Once soybeans came under widespread

cultiva-

they added not only essential elements to the

tion,

diet of the ancient Chinese but nutrients to the soil

— thus

helping to keep

self

it

fertile.

it-

Soybeans are

legumes whose roots have nodules of symbiotic bacteria

to

make

it

pound.

capture gaseous atmospheric oxygen and
available to the plant as a dissolved com-

When

the roots rot, they contribute their

nutrients to the

ern farmers,

soil.

This fact

is

well

who plant such legumes

known

to

mod-

as alfalfa, clover

and peas on land that was used the season before by
such nitrogen-demanding crops as wheat and corn.

Chinese farmers

may have understood

this benefit in

very early times. In writings older than the Book of

Odes, the character shu, for soybean, shows

tom

a

row

symbolize

of short strokes

fertilizing

at its bot-

some scholars think

nodules on the plant's roots.

Rice, the staple food of

China today, evidently-

meant much less to the early Chinese than soybeans.
Rice seems to have been first domesticated in the
southern part of the country, thousands of miles from
the region where millet and soybean farming were
born.

A

semitropical plant that prefers warm, moist

conditions,
try;

it

does not grow wild

even today

difficulty.

mouth

But

it

coun-

can be grown there only with

in the south,

of the Yangtze River

warm and

in the loess

the rainfall heavy,

especially around the

where the climate

many

kinds of rice

is

still

Along with round houses (opposile page). Pan-p'o
village had 35 rectangu/ar dweliings. The remnants of
this one fphotograph) measure 18 feet by 18 feet. The
square houses resembled the round ones in their
construction, as the drawing indicates: the pitched roof
was made of thatch and the floor was recessed. The
entrance, in this case, was a covered passageway.

The
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Finding the
Ancient Ancestor
of Modern Corn
For years botanists puzzled over the origin
of domesticated corn.

existed

Then,

—

grow wild. From here on a site near Shanghai
comes the earliest known, undeniably domesticated
rice. It dates from around 3000 B.C. and is far enough
removed from any wild ancestor to indicate that rice
was already a well-established cereal crop in south-

—

in the 1950s,

it

No

wild plant like

had

came

the answer.

City, a

team of geologists turned up 19 large

at

grasses

But

their date

80,000 years ago

in tropical

how

to cultivate

annual

Southeast Asia an entirely different

kind of agriculture arose, based on the edible roots
of such perennials as taro
certain. In this region,

How early is un-

and yams.

comprising modern Thailand,

Burma, Indochina, eastern India and southernmost
China, root crops

still

form an important part

of the

they were cultivated there in very ancient

times, however, they failed to

the prehistoric in-

lift

habitants closer to civilization than the semigathering
level.
is

Perhaps the reason

— requiring,

too easy

more

effort than is

—

some

plants,

no

off

The plant does not

Was

the pol-

compared

it,

To
un-

modern corn and of Tripsacum, a grass
some supposed was domesticated corn's
progenitor. The fossil pollen looked more
like the modern pollen than that of Tripsacum.

For

studied

all

electron

times

confirmation,

the

scientists

three types under a scanning

microscope.

(second

Enlarged some 900

column,

right],

all

three

looked dissimilar. But magnified 6,000 times
(third cokimnj, the ancient

and modern corn

showed surfaces so

unlike Tripsacum's
in the case of

—es-

them long

corn's wild ancestor?

that tropical root culture

necessary to poke around the roots

set

der a standard microscope, with pollen of

pollens
is

with a digging stick and break
the ground.

modem

find out, palynologists first

—wheat and millet— that propagate by seed.

diet. If

from

Near East and northern China both

got their start by learning

who

examined the grains guessed they might
have come from corn; but

before corn's domestication.

of the

While

grains of fossil pollen. Palynologists

len

The farmers

it

wild ancestor.

a

probing the earth 227 feet under Mexico

timated

ern China by that time.

yet surely

— that

alike

— and

so

the researchers

concluded they came from directly related
plants,

one the other's ancestor.

pieces just below

die,

but continues to

—

grow and produce more roots an ever-replenishing
source of food. Other plants must be pried out of the
soil to get at their roots,

removed,
ground.

start

Many

but even these, after part

growing again

if

is

stuck back in the

primitive tropical root growers follow

this root-cutting practice today, as their ancestors did

many thousands of years ago.
However lackadaisical tha approach to
may have been in Southeast Asia, several

cultivation
recent, but

highly controversial, discoveries suggest a very re-

spectable antiquity for agriculture in that part of the

Pollen grains of Tripsacum grass (top
row), ancient iviid corn (middle row)

and modern corn (bottom row] are
compared in increasing magnifications.

When enlarged about 900 times, the
wild corn pollen (center picture) Jool«s
coliapsed and tattered; but magnified
about 6,000 times, its regular, caviarlike surface bears a closer resemblance
to the modern corn pollen thon to the
irregular lumpy surface of Tripsacum.
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si*
psacum

Id

pollen magnified 435X

corn pollen magnified 435X

Trjpsacum pollen magnified 1,080X

Wild corn pollen magnified 925X
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world.

One

ter F.

Gorman, who was

versity of

was made

intriguing find

in

a student at the Uni-

still

Hawaii when he excavated

northwestern Thailand.
the inhabitants

of the

1966 by Ches-

Among

Spirit

Cave

the debris left

in

by

and dating between

cave,

Gorman found

Of all the land north of the Isthmus of Panama,
Mexico was the most likely place for farming to appear. Because of

many
to

different

mountain

its

terrain,

provided

it

growing conditions, ranging from dry

wet and from hot

Consequently,

to cool.

it

pos-

the remains of

sessed an enormous variety of edible wild-plant

plants that

seemed to indicate that the people living
were cultivating two kinds of Old World broad

species from which incipient Indian agriculturists

there

could

10,000 and 6000 B.C.,

make

their selection.

(maize),, the

plant

role in the rise of

made

as the

earliest

Gorman

domestication in the Near East.

also

another intriguing discovery, in the form of frag-

ments of

slate knives that

were

like the rice-reaping

knives used today by Javanese farmers. This find suggested to

Gorman

was

that rice

a crop in Thailand

some 500 years before it was cultivated in China.
At about the same time that Gorman was exca-

of these

was corn

food that would ultimately play a major

beans and a variety of pea as early as 7000 B.C.

—about

a thousand years after the

One

Mayan and

such splendid Indian civilizations
the Aztec.

But Mexico also had
anything comparable

disadvantage;

a great

to the rich

it

lacked

stands of wild wheat

and barley that encouraged Near Eastern huntergatherers to settle

down

near these natural granaries

and establish villages even before they invented agriculture. This

may be one reason why

settled life

vating Spirit Cave, a team of archeologists from the

seems

University of Hawaii and the University of Otago in

Mexico and neighboring parts

New

with the result that no high Indian civilization ap-

Tha

Zealand dug into a low
eastern Thailand.

in

village that

mound

From

had stood there

called

Non Nok

the lower levels of the

in

3500 B.C. the exca-

vators recovered the remains of carbonized rice chaff.

Since

it

sumed

was found
to

be chaff from domesticated

interpretation

those

in pottery fragments,

correct,

is

who believe

it

that rice

in

was

rice.

If

was being grown
it is

in

known

a relatively late

development

in

of Central America,

peared there until around 1000 B.C., long after

had grown up

civilizations
Still,

there

is

the

in

Near

East.

evidence to suggest that the begin-

much

The

nings of Mexican agriculture were

this

oldest hints of cultivation discovered so far in this

Southto

have been

pre-

gives further support to

east Asia several centuries before

been grown

it

to

have

southern China.

area
lipas

come from some caves
on the Gulf of Mexico,

earlier.

in the state of

Tamau-

just south of the Rio

Grande. In the 1950s Richard

S.

thropologist then of the National

MacNeish, an an-

Museum

of Canada,

excavated several of these caves. In them he uncov-

While agriculture was springing up in Asia, it also
began appearing in both Mexico and Peru. Which region developed
ical debate,

but

it first is

its

traced in Mexico.

now

a matter of archeolog-

early stages can be

most clearly

ered

human

debris and plant remains that had been

preserved for thousands of years by the dryness of
the caves. In one cave, he found

deposits of

human

squash ancestral

to

among

the deepest

refuse six seeds of a kind of

pumpkins and summer squash.

The Rise of Farming
in a Mexican Valley

One

of the

most thorough studies of man's transition from

erer to a settled farmer

was

a

hunter and gath-

carried out in the 1960s in Mexico's

Tehuacan

Valley. There an expedition excavated 12 sites, including caves, and col-

lected

some 100,000

plant specimens and 11,000 animal bones.

are schematized in the charts below,
diet

The

the Tehuacan Indians Ate
As forming methods improved in the
TehuQcdn Valley, the Indian diet
began to broaden from its original base
of wild plants and animai foods
around 6000 B.C. Squash and beans

Wild planls

gradually gained in imjjortance, but
after 3000 B.C. corn became a major
Cultivated squash and beans

supplementing and in part
supplanting many other forms of food
the Indians had relied on. Although
domesticated dog and turkey and
some Wild animals were still eaten,
corn had become the Indians' major
source of nourishment by 1000 A.D.
staple,

Cultivated corn

Cultivated

fruit

and seed plants

Domesticated dog and turkey

Big and small

It

The most primitive type of farming
practiced at first was horticulture, the
somewhat haphazard planting of seeds
on small plots. Hydro-horticulture,
which involved carrying water from
streams to the plants, represented
some improvement. But the major
advance took place with full-fledged
agriculture the systematic cultivation
of plants on large plots. Finally,

—

irrigation agriculture freed the Indians

from dependence on a short rainy
season and allowed them to raise not
one but several crops a year.

in

and food production of the valley's inhabitants over 7,000 years.

What

How They Grew

results

which show the gradual changes

game

The
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MacNeish believed

be

state.

Various

wild, but because the other three were larger they ap-

grow

in

The

three smaller seeds

peared

have been cultivated.

to

dated, these larger seeds proved

And when

to

carbon-

have come from

to

squash that grew about 7000 B.C. This discovery

would put the

start of

Mexican

agriculture fairly

close to the beginnings of farming in the

Near

tall,

coarse grasses that look like corn

Mexico and farther south; some

grasses even bear their seeds on the sides of their

But none of them

stalks, as corn does.

Another Tamaulipas cave thoroughly investigated

made them

into corn.

has so far been found

is

remarkable botanically:

of a type that cannot release

5000 and 3000 B.C., yielded not only large squash

from man.

seeds that were undoubtedly cultivated but also two

cob, are enclosed in tough husks.

now

staple crops in

beans

Mexico and many other

In domesticating these

common

beans, Phaseolus

were

as-

sisted

by the beans themselves. In the wild forms,

which

still

pods that

grow

split

in

apart

Its

unharvested

left

Mexico, the seeds are borne in

when

ripe, twisting into spirals

and throwing the seeds violently

in all directions.

it is

seeds without help

its

rows on the

kernels, arranged in tight
If

the corn cobs are

in the field, they eventually fall to

the ground and the seed-kernels go to waste; they

cannot sprout unless the husk

parts of the world.

vulgaris and P. lunofus, the ancient farmers

and no

attempts by ancient planters to breed these grasses
could have

by MacNeish, and radiocarbon-dated by him between

that are

corn,

is

Furthermore, the earliest domesticated corn that

East.

varieties of cultivated beans, ancestors of the

of these

man. In

side agency, usually

been discovered had

that has
tivated.
this,

The Aztecs,

who

and assigned corn

is

opened by some outbe planted and cul-

to

did cultivate corn, realized

One

a divine origin.

oral traditions explains:

'Oh you gods, what

is

short, the earliest corn

"Once again

man

to eat?'

of their

the gods asked,

And

a search

was then

was

This provided an effective dispersal system for the

begun high and low for

beans, but impeded the harvesting of the pods; they

red ant brought back corn seed from the land of plen-

had

ty (the underworld)."

to

be gathered before they exploded and scat-

—
the easily shattered wild wheat of the Near East — octered their seeds. Luckily the

Mexican beans

casionally produced aberrant individuals

did not explode

when

ripe.

to

whose pods

These were gathered

larger proportion by foraging Indians,

came

like

in

and when they

be planted they fathered nonexploding races

of cultivated beans.
of ancient

the subject of a fascinating mystery.
the key to the mystery

ple of

Mexican

is

-

Mexico

The crop

is

dependence of corn on man, some

botanists theorized that corn did not actually originate in the

the

Americas

New World

after

all,

but

from somewhere

where wild corn might

still

in its

was brought

else,

to

perhaps Asia,

be growing. Botanists

have never found any wild corn

in Asia,

when

and the

the-

a drill

sunk

200 feet below Mexico City brought up an earth sam-

corn.

ple containing 19 grains of fossil corn pollen fpage

any other food

found growing

that the

also

is

the ancestor of this sta-

agriculture. Unlike

crop, corn has never h'

this

It

ory in fact lasted only until 1954,

The most important crop

And

Because of

a food.

wild

59).

Geologists proved that the soil

the pollen

man had

— was

— and accordingly

more than 80,000 years
New World at

not reached the

old.

Since

that early

Text continued on page 67

Sacrificial Rites

Gods

for the

of Agriculture

The Aztecs worshiped
agricultural gods

a

multitude of

whose

favors, they

believed, could be bestowed and retracted with equal ease and
spirits therefore

needed

to

whose

be placated

if

crops were to succeed. According

to

Aztec mythology, many earlier gods

had

sacrificed themselves to bring life

and food

to

who

those
since,

man

in ancient times,

and

remained, or had been born

were always hungry. Some-

times these gods could be appeased

by peaceful ceremonies; but the best

way

to placate

them was by human

which

sacrifice,

satisfied

sanguinary appetites. Most

had

a fair

the

gods'

rites thus

share of gore [overleaf].

Though there were numerous deitwo figured importantly in agricultural rituals. One was Tlaloc, the
rain god; the other was Chicomecoatl,

ties,

the corn goddess. Ceremonies pertaining to each are

shown on

pages in illustrations
at right,

A

one

were painted by the Indians.

Spirited

In a

the following

that, like the

Summer

ceremony

Festival

called the falling of

men with blackened bodies
hands to execute a sacred dance
around a decorated tree. In the
foreground, a paper-crowned priest
beats on a drum, while another on
a platform directs the movement. After
the dance, men scrombled up the tree,
which had been shorn of branches and
bark to moke it slippery. The first
to grasp the packages of food on the
trunk and hurl them to people below
was honored by the priests.
fruits,

link
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hands thrust through
woman's skin and the
victim's hands dangling from his
With
the.

The Corn Goddess' Bloody Week
/n

Seplombor the Aztecs held

a vveek-

long horvest lile for ChicomecoatJ,
the corn goddess, in which a young

woman, dressed os the goddess,
was sacrificed. Her head was cut off
anil her body was flayed, whereupon
on her skin to impersonate
Chicomecontl frij^hlj. Hoiding the
goddess' symbo/, corn, he was Jed in
procession to a temple, where he was
dressed in on elaborate costume
(below). At week's end he took off the
skin, and it was laid, with the woman's
head, on an ornate bed (far riglitj.
a priest put

his

sacrificed

wrists, the priest carries ears of corn.

Pleasing Tlaloc, the Rain

mK

God

ond of March, with the crops
At
spent much
safely pinnti.'cl, the Aztecs
Tloloc,
persuode
to
trying
time
their
tiio

of

A

ground.
the rain god, to water the
sacrificing
the
to
consecrated
dny wfis
cries were believed
of chjldren, whose
please the god and whose tears
to

Two

such

indicated the coming of rain.
children are seen ahove, carried
two
by their mothers and flanked by
gift

bearers.

A

priest dressed in a

costume impersonates the
masked god himself and sits immobile

rich blue

in

on aichcd sanctuary

fright).

The

rain god holds a thunderbolt.

other Farmers

stage,

the only possible conclusion that could be

drawn was

must have been the pollen

that this

of a

wild native corn.
this evidence,

MacNeish and

his as-

sociates continued their search for further proof,
particularly in the

The valley

Tehuacan Valley

now

is

arid,

and

its

in

southern Mex-

extensively irrigated and

supports a large population, but in

was

way

its

natural state

it

vegetation consisted mostly of

drought-resistant plants such as cacti,

around

its

67

enclosed in such a

is

from outside rarely reaches

maguey and

the male parts of the

bottom are caves where vegetable matter

flower. This

the

it;

the most ancient traces of

human

withdrawn

hybridization.

to

Crosses with closely related grasses are possible and

seem

have happened on rare occasions, but they
have had comparatively little effect. After 9,000 years
to

of cultivation,

looks very

Corn

wheat has improved

as a crop but

still

the other extreme of plant behavior;

it is

much

is at

like

wild wheat.

exuberantly cross-pollinated. The male flowers are
in the tassel at the tip of the stalk; they

all.

To judge from

same

behavior makes wheat resistant

mesquite. Ranged at various levels in rocky outcrops

hardly decays at

that pollen

Other Lands

female parts are therefore fertilized by pollen from

Encouraged by

ico.

Each individual wheat flower

in

quantities of pollen,

which

is

produce great

carried long distances

in the caves, the valley in its natural state

by the wind. The female flowers appear on the same

supported a few "microbands" of hunter-gatherers

plant, but their receptive parts are the silks that pro-

who

trude from the young ears growing part

life

found

survived on deer, rabbits and such poor desert

fare as cactus fruits, mesquite

roots of

maguey (page

seeds of a

They

61).

also gathered the

grass that grew in comparatively well-

tall

watered places

like

the

debouching on the valley
in soil dating

pods and the tough

alluvial

fans

of streams

floor. Finally, in

between 5200 and 3400

B.C.,

one cave,

eaten by the people
ago. But each cob

who had

appeared

—no

doubt

picked the ears so long

to

have been enclosed

in

They

are open to fertilization by any suit-

able pollen that hits them,
their

own

whether

plant, another corn plant or

related grass. So hybridization

extreme

rarity, as in

is

it

comes from

from a closely

common

—not

an

wheat.

This explains why, around 1500 B.C., corn changed

MacNeish

found some tiny corn cobs. They were only about
one inch long. Their kernels were gone

the stalks.

way down

radically

and suddenly became the leading crop of

the Tehuacan Valley and other parts of Mexico. Botanical evidence indicates that the improved variety

was the

result of hybridization

between the wild-type

corn and a near relative, a grass called teosinte. There

husk that opened when the kernels ripened. Moreover the kernels seemed to have been attached

is

loosely to the cob, and thus could have dropped off

pear in Mexico where teosinte grows wild near fields

blown off by the wind.
But what happened to this likely wild ancestor of
corn? The answer depends upon a fundamental difference between corn and wheat. Both are annual
grasses, but wheat is almost always self-pollinated.

of cultivated corn.

a

or been

nothing unlikely about

this.

Such crosses

The effect of the
ductive crosses was dramatic. With

still

ap-

early but pro-

the new,

more

productive corn, population increased; large villages

appeared; the cultural level rose toward what can be
described as incipient civilization.

P/nnts

grown by Peruvian Indians

as

early os 4000 B.C. are portrayed by
the makers of these ceramic jars. The

and the potato fright)
hove homon faces representing the

(leanul [below]

plants' spirits.

The

third jar

shows

a

squash with a monkey on top, the spout
projecting from the monkey's back.

Other Farmers

So what happened

wild corn apparently was

to

in

Other Lands

Because of Peru's peculiar geography,

69

early

its

it was a victim of its
was probably never very common, growing only in a
few habitats such as slopes that received extra water

farmers had to contend with more exteme conditions

from flooded streams.

rise so

sexual permissiveness.

this:

ly

It

In these favored places the ear-

farmers planted their improved hybrid corn, whose

husks kept the seeds from dispersing naturally.

than did the Mexicans. Most of the country

cupied by the

them

tall,

high that the

are cool,

some

even though they

is

oc-

steep ranges of the Andes, which
fertile valleys

of

lie

them

tucked between

chilly all the year round,

only a few degrees of latitude

Clouds of pollen rose from the cultivated

from the equator. These well-watered, grassy uplands

carried far by the

were

plants.
sult

fields, were
wind and sought out the wild corn

When it fertilized

was death;

wrapped so

their female flowers, the re-

the ravaged plants produced ears

tightly in

husks that the seeds could not

disperse and grow. This continued for thousands of
years.

was swamped with
and became extinct.

Eventually wild corn

death-dealing pollen

game and

full of

who may

ers,

therefore attractive to hunt-

have populated them sparsely as long

ago as 15,000 B.C.

On

the Pacific side of the Andes, on the seacoast,

the land

is

strikingly different.

An ocean

current flow-

ing up from Antarctica and along the coast cools the

prevaihng winds blowing from the west and wrings

Mexico and Peru

are only 1,500 miles apart, and in

most of the moisture out of them. Damp, cold fogs
are common, but only in one year out of about 25

most parts

world such close neighbors would

does rain

fall in

have been profoundly influenced by each other's developments. But the tangled jungles and rough terrain

prisingly,

most of the Peruvian coast

of the

of the Isthmus of

Panama and neighboring

parts of

Colombia present a formidable barrier. They are
roadless even now, almost trailless, and inhabited

unlikely that any knowledge of farming pen-

etrated this barrier from

way around

—

at a

Mexico

to

Peru— or the

other

very early date. Peruvian crops

ther differed from those of

Mexico or seem

to

ei-

have

been developed independently from wild plants that
were common to both areas. Later contacts between
the Mexican and South American farmers appear to

have been

nil.

When

the Spanish conquerors arrived

in the early 16th Century, neither the

ico nor the Incas of

other's existence.

Aztecs of Mex-

Peru had any knowledge of each

is

an absolute

Only
Andes do

desert, as bare of Hfe as a new-laid gravel road.

where swift

rivers flow

down from

the

patches of green appear, each a verdant oasis.

The ancient inhabitants
veloped a sophisticated

only by a few Indians.
It is

any measurable quantity. Not sur-

of these fertile spots de-

civilization.

Many

curious

—among

them delicate, richly
patterned textiles, finely modeled and painted pottery and intricate ornaments wrought in gold and siland beautiful things

ver

—have come out of graves

in coastal

Peru where

these elaborate cultures arose.

But

it

was

a fairly late development. Apparently

the extensive agriculture that led to this civilization

did not develop in this peculiar habitat before 2500
B.C.

One reason may have been

that a

few squashes

and gourds were the only wild plants in these areas
suitable for domestication. Another reason could be

Around theYear with inca Farmers

September. With an ornate digging stick, a
farmer punches holes into which a woman
scatters corn seeds. The Incus believed
women planters ensured successful crops.

October. IVearing a ivolfskin to look more
formidable, and carrying a sling and
a noisemaker, a boy tries to scare birds
and a skunk from the sprouting fields.

February. To keep hungry foxes, deer and
birds from eating up the swelling ears

March. As the harvest ripens, birds attack

of corn, a woman creates a frightening
din by beating incessantly on her drum.

young boy, with his
once again on hand

April. A thief skulking along the rows oj
ripened corn can do even more damage thi
a hungry llama; the farmer at watch befon
the fire remains oblivious of his presence.

August. In a symbolic ceremony, the Inca
emperor and nob/emen turn over the first
earth in a sacred field, while three

women

boiv and the empress offers corn beer.

the corn with

renewed

appetite, but the

sling

and stick, is
them away.

to scare

he drawings below depict the seasonal working of Inca farmwith the month of August— the lower hemi-

inds, starting

phere's late-winter plantingtime.

idian-Spanish blood

who

The

artist,

a

Peruvian of

sent the drawings in the 1580s to

King of Spain as part of a treatise on Inca life, labeled
lem with an odd mixture of Spanish and Quechuan words.
le

ovember. A woman irrigates ^'elds with
ater from a small reservoir. The Incos
jpended on irrigation in this month
'

JittJe

[ay.

rain

when

the rivers o/ten dried up.

Harvesttime brings

'hile a

man

a division oj labor,

cuts stalks, his female

ilper carries bundles of them on her
2ck to the field where she Jets them dry.

December. To plant potatoes, one woman

January. Wielding primitive hoes, a coupie

inserts the tubers into a hole in the earth

cuJtivates

made by

Another farmer sits before a fire and
keeps a sharp eye out for crop robbers.

to

the man, while another stands by

smooth the

soil

with a cultivating

tool.

June. With the aid of a digging stick and a
hoe, a man and woman root potatoes from
the ground. Another woman transports

them

in

heavy sacks

to a storage place.

its fields

in the rain.

July. At the end of the harvest, potatoes are
brought by llama to a state warehouse and
placed there. The emperor could distribute
surplus food in time of need.

The
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that the coastal people felt

no pressing need

to

till

would be glad

how

remains of their settlements show

in the

tively they

had learned

that part of the world
finally did resort to

to harvest the sea,

was extremely

effec-

which

When

rich.

extensive agriculture,

in

they

was not

it

an invention of their own. Crops seem to have

ar-

to

add them

to her

The most important food raised

the soil; the quantities of fishbones and shells found

was

the potato.

found growing

shopping bag.

in the

mountains

Over 90 wild potato species are
and

in the highlands,

dreds of cultivated varieties,

many

of

still

hun-

literally

them developed

by prehistoric farmers, are raised there by the
dians today and form a good part of their diet.

In-

Some

rived on the coast fully domesticated, presumably

of these are recognizable in present-day Indian mar-

from the Andean valleys.

kets as the

Up

in the valleys, in contrast to the coastal regions,

agriculture

was well developed. But when

development, they run into

ogists try to trace its

sizable

difficulties.

Andean

Peru,

mountains and steep valleys,
travel in, let alone to

paratively

archeol-

work

is

in.

with

its

rugged

a hard country to

Moreover,

its

com-

humid climate does not ordinarily favor

the preservation of plant remains.

The

hot, jungle-

a

common

white potato, but others come

in

remarkable assortment of colors, including pinkish-

and black, and there are even streaked

gray, purple

or spotted potatoes.
All these

learned

were eaten by the ancient Peruvians, who

how to preserve them in case of famine.

Since

potatoes are moist and therefore perishable, the Indians devised a

way

of converting

them

into a dried

food that could be stored almost indefinitely. In a pro-

covered lands on the eastern slopes of the Andes,

cess that has

where some of the crops may have

come down

to

modern highland

Indians,

originated, pre-

potatoes were placed in the cold mountain air where

sent even greater physical obstacles to archeologists

they were allowed alternately to freeze and thaw. Off

searching for plant origins.

and on over four or

But investigation of agriculture in Andean Peru

is

an eminently worthwhile undertaking, for farming

them with
final

their feet to

product,

known

here provided the base on which the predecessors of

was

the Incas and the Incas themselves built their extraor-

whole or ground up

dinary civilizations. The mountain farmers were the
first to

nuts

grow white and sweet

and

farmers
in

is

lima

potatoes, tomatoes, pea-

That they were excellent

beans.

attested to by

some

of the pottery found

pre-Inca graves. Using living vegetables as their

models, Peruvian potters created vessels that copy
faithfully the
es,

chilis

shape and texture of potatoes, squash-

and other plant foods (page

68).

These

ancient vegetables reproduced in clay look so healthy

and so well developed

that

any modern housewife

a fully

also

squeeze out the moisture. The
as

chuno by today's Indians,

dehydrated potato that could be stored
into potato flour.

Besides potatoes,
otic local

days the Indians trampled

five

many

names such

been cultivated

other root crops with ex-

as oca, uJIuca

in the

and anu have

highlands since ancient

times. So has quinoa. the only grain crop that does

well at the highest altitudes;

its

small white, red or

black seeds, used by the present-day Indians in
soups, split

when

boiled and send out white threads

that look like fine noodles.

The

early farmers of the

tivated

common beans

Andes may

as early

as^

also

have

cul-

— and perhaps even

Other Farmers

earlier than

— the Mexicans. While digging

in the de-

Ayacucho

in the central

Other Lands
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Much

Peruvian Andes.

to

floor of a cave in the northern highlands,

everyone's amazement they found primitive corn

team of archeologists and botanists led by Law-

cobs buried here that apparently date between 4300

bris

a

on the

in

rence Kaplan of the University of Massachusetts

and 2800

recently turned up 30 well-preserved beans dating to

crop in Mexico.

around 5600 B.C. Their comparatively large

of primitive

showed
of both

that they

had been cultivated

Mexico and South America

(the wild

size

beans

are always small).

So

it is

B.C., well before

And

Mexican

fragments of pod found with the beans. Both lacked

mesticated in Peru.

beans twist open when they are

the pods of wild
ripe,

scattering

But what about corn, that staple of the American
diet

which

is

believed to have originated in Mexico

and been transported

north,

Peruvian Andes. Corn

where

new

to

Peru? In 1970 an expedition,

do-

eventually have been taken

It

have begun slowly expanding northward and east-

ward across what

group of scientists and excavated a cave close

ancestors as far

to

first

vigor that the crop started to

portant to the

S.

may

cave high

may have been

show there
was about the same time that the
improved, high-yielding Mexican corn is known to
the

MacNeish who had discovered the earliest known traces of Mexican corn
in the caves of Tehuacan Valley, went to Peru with a
under the same Richard

It

in that

mys-

imparted to Mexican corn some of

it

around 700 A.D.

the seeds widely.

was uncovered

tery of corn's origins
in the

makes

corn.

quite possible that the final clue to the

Further evidence of domestication came from two

the inner fibrous layer that

corn had become a major

the cobs did not resemble those

the Indians of

is

now

New

the United States, reaching

England about 1400 A.D.

thus possible that the type of corn that
first

was

It is

so im-

European colonists may have had

away

as Peru.
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Ganj-Dareh, a small
ern

mound

marks the

Iran,

in the

of

site

mountains of west-

communal life and plant cultivation,

an

happened suddenly

early

neolithic

settlement that flourished around 7000 B.C. In 1969

in

it

could not have

one particular village but

in-

stead developed gradually over a period of thousands

archeologists from the University of Montreal, prob-

of years.

ing amidst

food-producing animals but also beasts of burden and

its

baked mud

remains, discovered walls built of sun-

bricks. This in itself

was not

a particularly

And

the domestication included not only

even household pets.

surprising find; older mud-brick walls had turned up

Near

in the

East.

What

did startle and delight the ex-

Before

men

down and

settled

learned to support

cavators were several bricks that bore the unmistak-

themselves by raising crops, they lived

able hoofprints of goats or sheep. Bones of both goats

wild animals. They ate them and occasionally were

and sheep were known from

eaten by them. Since hunting

lage sites, but

earlier

Near Eastern

vil-

whether they represented wild or

was debatable.
At Ganj-Dareh there was no such doubt

protected animals

were unquestionably those

prints

The reason

animals.

knew

this is

that the animals that left the prints in the drying clay

must have roamed the

village

more

or less at will, as

livestock often do in present-day Iranian villages.

hard

is

to

its

human
This

is

It

imagine that wild goats or sheep would

have been bold enough

to

invade Ganj-Dareh with

inhabitants.

not to suggest that the domestication of an-

imals originated with the villagers of Ganj-Dareh.

Where
formed

or

when man and

B.C.,

it

barnyard friends

their partnership can never

actness. But
that

his

began somewhere
rise of

in the

first

be traced with ex-

would do

at

know
what

part

the animals'
their quarry

any particular moment. Even when not

busy tracking them, the hunters must have been deeply

preoccupied with the creatures around them,

forever observing them, commenting on them and

thinking about them.

This long-standing relationship between
beasts

was bound

to

that

men, with their superior
to control the

good reason
to 40,000

movements

to believe that

years ago,

intelligence, learned

of animals. There

even as

when much

far

is

back as 30,000

of the northern hemi-

sphere was covered with glaciers,

knew how to drive a

men and

have consequences. One was

how

mammoth

hunters

small group of these great beasts

into traps or to a convenient slaughtering ground,

Near East around 8000

thereby saving the considerable effort of carrying

permanent settlements. Like

home

their meat. Driving

would not have

A

to

far indicates

most of the evidence so

with the

was an important

had

habits intimately so as to predict

— the hoof-

of domesticated

the archeologists

of their livelihood, they

world of

in a

selves

shape of a pig, made of fired clay
about 5600 B.C. in the Turkish village of Hacilar. suggests
that the pig may have been among the iivestock kept by the
ritual vessei in the

inhabitants. Pigs like this one, bearing tusks that

modern

farmers usually clip, are known to have been domesticated
in the Near East by 7000 B.C.. some 1,500 years after sheep.

entitled

mammoth

mammoths to the slaughter
ice-age men to call them-

herders, but

it

would distinguish

them from hunters who merely stalked and
their prey

wherever they found

The people who

lived in the

killed

it.

Near East about 12,000

years ago, soon after the glaciers to the north reced-

Where Animals
Were First

y-^'-^-^J^S^''

Domesticated

Between 8500
the

when farmers

B.C.,

Near East

first

of

learned to tend

sheep, ajid 1000 B.C., the earliest date
that can be given for the husbanding

of reindeer, at least 22 species of an-

known

imals are

to

have been domes-

from their wild counterparts.

ticated

In that time creatures ranging

from

the shaggy yak of Tibet to the silk-

producing moth of China, from the
prolific

guinea pig of Peru to the du-

camel of Arabia were made

rable

useful partners of man.

The maps on

these two pages indicate the general

areas of the world in which these animals were found, and the areas

they were

first

where

domesticated.

To determine such places and
the archeologists must

combine

dates,
solid

evidence with a more circumstantial
kind.

and

The bones

cattle

of sheep, goats, pigs

— which turn up throughout
— provide the most

Europe and Asia

positive clues fpages 81-84). But

when

no bones exist or identification

is

un-

certain, the scholars turn to

secondary

sources: the depiction of

what look

like

domesticated chickens on 4,000-

year-old figurines from Pakistan, for

example; or a picture of a bee serving
as the

who

emblem

of an Egyptian king

reigned around 3000 B.C. The re-

searchers continue to dig, figuratively

and

literally,

for

the

more

tangible

proof of their educated guesswork.

And

as a result, even

more

early do-

mesticates will undoubtedly be added
to the already

impressive

tally.

ff

Global Range of First Domesticates

The map above shou'S
oldest

sites

known evidence

where the

of animal

domestication has been found. In the
with symbois for the
animaJs keyed by numbers to locations
on the map, the sites' modern names
are used with the approximate
dates in chronologicai order that
orcheoiogists have given to the finds.
Jist Qf right,
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were

ed,

First

still

Farmers

nomadic hunter-gatherers. There were

no mammoths around then (men had perhaps played
an important part

but the hills

in their extinction),

teemed with wild sheep and goats. These were very

good

to eat

and reproduced so

fast that

many

could

be killed without actually curtailing the population.
Like the ice-age

mammoth

sheep hunters probably

movements

hunters, the early goat and

knew how

to

control the

of their prey, at least to the extent of

numbers

driving considerable

of the animals into

consists of bones from both kinds of animals found

But

in refuse heaps.
ics as

when

it

comes

to evaluating rel-

ancient as these and differentiating between

wild and domesticated animals, the experts confront
a jungle of uncertainty.

For one thing, goats and sheep evolved from a distant but
liest
it is

common ancestor, and their bones, in the earmuch alike that

stages of domestication, look so

hard to

especially from fragmentary remains,

tell,

which belonged

to goats

and which

to sheep.

Even

pens or steep-walled ravines where they could be

when

more

whether they represent wild or domesticated sheep

easily killed.

Perhaps

it

was only

inevitable that from the ubiq-

the bones can be distinguished, determining

and goats

is

another problem. The natural thing to

would be

compare them with

uitous wild goats and sheep living in the hills of the

do, seemingly,

Near East should have sprung the world's

etons of wild sheep and goats that

mesticated, food-producing animals
this

momentous development took place

matter of conjecture.
their domestication

pet-keeping

among

A long-favored

may have
the

how

largely a

theory held that

and children. There

is

more

to entertain their

wives

no evidence, however, that earthey did, the pets

if

in a

nomadic

tender-hearted authority serious-

may have been set free when
packed up camp and moved on; it seems

In

likely that they

were

eaten.

started to settle in
ricultural)

sheep

ago,

when

the

Near Easterners

permanent (although not yet ag-

communities, they began to keep goats and

— and not as occasional pets but

flocks, to use as a

goats are believed to have descended from the stockier,

heavier bezoar (Copra aegagrusj, and sheep from

may themselves be
thorities think

it

Some

partly a creation of man.

au-

possible, even probable, that shortly

after domestication got

underway, goats and sheep

whose

was already beginning to be
may have escaped

skeletal structure

modified by

human

intervention

and bred with the original wild species. Thus they

would have passed some
traits to their

of their man-influenced

wild relatives, making the bones

vir-

tually indistinguishable.

any case, by the beginning of neolithic times

some 11,000 years

Domesticated

imal with scant wool. But these still-existing species

ly suggests that they

the hunters

East.

skel-

roam remote

the Asiatic mouflon (Ovis orienfaiisj, a sheeplike an-

gotten

probably did not survive long enough

One

and rugged parts of the Near

still

underway with

hunters kept pets; even

to breed.

to

nomadic hunters. According

from the hunt lambs or kids

camp

is

just

do-

engaging idea, fathers sometimes brought back

to this

ly

—but

first

in

permanent

food reserve. The evidence for

this

Despite such problems, archeologists can

still

some educated guesses about the bones they
instance,

when

make

find.

For

they unearth a collection in which

the remains of very old and very

young individuals

predominate, they speculate that the animals were
wild, since both types

would have been

easiest for

A

1700 B.C. clay model of a sheep's
from Iraq, inscribed with
cuneiform, evidently served as a guide
liver

for priests using a real sheep's liver to

"read" omens. Such divination rites

may have begun

in the

farming villages.

Another step the hunters may have taken
tect their

game was

to pro-

Here was a

to kill off predators.

task that must have appealed to early neolithic hunters. It

demanded courage and

a leopard's skin, a wolf's fangs
es

—

and the

skill,

animals would have yielded trophies
to

—a

lion's

slain

mane,

be shown at danc-

and ceremonials.
Precisely

when

the villagers began to keep food-

producing animals

captivity

in

is

unknown. But

whenever they took this step, it was a crucial one,
for it marked the start of true domestication. Two aspects of the sheep's and goats'
in the villagers' favor.

own behavior worked

For one thing, both sheep and

goats stick together in groups with recognized leaders.

primitive hunters to

bones include

On

kill.

the other hand,

disproportionately large

a

if

from good-sized but immature individuals, there
fair

chance that the animals were on the way

ing domesticated,

may have been

the

number
is

a

to be-

they had not already been. These

if

slaughtered before they reached

full

maturity because they were already as big as they
ever would be

— and

by feeding or caring

little

for

would have been gained

them any

longer.

Such evidence does not always mean

that the an-

imals were domesticated. In the opinion of some

may

indicate that the hunters of pre-

authorities,

it

agricultural

Near Eastern

villages

were using

a

form

They
must have noticed that sheep and goats are enthusiastically polygamous and that a single male
of selective killing in order to conserve game.

surely

many
may have

could service
edge, they

females. Acting on such knowlkilled

and brought home only

males, sparing females for breeding as

hunters are often required to do by law.

modern deer

Moreover, a newborn lamb or kid shows great

attachment for
her at birth

it

its

mother, but

if

taken

away from
human

will trustingly attach itself to a

protector. This easy transfer of allegiance, called "imprinting," occurs

most strongly among mammals with

herding instincts.
So, in a sense, the animals helped to domesticate

themselves. Without this combination of
printing and a strong herding instinct

—

traits
it

— im-

probably

would have been impossible for the Near Easterners
to build up flocks. The first step in that direction may
have been

to

capture newborn wild lambs or kids

whose mothers had been killed by hunters and carry
them bleating back to the village. Feeding them would
be a problem. They would be too young for their digestions to cope with grass, but perhaps human wet
nurses could be persuaded to suckle them until they

were old enough
villages today,

to graze [in primitive

New

Guinea

women frequently breast feed piglets).

Although a good many infant sheep and goats
ed this

way must have

treat-

perished, others must have

The

80

Farmers

First

When

their

idence of these changes that scientists could interpret

were born, feeding the young was no

with assurance. In the case of both sheep and goats,

survived to reach maturity and breed.

own

offspring

longer a problem.

The mothers could suckle them, as

well as any additional lambs or kids brought in from
the wild.
lagers

Thus

would grow

a flock

would be

rapidly,

and the

vil-

business as breeders of truly

in

domesticated animals.

would not have been as easy as it sounds.
agriculture was fairly well established, other

All this
Until

food sources
imals

may have

may have been

run low
eaten.

at

times

— and the an-

Or during

the mating

the horns

became conspicuously modified, and

bony cores

that remained

when

away clearly
showed the effects of domestication.
The ancient wild goats of the Near East had
smoothly curved, scimitar-shaped horns that were
a protein material called keratin, rotted

thicker on the outside [front of the curve) than on

the inside. In cross section the horn cores are

more

or less four-sided, with one corner, that of the thin in-

season, tame females might break for liberty to fol-

side edge, sharper than the other three.

low a magnificent wild male that had strutted down

wild sheep curve toward a circle and are almost

from the

hills.

And

yet by about 7000 B.C.

most Near

Eastern villages seem to have acquired flocks of do-

mesticated sheep or goats, or both.

in front.

after these animals first

more pointed edge

In the case of

came under man's

The horns

of

flat

Cross sections of their cores are roughly

oval, with the

to the rear.

domesticated goats and sheep, the

horns were modified

Not long

the

the outer sheathing,

in

conspicuous ways. The horn

cores of goats gradually lost their quadrilateral cross

became more

care and protection, they began to undergo strange

sections and

changes

twist into the corkscrew shape seen in the horns of

in

anatomy. Natural selection

in the

wild

guards against any departure from nature's established

norm and

penalizes

it

heavily

if it is

not to the

species' advantage. Small males, for example, usually lose their battles for females

and thus do not

pass on genes that might perpetuate their slight build.

But

when animals

tion, his
to

are taken under man's protec-

conscious or unconscious selection begins

modify them

to

fit

his purpose. If a

farmer wants a

breed of small, docile sheep, he will begin to give
small, docile

rams

all

the

ewes they can handle and

oval. Later they started to

many domesticated breeds
The horn cores

in the

Near East today.

of sheep, on the other hand,

less flattened in

front

and

in

became

some domesticated

breeds they developed a frontal ridge like that of wild
goats.

Female domesticated sheep even showed

dency

to lose their

Why

a ten-

horns entirely.

such radical changes happened

of a zoological mystery.

It is

is

something

unlikely that prehistoric

breeders wanted to change horn shapes. More likely
the changes

were linked genetically

to

some other

slaughter the big, belligerent rams for food. Over the

quality that the breeders

course of several generations the breed will become

high milk yield in the case of goats, or wooliness in

smaller, quieter and

As such

more

tractable.

modifications began to occur in goats and

sheep, the animals

left in their

skeletal remains ev-

wanted

instead, such as a

sheep. Whatever the case, the changes were trans-

mitted to the offspring as the domesticated animals

diverged more and more from their wild ancestors.
Text continued on page 85

I
Reading the Hidden
Messages
of the Bones

For generations archeologists habitually

threw away animal bones dug up

in ancient dwelling sites, in the mis-

taken notion that only

and

human remains

artifacts offer clues to

man's his-

In recent years,

though, they

have been saving these

relics for lab-

tory.

oratory study in the belief that such
leftovers from prehistoric men's din-

ners might provide clues to the puz-

when and where animals were

zle of
first

domesticated. Osteoarcheology

the study of ancient times through

bones

and

—

it

is

now

a full-fledged science,

has developed highly sophis-

ticated

techniques

for

determining

whether bone specimens belonged to
wild animals or tame ones. Three

The cores of three gont horns from /ran trncc chonges that
accompany domestication. The horn of a semidomcsticnted

methods are described on these pages.
The evidence presented by ancient

goat

goats' horns

perhaps the easiest for

is

scientists to interpret.

how

far

advanced

tion process

horns show

the

goats

their

— especially when they are

examined

in cross section fright).

remains

solved by other scientists

is

But

be

re-

why

the

to

horns underwent such changes.

The hollow, bony core

in

cross section fwhite

descended from many generations of
domesticates is (Inl on one side (ccntei); on even /ongcr
period of domestication produces a kidney-shaped horn.

domesticawere,

acteristics

still

o/mond-sha/ied

Depending on

in the

distinctly different char-

a mystery that

(/e/t) is

outJine); that of n gont

of a goat horn,

unearthed nt Iron's Ali Kosh and doting
around 6500 B.C., bears the teUtale work
of semidomesticnlion: one side is flat,
the other side forms a perfect crescent.

^^^-^J"*^

Clues Revealed in Polarized Light
Horns are not the only clues

for the ostcoarcheologist

H<-

ran use other

animals. In some cases
bones to distinguish prehistoric wild from tame
(page 84) But other bone studies call
just size alone reveals a great deal
One technique, adapted from a
for ingenious uses of complex equipment
polarized light to study the ingeological method of analyzing rocks, uses
ternal composition of bones.

The specimen

that lends itself best to this

humerus (uppermost part of forelimb) of either a sheep or
to a jewelers stonecutter into
a goat (beJow), sliced with a saw similar
minute features in the make up
thin slivers. The polarized light picks out

method

is

the

differences that
of bone and thereby reveals interior structural

make

it

animals and those of
possible to distinguish between the bones of wild
animals that were tended by men.

The Importance of Size
Often an ancient wild animal bone can
be told from a domesticated one simply

by comparing

ticated

animals,

their sizes.

unless

Domes-

deliberately

bred large, tend to be smaller than
their counterparts in the wild.

seemingly
foot

trivial find

bone can reveal

Thus

a

•t

^:.

X.

such as a bovine

a great deal

when

compared with a corresponding bone
(right): and sometimes an important
discovery can be made just by matching a

few

pigs' teeth (belowj.

The hind-foot bones— called nstiogali— of two Near Eoslcrn
dated at
cattle show a marked contrast in size. The left one,
about 6500 B.C.. belonged to an aurochs, the six-foot-high
wild ancestor of cattle. The other, which is nearly as old. is
much smaller, indicating that its owner was domesticated.

^>
^.

^H'

/••|(igni(Mits

of

two

pigs'

jawbonns from

farnio, in

liri(|.

both

(:oii<!S|)ond to the mark<!(l part of the /aiv at far left, lial the
one at left belonged to a wild pig. and the fnigmeiil at ngbl to

tame one. The hitler's jaw was undersized and its teeth
crowdiid. stunting the growth of its third molar (lowest toolb).

a

The

The

showing the stages of

clearest record to date

that

low mound

ated with domestication.

the Persian Gulf.

Kosh in Iran near the head of
Today Ali Kosh seems hardly fit for

occupation by either

on a

men

or their animals.

rolling, desolate plain

tation,

rivers

ferociously hot in summer, with brackish

and sloughs. But

in neolithic times,

of years before the area

intensive

overgrazing,

were followed by luxuriant bursts

Ali

full of fish

show

the genetic changes associ-

Goat bones were much more numerous. Although
they were indistinguishable from those of wild goats,

most

of

them belonged

young animals

to

—and

this

suggested that some sort of selection process was go-

over-

tication

came not from

Kosh

surrounding plain. Wild goats, whose best defense

of tall spring

grasses and flowering plants, the rivers and sloughs

were

to

A

Winter

live.

had begun

ing on.

thousands

was devastated by

and

cultivation

could not have been too bad a place to
rains

stands

It

almost devoid of vege-

85

female, an indication that the inhabitants kept sheep

domestication in the early Near East comes from a
called Ali

— Livestock

Essential Addition

and migratory waterfowl, and the up-

stronger argument for the goats' domes-

mound

the

itself

but from the
is

bound up rocky crags where their enemies cannot follow, would normally have avoided
their ability to

such level

— and therefore dangerous — country. Their

mere presence

at Ali

Kosh

is

a pretty

good indication

lands of nearby mountains offered a cool sanctuary

that they

from the blazing summer heat.

enjoy, under watchful eyes, the lush spring grazing

Proof that Ali Kosh had indeed been attractive to
prehistoric people
ogists

came

when

in the 1960s,

archeol-

from the United States and Iran excavated the

mound and found

that

had been inhabited

it

was

fairly

the site of a village that

continuously for about

4,000 years, beginning perhaps as early as 7950 B.C.

The lowest

levels yielded remains suggesting that

the earliest inhabitants of Ali

hunter-gatherers.

They

Kosh were

still

largely

lived in small, rectangular

houses crudely made of sun-dried slabs of mud, and
in the refuse around these houses the excavators
found many carbonized seeds, mostly of vetch and

other wild

plants, as well as a

and barley

that,

few kernels of wheat

judging by their

size,

may have been

were brought there from the mountains

to

of the otherwise perilous plain.
In

more recent

levels of Ali

Kosh

the archeologists

found undeniable proof of domestication. Refuse
heaps dating from around 6500 B.C. produced horn
cores that were beginning to

show

tion characteristic of early

tame goats. Cores from

still-later levels

were

the oval cross sec-

starting to twist slightly,

and

ones from about 5000 B.C. were as corkscrew-shaped

modern Near Eastern breeds.

as those of

In earlier levels the

were much

less

bones of domesticated sheep

numerous, but

cropped up more and more.
breed managed

in later levels they

How

the domesticated

to increase in a region that

have been too hot for wild sheep
that the dense

is

wool coat

seems

uncertain.
for

to

One

which they

cultivated. The archeologists also unearthed signs

possibility

that these hunter-gatherers of nearly 10,000 years ago

must have been bred gave them protection against
excessive heat. Even wild sheep have a panting

may

already have taken steps toward animal domes-

tication.

Among

the bones on

doors was the skull of a

dumps

outside their

hornless sheep, presumably

mechanism

is

that

works

like the dog's to

keep their

bodies cool in summer. By causing evaporation of

The
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moisture

Farmers

in the

upper respiratory

tract

mechanism has

more

less cooling to do,

as elsewhere, domesticated sheep

would have been

lithic

farmers. In the

handy sources

they were

a

tremendous asset for neoplace, they not only served

of hide, hair,

family could plant

and

first

wool and food but

to a large extent self-supporting.
its

The farm

best land with wheat, barley,

peas and other crops, and the animals could

graze on land

left

ganisms and the soluble products of the cellulose are
digested and used by the animal. This efficient sys-

tem of

utilizing cellulose

had made goats, sheep and

other ruminants, like cattle, bison and deer, domi-

man
control and live off the ruminants supports his own

nant among large plant-eaters, and the ability of

goats

lentils,

and therefore

effective.

AH Kosh,

At

as

a sheep

protected from the sun's rays by plenty of wool,

this
is

helps re-

When

duce the animal's blood temperature.
is

it

over because

it

was

too poor, steep

or rocky to be cultivated. In effect, they

made

the

to

dominance of the

knew nothing about the
ruminants, but they did know

digestive process of

such animals could grow and prosper on foods that

human stomachs

could not tolerate.

When

it

was

dis-

covered that the females, especially goats, could be

milked as well, sheep and goats acquired even more
vital

importance.

Long before they turned from hunting and gath-

farm bigger and more productive.
In addition, goats

earth.

Neolithic men, of course,

and sheep are biochemical pro-

ering to farming, the Near Easterners

must have

cessing machines that convert materials inedible to

watched with

man

The analogy with their own babies
was obvious, so why, they must have wondered,
should not humans also benefit from animal milk?

into

meat and milk. The sheep could make

ing on grain fields after harvest,

a liv-

consuming stubble

The goats could browse on leafy
bushes and even climb low trees to nibble twigs. Few

as well as weeds.

mammals can
food;

its

directly

tissues are

digest such marginal plant

made up

largely of cellulose, the

by

lambs and kids being suckled

interest

their mothers.

Folklore and history are

making use

instances of humans
Romulus and Remus,
Rome, w-ere suckled by a

full of

of animal mothers.

the legendary founders of

tough, fibrous and stubbornly insoluble material that

she-wolf. Francisco Pizarro, the Spanish conqueror

contributes structural strength. But sheep and goats

of Peru, started

life

are ruminants and have as part of their digestive sys-

was

sow supplied by

tems

a large

pouch, the rumen, where such cellulose-

rich food, well-chewed,

is

attacked by swarming

bacteria and other microorganisms that
it

make

part of

soluble and use another part to nourish themselves.

The microorganisms' growth, in
by urea, a waste in the blood that
rumen and helps form protein.

When the

contents of the

turn, is stimulated
is

recycled into the

rumen move

said to be a

An

advantage of milking

into the rest

is

whose wet nurse

solicitous nuns.

that

it

provides a

way

for valuable breeding animals to be productive long

before they are eaten.

And

as soon as

men

learned to

milk their animals into containers, the next step must

have followed rapidly.

and stand for

a while,

crude sort of cheese

of the animal's alimentary canal, both the microor-

as a foundling

When
it

long time.

is

allowed to sour

automatically turns into a

that, after the

removed, can be cured so that

The

milk

it

neolithic family

water or whey

is

will stay edible for a

whose animals

pro-

The
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of the earliest milking scenes, this

impression of a 2500 B.C. Elamite
seal depicts a goat being milked in
front of the fertility goddess to
encourage the animal's productivity.

sion to pigs, abhoring their habit of eating feces, and

perhaps sensing that they could transmit parasitic
diseases to humans. Pigs did not

portant livestock until

be bred

to

much

become

later,

in primitive villages of

when

really im-

they began

Europe and north-

where they could forage in the forests for
food, and where the cooler climate permitted longer
and safer meat storage.
ern China,

u

Much more

important than pigs

mestication, however, seems to have taken place

comparatively

late.

This

is

understandable, for the

now-extinct wild ox, or aurochs, the ancestor of
day's domesticated cattle,

was

to

supplement

their supply of

vegetable foods thus would have had an almost perall-season

diet with

little

need

to

their

kill

domestic animals or hunt wild game.

widely through Asia, Africa and Europe. In the mean-

Near Eastern

to

tame

pigs,

they were the
still

first to

is

became

in

cattle. Pigs

evidence that pigs

Near Eastern

may have

villages as early

may be one

reason

matter into food for

why

they never rivaled

goats and sheep in the ancient Near East. Moreover,

many

Near Easterners'

early neolithic villagers

pressive, vigorous

it]

aurochs was the most im-

and potentially dangerous animal

would have been natural for early neolithic men to adopt it as a symbol of strength and virility.
They may even have needed such a symbol because
around,

it

their basic religion appears to

Mother"

cult,

with a

woman

have been

a

"Great

serving as goddess of

procreation. Aurochs' horns were found displayed in

dumps.

ficiently turn coarse vegetable
this

that the

religious. Since the bull

Pigs are not ruminants and therefore cannot ef-

man;

home to tame.
Some authorities believe

sheep

was

as about 7000 B.C., their remains are fairly scarce in
neolithic refuse

but taking one into the family, so to speak, was

a strong possibility that

Asia and Europe, and their striped piglets are easily

been domesticated

er,

dealing with the aurochs (aside from hunting

have domesticated

is

and an unpleasant disposition. The cows were small-

first

the

run wild in the Near East, as in other parts of

tamed. But while there

as six feet

first

villagers also

and Jhere

much

with long, sharp, businesslike horns

quite a different matter from carrying a baby goat or

Domesticated sheep and goats eventually spread

time, the

at the shoulders,

to-

a horrendous beast,

the well-muscled bulls standing as

duced milk and cheese
fect

to early neolithic

settlements in the Near East were cattle. Their do-

may have had an

aver-

shrines at the city of Catal Hiiyiik in Turkey that date

from perhaps as early as 6500 B.C.
bulls'

and

heads

in plaster

figures of the Great

ing birth to a bull.

Well-modeled

protrude from the shrine walls,

Mother herself show her

giv-

The
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Sumenan

frieze of 2500 B.C. the

Bull worship continued

and there are

still

traces of

cows

beyond
it

still

preserve some of the wild look of their progenitor, the aurochs, but submit docilely

neolithic times,

today. Egypt of the pha-

raohs had a bull god, Apis, and bulls were prominent
in the religious
cities.

symbolism

Mesopotamian

of ancient

The Phoenician god Baal was
Minoan Crete included

the religion of

a bull god,
a

dangerous

and
rit-

ual of athletes vaulting over the horns of living bulls.
Bulls [as well as cows)

may have been

held sacred in

the Indus Valley civilization, just as they are today
in

modern

India;

and the Spanish

bullfight

may be

rooted in the bull-vaulting ritual of ancient Crete.

These

religious aspects

mine when

cattle

make

economic purposes. The horns
stance,

it

difficult to deter-

were domesticated

may have come from

for

mundane

at Catal Hiiyiik, for in-

wild bulls killed by

sacrifice.

heaps
to

On

the other hand, cattle bones from refuse

at Catal Hiiyiik

pose

a

mystery. They appear

have come from animals no larger than modern do-

mestic breeds, which are considerably smaller than
the wild aurochs.

If

these were indeed tame animals,

then the domestication of cattle
fact in

was an accomplished

Turkey about 8,000 years ago. But there

other possibility

— and

come from small wild

it is

cattle.

is

an-

bones may have

that the

The aurochs was

a

wide-

spread and highly variable species, and a strain no
larger than

Some
were

modern

cattle

may have

lived in Turkey.

archeologists have begun to claim that cattle

first

domesticated not

in the

Near East but

in

Greece, perhaps as early as 6200 B.C. The evidence
they offer are bones discovered in the 1960s at

Nea

hunters, or perhaps from bulls driven into an enclo-

Nikomedeia, a neolithic village

sure and kept there for admiration and eventual

Representing mostly immature animals, the bones

in

northern Greece.

to mill

The

the left of the gateway, milk

is

being strained, and heavy cream, contained

in a large jug, is

Essential Addition
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then rocked back and forth to produce butter.

could be from cattle selected for slaughter from do-

ments of aurochs genes were mated, some of

mesticated herds.

offspring acquired

Whether it first happened in Greece or, as seems
more likely, in the Near East, the fierce aurochs was
turned into a more placid animal. In some breeds the
horns grew smaller or actually disappeared. In other
breeds, which were developed more for show than
utility, the horns became larger. Dwarf cattle ap-

parent had.

peared, and cattle of every color that
exhibit.

But the ancestor of them

rochs, eventually

survivor

was

became

killed in

all,

mammals can
the wild au-

extinct; the last

Poland

known

animals that are believed
cestral stock.

still

European zoologists were able

pull off a genetic tour de force

to

and create "bred-back"

to closely

resemble the an-

When cattle possessing different

and

more
this

assort-

were selected

procedure was repeated sev-

an aurochs-like animal began

The re-created wild

it

to

emerge.

cattle are not so large as the orig-

inal aurochs, but they

pictures of

their

of these genes than either

the offspring in turn

do look

and they have

its

like

17th Century

celebrated courage,

nasty disposition and fast footwork. They illustrate
plainly

why

cattle

were not the

first

animals to join

man's entourage.

With the addition

in 1627.

However, because some modern breeds are
fairly aurochs-like,

When

for breeding,
eral times,
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of cattle, the early villagers of

the Near East had their basic set of farm animals. In

time

— and

elsewhere

— other

animals were tamed.

Horses, domesticated somewhere in southwestern

Russia around 3000 B.C., arrived

in the

Near East

about 2500 B.C., after true civilization had risen there.

Breeding the Many

A

varieties of

Domesticated Dogs

Only

a thin thread of fossil evidence

links the first domesticated dogs of the

early farmers to their wild forebear

But ancient artifacts like

the wolf.

shown here from

those

over the

all

world suggest that dog breeding by
the early farmers soon produced distinct

varieties,

desirable

for

with

guarding. In fact,
of dog

all

specially

traits

hunting

herding,
of the

main types

known today had been

oped

— and

— by

the

were

dawn

or

widely

devel-

dispersed

of recorded history.

who hunted

Egyptian aristocrats,

for sport at a very early date,

took

pride in breeding and following swift,

keen-eyed hounds
ians,

fright).

developed giant mastiffs
scent and to attack big

man

The Assyr-

breeding for size and ferocity,

enemies.

to

hunt by

game and hu-

Smaller dogs served

everywhere as
ratters but

village scavengers and
were especially esteemed

at

opposite ends of the ancient world.

In

China the tiny Pekingese became a

pampered symbol

of wealth

and

re-

finement, while in Mexico the Aztec

Indians bred even smaller species for
ritual sacrifices

and

for food.

Predecessors of ihe greyhound display
their prowess in a drawing of an
Egyptian relief. Four scenes show they

were fleet enough to catch gazelles,
strong enough to bring down ibe.xes,
daring enough to attack wild cattle,
bristling

hedgehogs and snapping geese.

squof, hairJess dog

was bred

in

Mexico
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They were about the same
ass,

and

and war

size as

at first their principal

an onager or wild

use was to draw carts

however, they were being

chariots. Soon,

bred to make them bigger, and by 1500 B.C. horses

had been developed that were big enough
to ride.

man

for a

Camels, useful mainly for transport, were

tamed around 3000 B.C.
of these animals

to that of sheep, goats

But neither

in Central Asia.

had an economic
and

effect

first

comparable

cattle.

Curiously, the rest of the world's contribution to

man's barnyard was small. The chicken was domesticated in India

widespread

around 2000 B.C. and did not become

until

Greek and Roman times.

In ancient

Peru the most important meat producers were guinea

famous

pigs,

for their rapid reproduction.

The Pe-

ruvians also domesticated the guanaco, a donkey-

A

sized ruminant related to the camel, and by selective
iion-hunting mosfi/f /oilows the scent in an Assyrian

relief.

breeding turned

it

into

two useful forms, the llama

and the alpaca. Both were eaten, as they
Peru, but since they bred and

became

chiefly a

still

are in

grew slowly the llama

pack animal, while the alpaca was

valued primarily for

its fine

wool.

In Central America the early farmers had a wider
selection of possible domesticates. The bighorn sheep

was

native to northern Mexico, and so

son,

which

no more
icans

is

a close relative of cattle

is

the bi-

certainly

obstreperous than the aurochs. But the

— and the Indians farther

ently

and

was

made

to the north

Mex-

— appar-

no attempt to domesticate them. The

Mexicans' contribution was the turkey, although in
prehistoric America the Thanksgiving bird was nevTiny and smug, a Chinese pet

fits

info a bovvI-Jike bed.

er a

major source of food.

It is

pened

interesting to speculate
if

what might have hap-

the Aztecs or the other civilized people of

The
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southern Mexico had domesticated the bighorn sheep

They would almost

or bison.
in force

certainly have spread

over northern Mexico, which

is

and

tally

insist

on their being honored as "man's

oldest friend."

much evidence to support either side
argument. Dog bones rarely turn up in neo-

There

excellent

grazing country. Given a thousand years of animal

of the

not

is

refuse heaps along with the well-picked bones

husbandry before the Spanish conquerors arrived,

lithic

herds of bison and their herdsmen might have oc-

of sheep and goats. This

cupied the grassland parts of the United States.

unlike these and other ruminants, compete for food

man

that

The animals

were generally impor-

so far described

tant as ready-to-hand,

man

with

— the

dog and the cat

nomic significance

world than they do today. In
cat has left

no record

cated before the

dawn

of

fact, the

common house

its

The

earliest,

though

domestication comes

about 3000 B.C., where

in

no more eco-

having been domesti-

its

of history.

inconclusive, evidence for

from Egypt

—had

most parts of the prehistoric

in

presumably

it

descended from small wild cats that hung around hu-

man

settlements to prey on the rodents that infested

refuse

dumps and

were held

cats

in

granaries. Certainly by 1400 B.C.

high esteem by the Egyptians,

who

worship(;d them as sacred to the cat-headed goddess
Bastet. But the

common mouse-catcher

Egypt was not the cat
the cat

ilarly,

it

— for

this
its

The
dog.

all

mongoose;

— for

its

a

common adage

thoughts!

A mongoose

himself can eat directly. Therefore they

Another reason
that in

dog bones

is

most parts of the ancient world dogs seem

to

for the scarcity of

have been eaten only out of dire necessity. (A notable exception

prehistoric Mexico,

is

dogs were purposely fattened
think that

when

dog died,

a

honors outside the

village,

where small

to eat.) It is

its

pleasant to

master buried

it

with

but more likely he tossed

body aside where the vultures and other scaven-

its

gers tore

it

to bits

and scattered the bones.

Not only are dog bones scarce
they are often very

much

at ancient sites, but

bones of wolves

like the

and such other doglike wild animals as the
fore domestication
es, the

were

differences between wolf and dog skeletons

slight.

Early dog skulls often have muzzles

shorter than those of typical wolves.
are

crowded

that

some wolves

The

jackal. Be-

had wrought conspicuous chang-

Some

together, but this too

earliest

is

dogs' teeth

a peculiarity

share.

remains considered

to

be those of do-

mesticated dogs have an odd geographical distribu-

deeds!"
of man's household pets probably

believed by

some even

to

was

the

antedate domes-

tion.

The

oldest

came from human debris

and were radiocarbon dated

at

in

Idaho

about 9000 B.C. The

and sheep by thousands of years. But

next oldest, dating from 7500 B.C., were found in

archeologist.s accept the dog's claim to such

northern England. In the Near East, which for a long

ticated goats

not

the

way: "A cat

first

It is

—

it was the house snake. Simmay have been surpassed as a rat-

Sumer by

catcher in

put

of ancient

partly because dogs,

would have been few.

dependable sources of food.

But two of the animals most intimately associated

may be

great antiquity, and

Ibi';

confused by nonexpertt,

lack of agreement

who

is

further

look on dogs sentimen-

time

was presumed

tication, the first

to

be the center of dog domes-

dog bones date from about 7000 B.C.

The Essential Addition

These scattered finds may indicate that dogs were
first

domesticated

in

some unknown place

cient times, perhaps before the

and then spread from

very an-

end of the

ice age,

this source.

Or

as

just

agriculture

around the world.

On

itself

may mean

it

were domesticated many times

that dogs
places,

in

in different

was reinvented

the other hand, a figurine found

during Robert Braidwood's excavations

shows a low-slung dog very much
with

rier

trait. If

its tail

curled over

its

Jarmo

like a Scottish ter-

back, a non-wolflike

the 6700 B.C. figurine really represents a dog

and not some product of the
to diverge

from the

to the

— as well as an explanation of how
place — can be
Many wolf

life.

in their

races and subspecies

all live in tight

groups. These packs,

so easy,

it

may have been

the

tamed wolves

—may have

— on

the

died out repeat-

edly after a few generations for want of economic
function. In theory they

may have been

useful to

preagricultural people as aids in hunting, but there

no archeological proof of

this,

is

and few contemporary

hunter-gatherers hunt with dogs. Dogs

may have inmen had

creased in importance only after neolithic

domesticated sheep and goats and needed them

to

help herd and protect the flocks against predators,

and

in

warning of the approach of strangers. Cer-

to give

modern

them

is

the

such a

in

most important economic use

times, but

whether neolithic

way can

of dogs

villagers

used

only be conjectured.

Nevertheless, dogs no doubt were useful in other

first

and color are scattered over

differing widely in size

the earth, and

in-

becoming dogs

to

is
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again, beginning tens of thou-

And

sands of years ago.

way

tainly this

widespread range of wolves and

strong social

it

of time

puzzling distribution of

dogs became domesticated in the
in the

imagination,

original wolflike model.

Perhaps the answer
early dog remains

artist's

must have had plenty

dicates that Jarmo dogs

found

at

Since taming wolves

done over and over

— Livestock

minor ways

The

to neolithic people.

American Indians,

prehistoric North

for example, are

known

tolerated dogs as scavengers around their
settlements,

to

have

camps and

which usually needed such

policing.

ognized leaders and share food with one another.

drag light

to chase away wild animals.
West they served to carry or
loads when it came time to break camp

They

hunt cooperatively and are therefore able to

and move

to a

bring

down game

dogs

which are often no more than

may

gle

consist of a

wolf

a single family, but

dozen or more members, have

rec-

too large and dangerous for a sin-

to handle.

Their organization sounds like

that of primitive men, and

it is

indeed similar. Since

wolves are social animals, individuals do not

act in-

dependently but as members of groups.

Such being the

case,

captured wolf pup.
of playfulness

and

it is

It is

extremely easy to tame a

affection,

and

it

On

is

the plains of the

fluff, full

quickly attaches
it,

substi-

new

to pull sleds,

location;

although this

however, were not essential
it

and the Eskimos used
is

an innovation that

thought to be relatively recent. Duties like these,

seems

to raise

an adorable ball of

itself to the human beings who care for
tuting them for its own family and pack.

Dogs were also useful

to early neolithic life, so

unlikely that determined efforts

were made

and keep tame dogs; they could always be

re-

domesticated from the local stock of wolves. Such
multiple domestication during long ages and in
parts of the world

may

widely differing breeds of dogs that appear
their origin

deep

many

account for the innumerable,

in prehistory.

to

have

Chapter

Five: The Security of Village Life

Both right side up nnd upside down,
this 5650 B.C. cup from the Turkish
farming viliogc of Hcici/nr is believed
to have been a ceremonial object. As a
cup fnbove), it was probably used to
pour libations. When turned over
fright),

it

became

a stylized figurine of

a ivoman's head, with incised eyes
n protruding nose.

and

The sophisticated

dual-purpose design, appearing only
a century after pottery making began
ut Hacilar. points up the rapid progress
made by the skilled local craftsmen.
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From

neolithic times until the beginning of the

ern industrial age most people lived
villages. Their

in

food came from surrounding

farming

fields

pastures, and whatever else they needed they
for themselves out of

They found

modand

made

raw materials nature provided.

resent shrines suggested emerging religious beliefs.
In a

good many of the settlements, archeologists

came upon remains

of houses that could not

been strikingly different from those seen
parts of the

have

some

in

Near East today. They were rectangular,

in villages the security

and companion-

mud-walled structures clustered closely together

knew

everyone. Skills

with

ship they needed. Everyone

common

outer walls and several rooms each.

could be exchanged. Harvesting the crops and other

But

heavy tasks could be lightened by cooperative

effort,

primitive even by prehistoric standards, a different

of ancestors gave a comfort-

kind of architecture showed up: round houses. These

and the nearby graves

ing sense of belonging and continuity.

The

vital

human

institution of the

were indicated by

farm village

orig-

inated independently in various parts of the prehistoric

world and

at various times.

Near

are best understood in the

world's
B.C.,

first

when

where the

separate, with a

dim days before
were no-

lithic

archeologists

interested in the neo-

revolution as a giant step toward civilization,

they started to excavate some

of these earliest vil-

lages and to piece together a fascinating and largely

unknown

chapter in the story of

human

progress.

Here were the rudimentary beginnings of architecture, however humble the buildings themselves, most
of

which were mud-walled

or crude stone houses.

The construction and arrangement
abodes also provided clues

to

of these early

man's social organi-

zation after he began to settle down. In the tools, or-

naments and other
villages

artifacts

unearthed within the

could be read the trend toward special-

ized skills and

crafts that sedentary living encour-

aged. Clay and stone figurines that
a sacred

meaning

and

in a

seem

to

and plain structures that

an oval or
first

good deal of space between them,

in a circle.

They may well represent man's

permanent dwellings outside caves.

round huts

in

some

to rectangular

villages

from small,

houses huddled together

gives rise to a tantalizing question. Does the shift reflect

nothing more than the adoption of

building material, or does

mud

as a

reveal something basic

it

about the establishment of settled society made possible

by farming?

One widely respected

theorist,

Kent V. Flannery

of the University of Michigan, points out that

round

many modern primitives, espewho move from place to place a good

huts are favored by
cially those

deal,

because they are relatively easy

to build.

poles, with the larger ends placed in a circle
their top

make

A few

and with

ends leaning inward and fastened together,

a quickly erected

frame that can be covered

A

have had

with skins, leaves or thatch.

may

ple plan supports itself firmly,

rep-

must have been

couple of instances they were arranged in

The change-over

became

that

disappeared long ago. The huts often stood

East,

to the

framework

covered with hides or some other perishable material that

the only people on earth

were

that

circles of stones that apparently

a pole

beginnings

madic hunter-gatherers.

Once

had reinforced

its

farming villages appeared around 7000

with roots reaching back

agriculture

But

few unusually old settlements

in a

hut built on this sim-

and

it

can be made por-

The
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table like the tepees of the Indians

on the American

plains. Flannery suggests that the

nomadic hunters

with adjacent kitchen huts and granaries the huts are

women

continued the old tradition.

ferences by

But

why should the huts of a permanent settlement
Some found in Israel are less than nine feet

be small?

in diameter, a

space in which even a tepee-dwelling

Indian family would have
they were indeed

human

felt

badly crowded. That

habitations and not merely

storage places or shelters for domestic animals

is

proved by the presence inside of hearths and stones

men and
who is

often erected in a circle, with those of the

who were the ancestors of the first Near Eastern villagers may have constructed shelters this way, and
their descendants who took to the settled life simply

usually on opposite sides, no matter

married to

whom.

This arrangement, which

many other
to human

shared with small

is

may

African tribes today,

seem contrary

nature

—but then

dif-

it is all

a

matter of cultural conditioning. To most Americans
it

seems natural that

to live together

out too

much

man and

a

and keep

his wife should

their children

want

nearby with-

crowding. But the inhabitants of these

modern circular villages do not feel this way at all.
They are communalists with little feeling for personexcept weapons, clothing and other

property,

for grinding grain. But as quarters for a family they

al

appear unnecessarily cramped.

personal effects, and with a strong tradition of shar-

Here again Flannery suggests an answer based on

Among some

observations of existing primitives.

tant grouping, as

—

it is

same may have been
East. In

many

is

in

most modern

societies.

true in the very ancient

parts of sub-Saharan Africa,

cial

and economic unit also includes

The

still

a

man's married

who

share both

the benefits of such an arrangement.

This emphasis on the extended family

both the dwellings the people

live in

are quite small, and

is

reflected in

and

many

their lay-

are only a

foot or so greater in diameter than those that

earthed in Israel.

One man

or one

without small children) sleeps

in

woman

were un(with or

each of the smaller

The larger ones may accommodate a man
and two cows or a woman and several goats. Along
shelters.

The

this all-are-equal attitude.

Near

where

level, the basic so-

sons, their wives and their offspring,

Most huts

regarded as

family grouping are an architectural expression of

on an early neolithic cultural

out.

is

in time of need.

not always the most impor-

tribesmen like the Massa people of Cameroun

work and

large granary

may draw on

small huts arranged in a circle without concern for

live

the

Even the headman's

a reserve that all

— a man, his wife and his

these the biological family

unmarried children

of

ing.

The

circular

compounds

of

modern Africa

are not

necessarily related to the round-hut villages of the

ancient Near East, but similar social forces

been

at

work

in the

Near East 10,000 years

deed, both types of villages

hunter-gatherers

according

it

its

who

may

ago. In-

go back to nomadic

laid out their first settlements

plans that reflected their social customs.

to

In Africa this

building

may have

communalism

is

still

alive

egalitarian villages. But in the

and

still

Near East

apparently did not long survive the change from no-

madic

to settled village life.

When

the

nomads learned how

efficiently that they

and

their

could settle

descendants

in turn

to collect

food so

down permanently,
how to pro-

learned

duce food by farming, the social imperatives seem

to
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have changed. The evidence for
personal

of

tion

property,

this is a proHfera-

brought

by

Hght

to

archeologists digging up the remains of early villages.

The

heavy

settled life

nomads

for

encouraged
to carry

from camp

longer had to be abandoned.

her favorite grinding stones.
late a large

ment and

Items too

this trend.

camp no

to

A woman could keep
A man could accumu-

assortment of weapons, hunting equip-

livestock.

Some foods could be

stored for

long periods, giving insurance against times of scarcity.

More possessions

traditional

and

called for bigger houses,

privately accumulated stocks of food

custom of share and share

The Near Easterners'

shift

weakened

the

alike.

away from communal
some places

living probably took centuries at least. In

round, stone-based huts began to be built in small
clusters, suggesting that the

more industrious and
tra-

dition of isolated huts and approaching the idea of

comfortable,

multiroomed

house each family under one
taken,

it

roof.

structures

Once

this step

no doubt seemed more practical

to

was

to build rec-

A single rectangular room, perhaps divided by parand,

if

could accommodate a medium-sized family
not, additional

rooms could be added by using

existing walls as parts of the

new

structure.

The

growing house might extend around a courtyard

where the family could work or keep their animals.
Since the house was rectangular its roof could be flat,
and, reached by stairs or a ladder, it more than likely
provided
ily's

a pleasant, semiprivate place for the

enjoyment;

Near Eastern
during

warm

flat

roofs are

countries,

weather.

still

used that

village

of Bei-

dwellings of 7000 B.C. fabovej were built in clusters
(1), with storage areas nearby (2). All occupants of

may have been related; they lived one
two per hut. The later houses were rectangular,
and families apparently lived together under one
roof. In the unit diagramed below, living quarters
were presumably on the second stories of shops (3).
near a meeting house (4) and a courtyard (5).
each cluster
or

tangular houses.

titions,

the

dha, in Jordan, underwent radical changes in architecture in 500 years. In these diagrams of the houses

from two layers half a millennium apart, the round

ambitious individuals were getting away from the

building

Architectural Keys to Social Change
Reflecting social development,

fam-

way

in

where people sleep on them

The
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much

too

It is

Farmers

First

to

say that the appearance in the

Near East of rectangular houses of several rooms

marked
lage

precisely the shift from

The

life.

transition

was

communalism

to vil-

halting and ragged.

have been uncovered with small round

Villages

dwellings existing contemporaneously with larger

No doubt

rectangular ones.

bitter recriminations,

there

with traditionalists denouncing

com-

their

own

use.

accumulate personal property for

to

No doubt some

aspects of the old-time

egalitarian system, such as sharing food in time of

famine, had social value that tended to keep such aspects of

came

alive.

it

to live

However

this

Dead

went,

men

eventually

with their wives and children

mul-

in

Sea.

Its

seven levels of human occupation were

meticulously excavated in the 1960s by British archeologists.

The leader

of the dig, Diana Kirkbride of

Oxford University, described

their findings in the De-

cember 1968 issue of Antiquity.

The

were endless and

those selfish families that were slighting their

munity duties

Beidha, in Jordan, about 30 miles southeast of the

stands on a sandy terrace overlooking a

site

desert-floored valley on the west.

It is

the Arabian Desert on the east by a

separated from

low range of sand-

stone mountains. The country around

now, but

in

8000 B.C. or so

it

is

desolate

must have looked

it

like a

promised land. Botanical studies show that an open
forest of oak, pistachio, wild

fig,

almond and juniper

flourished on the slopes, and zoologists have identhe bones of

tified

many

kinds of edible wild animals

tiroomed, rectangular houses, as they do today, and

—among them those

of goats, pigs, gazelles, aurochs

to think of their families as their first obligation.

and onagers or

The

This evolution of house architecture can be traced,
along with the development of villages themselves,
in a

number

of recently excavated

Near Eastern

sites.

somewhat

in

one village but not

the

same

in

others nearby that date from

period, and in

houses are

later

some

villages rectangular

keep the water table high.

some time before 7500
occupants, a band of hunter-

Into this pleasant country,

came Beidha's first
who camped on the high terrace from
which they could watch the valley below for prey
B.C.,

gatherers

of

sonal only, but, judging from the quantity of debris

may

also

preventing ideas

spreading fast or

far.

much commu-

more than

and there may even have been

One

a

few miles

hostility. Dif-

have kept people
and fashions from

archeological site that

they

houses

— from the camp

of hunter-

gatherers to the full-fledged farming settlement

—

is

left,

they must have returned to

They

also left traces of

tures.

One,

it

repeatedly.

two extremely simple

a circular, stone-floored pit, is

struc-

presumably

the foundation of a semisubterranean hut; the other
a circular clay floor that

is

by

may have been covered

a tepee-like shelter.

much to those
made themselves comfortable
ways. Around a circular hearth more than

Housing, obviously, did not mean

spans the entire fascinating evolution of the neolithits

today, and an un-

means

ferences of language

and

is

and perhaps enemies. Their camp may have been sea-

nication between villages

ic village

it

in

transport there could not have been

separate by

greater then than

may have been

superseded by small round huts

the archaic style. In a world without any

apart,

rainfall too

disturbed cover of vegetation would have helped to

But building styles were not uniform, even over comparatively small areas. Often advanced details appear

asses.

hardy people, but they
in

other

The Security

three feet in diameter were sandstone slabs,

with bones

still

some

on them; these must have been used

left in
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the ground indicate that these shelters

may

have consisted merely of poles supporting some kind

as dining tables to keep the food cooked there free of

of light roof.

sand. Such graphic evidence

one of

makes

easy to imag-

it

ine the people themselves sitting around the

low slabs

toasting strips of meat in the flames of the hearth or

perhaps hacking

had been buried

haunches or whole animals that

at
in

sifted

from the debris of

more about how these hunter-gatherers
lived. Spear points and scrapers and some stone chips
indicate that flint was their major material for toolBeidha

making.

tells

A

few tusk-shaped dentalia

shells, highly

prized as ornaments in the prehistoric Near East and

perhaps fallen from
gest

hand-to-hand

a

woman's broken necklace,

trade

sug-

with the Mediterranean

B.C. the hunter-gatherers left Beid-

ha; perhaps they killed most of the game.

was unoccupied long enough

for

it

to

newcomers were
they were more advanced than

The

site

be buried, and

moved

then around 7000 B.C. fresh arrivals
still

Having made themselves
ing planted their

They seem

first

home and perhaps hav-

at

crops, these pioneers turned to

primitive, but in

in. The
some respects

their predecessors

have known

to

just

what

to do,

advanced architecture suggests

relatively

were already
pits in the

First they

sand about a foot and

a half

their

them

dug circular
deep and 12

and lined them with stones from the

feet in diameter,

nearby mountains and dry streambeds. In
ally arid

and

that they

heirs to a tradition brought with

from no one knows where.

a gener-

country like Jordan, houses built partially

below ground

coast 95 miles away.

Around 7500

apparently placed there to keep out shifting sand.

building permanent, partially subterranean houses.

hot coals to bake.

Other evidence carefully

The settlers also built sunken hearths,
which was surrounded by a rim of clay bricks,

level

are easy to keep

do not suffer from dampness; they

warm, and the undisturbed

soil

helps

support the walls.

Above each

of these stone-lined pits, these early

farmers erected a framework of posts, like the vertical

modern wood frame house, and
tops by beams to a stouter post set in

studs of a

connected the

was then

had been. For one thing they brought with them the
magic knowledge of agriculture. Very likely they had

the center of the floor, which

sent scouts ahead to look for water and fertile land,

was constructed around this inner skeleton, and the
whole was covered by poles, brush and reeds topped

after

which they trooped up

to

Beidha carrying their

most precious possessions, the keys to their life
baskets of wheat and barley \vith which to plant

sandy textured

plaster.

A

with a thick layer of clay

finished in a

stone wall, also plastered,

to

form a roof

sufficiently

—

waterproof to keep out the infrequent

their

house was entered by stone steps through an open-

new

guished

as

excavators,

These incipient farmers,

crops.

the

distin-

people of Level VI by Beidha's

come

into sharper focus than

transient hunter-gatherers.

pioneers, and their

They were,

first effort

seems

erect temporary shelters on the clay

to

in

do the
a sense,

have been

floors.

to

Postholes

rains.

Each

ing in the side wall.

These small round structures were arranged
clusters, like the cells in a

in

honeycomb, the houses

touching wherever they converged. Obviously the
builders did not trust their

masonry walls

to stand

Substitute Mothers
for the Journey

Beyond the Grove
These eerie-eyed, plump female

m

stat-

uettes of alabaster, unearthed at the

town

es-Sawwan

of Tell

dated back

and

in Iraq

6000 B.C., have inspired

to

speculation about the early art and reof the

ligion

first

Stylistically, the

farming villages.

eyes of inlaid

shell,

with painted pupils and eyebrows,
closely resemble

enced
tive

— the

— and possibly

large, staring

figures

carved

in

influ-

eyes of vostone

•<-,>

three

millennia later in the cities of Sumer.

But the statuettes' purpose was
ligious rather than

artistic.

most of the two dozen
found

re-

In fact,

figures

were

in the graves of children.

This

has suggested to archeologists that the
statuettes

may have been

placed there

as substitutes for the real mothers to

comfort the helpless youngsters on
their journey to the

unknown.

^
^^...»"»'

Fifteen female figurines, n\any with
their arms clasped in front of them,
fire

assumed

mothers.

AU

to liove

been surrogate

of them appear to bo

jew with necklaces and some
with their hair piled atop their heads.

nokecl, a

-^f

/(f.K

The
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even though these were reinforced by a wood-

horns as raw material.

was

It

also apparently some-

with stones or

thing of a paint shop; lumps of ocher, malachite and

smaller structures, such as storage bins for holding

other bright-colored materials for making pigments

en frame; the interstices were

grain or other foodstuffs.

filled

Anterooms

or short corri-

were

dors connected the houses of each cluster, and the
clusters themselves

were surrounded by stone

walls.

still

on the premises.

The most

interesting shop belonged to a master

craftsman whose

facilities

included eight large

flat

Unluckily for the farmers of Beidha but luckily for

stones that apparently served as workbenches for

and

polishing stone and bone artifacts. Their surfaces

archeologists, the Level VI settlement caught fire

burned

fiercely

because of the large amount of

The mud-coated roofs

in the buildings.

fell,

wood

covering

were

finely polished as

scattered about

though from constant use, and

were pieces of pumice and other

the houses' contents and preserving an extraordinary

abrasive and polishing materials. Even more exciting

assortment of

finds turned

articles.

Fragments of bone and carbonized vegetable

re-

to the economy of the
The
ancient villagers.
seed wheat they had brought
with them was emmer, partly the easily shattered va-

mains provided plentiful clues

riety

and partly the domesticated nonshattering kind.

up here. One consisted of two small,

round baskets and

a

fragment of a

third, the earliest

baskets yet found anywhere in the world. Another

was
ow"

a

wooden box

—represented

only by a "shad-

of contrasting color left in the earth after the

wood

disintegrated

— that contained 114

flint

spear or

may

arrow points. Although they were beautifully made,

have been gathered from wild stands. In addition,

they were not quite finished. Evidently the shop's

they collected wild leguminous seeds, such as lentils

owner did not have time

to

They

swept and destroyed the

village.

Their barley was

all

of the wild type;

and peas, and these added protein

some

of

it

to their diet.

Beidha was rebuilt after the

herded domesticated goats but also hunted wild animals. This adds

up

agricultural

but in other

life,

to

an early and primitive kind of

ways

the villagers were

When

the British diggers finished

clearing the

charred ruins, they had amassed a rich inventory

— not only of
also of

many

the foods the villagers

articles they

again after what

had used

had eaten but

in their daily life.

ly

but

fire

fire

and soon rebuilt

may have been an earthquake. There

was not much change

way of life,

not so primitive.

complete them before

its

in its agriculture or general

architecture

moving away from

showed

signs of slow-

the ancient pattern of clusters

round huts. Some of the later houses were
free-standing, and more or less rectangular
but they

of small

—

had curving walls and rounded corners. While

their

Some of the small round rooms seem to have been
workshops showing the beginnings of specialized
skills and crafts. One shop contained mostly large,

builders apparently were

heavy stone objects such as mortars, pestles and oth-

gained confidence in their construction techniques

er apparatus for grinding grain or seeds.

and omitted the wooden posts

Another

featured boneworking and had a supply of bones and

still

round-hut tradition, they seem

affected

to

by the old

have recognized the

advantages of the rectangular plan. They had also

the walls of Level VI houses.

that

had reinforced

The Security

With the people
come the first hints

of Level IV,

around 6800

B.C.,

of different social levels at Beid-

Three large rectangular houses measuring 16 by

ha.

20 feet displayed interiors finely finished in plaster,

equipped with hearths bordered by plastered

sills.

were stone bowls; food could have
the bowls by filling them with water

Set into the

sills

been boiled

in

rooms and
ly

Some

a central corridor.

may have been

of Village Life
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of the cubicles

storerooms, but others were obvious-

workshops. They were as cramped as the artisans'

modern Near Eastern bazaars, and a great
deal more developed than the workshops of Level
VI. To judge from articles left in them, some of their
proprietors were specialists in different kinds of
niches in

and then dropping hot stones into them. These hous-

stone,

bone or horn work. One was a jeweler who

open space, Hke the central plaza of
a Latin American town. Around them and across the

made

stone beads; another cut beads out of hollow

es faced a large

plaza were

The
ilies

much

big houses

smaller rectangular houses.

may have belonged

to leading

that bossed a population of artisans

skulls

fam-

and farmers.

Beidha had taken only about 200 years

to

change from an egalitarian community, with rights

in-

so,

If

herited from seminomadic ancestors, to a stratified
social structure

dominated by

a

few

rich individuals

— a remarkable evolution.
Again the

village

was

new

people

Many novel features sugmay have moved in. The village

plan became almost gridlike, and by the time of the

Level

II

people, about 6600 B.C., Beidha

inated by a house 23 by 30 feet,

whose

was dom-

single large

room was finished inside with burnished whitish
plaster. Wide bands of red paint, which may have
been applied when the plaster was still fresh as in
more modern
base to the

—

a

pit

frescoes, covered the walls from the

ceiling. Similar

bands outlined the hearth

seat or table of polished stone and a stone-lined

with a large boulder

plier

workers themselves lived

is in

doubt, for the tiny cu-

contained no hearths or other equipment

bicles

necessary for carrying on daily
cubicles are thick; they

life.

The walls

may have supported

of the

a long-

vanished upper story used for living quarters. In any
event, Beidha by 6500 B.C. seems to have been not

leveled twice, perhaps by

earthquakes, and rebuilt.
gest that

One shop with many animal bones and horned
may have housed a butcher, or possibly a supof bones and horns to other workers. Where the

bones.

in its

bottom.

Outside this rather imposing structure stretched

only a farming village but a rural industrial center as
well, supplying other villages with

goods of

its

own

manufacture and dominated by a management group
whose headquarters m^y have been the large building with

its

red-banded walls and

floor.

But Beidha's days were numbered. Since the
farmers

moved

in

about 7000

grown successively
less

it

of

its

had

smaller, perhaps because reck-

had robbed the land

cultivation and grazing

around

B.C., the village

first

fertility.

The

site

was abandoned

about 6500 B.C. and was not reoccupied until several
centuries before Christ,

when

a Semitic people called

Nabataeans installed elaborate water-controlling systems

and made

its

known

soil

open courtyards, and beyond them an array of rectangular buildings in even rows. Each consisted of

renaissance,

thick stone walls enclosing six small, cubicle-like

except wandering Bedouins.

ever.

productive

as Level

I,

again.

This

did not endure,

how-

At present, the Beidha region has no inhabitants

The
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First

Harvesttime

a

in

Fortified village

Other settlements that flourished

same period
fertile land,

who

The
be excavated was

cilar

enjoyed a richer and pleasanter

Jarmo, in the

hill

life.

country of northeastern Iraq.

could not have looked very different from
ern Near Eastern villages, with

terial still

employed

in the

Near

many mod-

The builder

East.

lays a foundation of good-sized stones; then he

mixes a clayey

mud

will stand alone,

vent cracking.

with water

and tempers

He molds

to a consistency that
it

with straw

to pre-

a wall on its foundation to a

height of three or four inches and lets

it

dry in the

sun while he works on another wall. Course after
course is added until all the walls of the house reach
the desired height. This
build.

A

is

a

slow but not bad way to

is

a

monolith without the weak-

ness sometimes caused by badly laid bricks.

A

days of

typical

Their activities, as well

toil.

constructed

a

in

Mellaart's excavation of the

The scene takes place in
noon. From outside the

painting

site.

late after-

four-foot-

thick walls, workers bring sacks of

wheat and barley through the northwest gate
(4).

in

(3)

There

a

an oven

off

into the north courtyard

woman

(5)

parches the grain

so husks can be stripped

before the seeds are stored in the

granary

(6).

next door

Atop the two-story house

(7)

other

two pause on

women

are drying

the roof

below

for

a bite of bread. Still others are pre-

paring meals

Jarmo house of 6700 B.C. had a long, rec-

right

at

based on British archeologist James

fruit;

tauf wall

Ha-

about 5400 B.C. meant long, hot

as the buildings they lived in, are re-

constructed of tauf, an Arabic word for building ma-

first

lived in the Turkish village of

It

rectangular houses

its

Harvesttime for the 100-odd people

more

as Beidha, but in better-watered,

early agricultural village to

first

roughly the

in

(9)

(8)

beside the kitchens

near the east wall

(2).

At the south

tangular main room, 18 by 7 feet, divided transversely

gate (10), boys herd the village flock

by a tauj partition that may not have reached the

to

roof.
ters.

size,

way

The two sections were

living

and sleeping quar-

Beside them was another room of about the same
divided into four small storage spaces.
led past the end of the

storage room

to

A

hall-

an open

walled courtyard, which was probably used for grinding grain and other household tasks and penning

animals.

The

floors of the roofed-over

covered with reed matting

—

this is

rooms were

known because

the matting left an imprint on the underlying
its

mud. In

prime, Jarmo probably had about 25 such houses

with alleys or courtyards between them.

Two

yard

(11),

where milking

underway.

is

In a partitioned area close

couple

by

(12), a

weaves baskets. Diagonally

across from them, in the yards next
to the pottery

workshops

(13),

paint and dry their wares.

workshops

stands a shrine

potters

Beyond
(15),

the

which

two worshipers enter carrying bundled

offerings.

To

the

the well (16),

right

of the

where

villag-

shrine

is

ers are

drawing water. Children with-

out specific chores are seen playing

surprisingly sophisticated features for such

ancient times were Jarmo's doors and ovens.

nighttime safety in the south court-

The

on the roofs and atop Hacilar's wall.

1.

West

2

East wall

3.

6.

Northwest gate
North courtyard
Parching oven
Granary

7.

8.

4.
5.

^t!

I*

4

wall

Kitchen
South gate
11. South courtyard
12. Basket weaving area
9.

10.

14.

Pottery workshop
Pottery courtyard

House

15.

Shrine

Small courtyard

16. Well

13.

The
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Farmers

First

doors themselves long ago disappeared
they were

how

made

of

wood

—but

—presumably
show

their "hinges"

they worked. Set into the floor and wall at the

top and bottom of the hinge side of the

doorway were

stones with round sockets. Into these fitted the ends
of a round-ended doorpost. Such a door

squeaked as the doorpost turned
but

when

enough
of

in the

closed by a simple bolt or bar

to

may have

stone socket,

was strong

it

keep out intruders. Obviously the people

Jarmo valued

their privacy

and property and took

The Jarmo oven consisted of

of

oven

deed

it

in a

is still in

was not

its flue

New

side of the

fire

were

the villagers

form of

in the

living in complicated two-story

houses. This find did not announce itself

The diggers

first

came upon puzzling

bicles too small for

were made
them three

anyone

to live in.

all at

once.

clusters of cu-

The thick walls

mud bricks, some of
mud mortar. There were

of round-topped
feet long, laid in

no doors or windows, although some of the cubicles

of tauf built

disks or cones.
coves.

ran up the wall and pre-

many

roof. This sort

parts of the world. In-

England.

Its

from the brick

was

operation

simple and effective. Fuel was stoked through the
door, and the

up here

hoofprints in clay, but also evidence that by 7000 B.C.

door opened

different in principle

ovens of colonial

of animal domestication turn

dome

chimney above the

use in

western Iran. Not only did the earliest proof

Its fire

a

inside one of the storage spaces.

sumably ended

in

had small portholes that could be closed with clay

pains to preserve both.

on the courtyard and

Dareh

was allowed

to

burn

fire

until the in-

oven was as hot as desired. The coals and

ashes were then raked out and food put

The

One

skulls of

Many were

furnished with bins or

al-

of the cubicles contained a niche with the

two wild sheep

set

one above the other;

this

may have been a shrine before which Ganj-Dareh's
hunters prayed before a hunt began. But

how

did the

worshipers get into the shrine?

When
them

the archeologists got around to excavating

fully, the

cubicles

was

mystery of the doorless, windowless

solved.

alize that these

Only then did the diggers

re-

were small basement rooms support-

fire

ing an upper story and that they probably had been

door was closed, and the food was

left to

be cooked

entered from above. Although the village had burned,

by the radiating heat from the oven

walls.

The Jarmo

oven may also have been used
loosen the husks and

make

in.

to heat grain, so as to

the seeds easier to grind.

traces

were found

in the ruins of

were remnants

of the

beams and canes

Temperatures could be kept below the burning point,

ported

and the oven had the advantage, which open

rooms probably were used

lack, of heating

food on

fires

beams

a roof of

that

had sup-

for storage.

No

trace of

grain or other stored material remained, but several

all sides.

The incongruously advanced doors and ovens

of Jar-

are only one illustration of the surprising finds

that frequently confront archeologists exploring the

remains of very early Near Eastern

had sup-

mud. Most of the small basement

large stone mortars suggested that

mo

that

ported the floors where the people lived; there also

villages.

other sites that produced the unexpected

Among

was Ganj-

was dehulled

wheat or barley

or ground there.

Cayonii, a village of incipient farmers in the foothills of the

also yielded

who

Taurus Mountains of southern Turkey,
its

share of surprises.

Its

inhabitants,

settled the site as hunter-gatherers not long be-

Text continued on page 111

stylized Patterns in
Peasant Pottery

Some

of the

most attractive pottery made by prehistoric men came

from the Turkish farming village of Hacilar. The Hacilar potters
started out with

and a
first

two

local assets: a source of fine-textured clay,

was already old when they made their
To this heritage they added their own
imagination and taste; and for more than half

craft tradition that

vessels around 5750 B.C.

unique blend of

skill,

a millennium, until fire

duced the

damaged

their village irreparably, they pro-

striking pottery designs

sampled on these pages.

in the photograph ot left and
the drawing above, Hacilar pottery

As shown

wares were traditiona] in shape and
design, but never identical. These two
differ in the color of the triangle at

the base of the chevron pattern.
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Picasso-like Religious Designs
Human and nnimaJ potterns decorate
all

of the Hacilar vessels

shown here

— though the modern viewer would
scarcely

know

According

it

to the

at first glance.

excavator of HaciJar,

orcheoiogist fames Me//oart, the

was symbolized by
and below). The
goddess' wale counterpart was
represented by a big-horned buJl, and
her all-seeing power by an eye design.
The four-fingered hands may have been
goddess of

fertility

a step/ike design (right

intended for protection against

The

bull,

isrw

fertility, is

represented by the head ond horns in
the jug above. Four bulls' heads appear
in yellow in the bowl at right, their
outlines formed by the dark design.

three bow/s are

symbols for the goddess of

The steps represent

fertility.

profiles of the

seated goddess' head, breasts and
knees. On the largest bowl the goddess
is

eviJ.

male symbol of

The designs on these

flanked by stylized animals.
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The mother goddess'

a]/-seeing eyes
decorate these three vessels. Two of
the pots are upside down; they appear

to have been designed to be turned
over after use, thus strengthening
the impression of a woman's head.

Designs showing hands with three or
four fingers may have been intended to

ward

off evil spirits.

gesture

is stiiJ

A

three-fingered

vvideiy used in the

Mediterranean area for that purpose.

Patterns from the Everyday World
Tiiu woikl nrounii them inspired
Hdcilnr's pollers (o

make many

of their

dromolic decunitions. Their sources
inchulcd the woven potterns of baskets
and textiles. Flowers were also a
popular motif, perhaps as n symbol of
fruition. The four-petnled flora] motif
almost always resemb/es a Maltese
cross. But a few flower-like designs

— one appears on the bowl directly
below — are so fancifully embellished
that they defy positive interpretation.

The Security

seem

fore 7000 B.C.,

new

have been remarkably open

to

They soon acquired domesticated
sheep, goats and pigs whose bones were found min-

to

ideas.

with those

gled

wild

of

deer

and

They

cattle.

And

eventually mastered plant cultivation as well.

while they were busy

triumph for his day: a terrazzo

startling

mixed with

of limestone chips

Embedded

pink pebbles

in the

set off

a

floor

hard concrete-like

by two parallel bands of white
set,

the pebbles

terrazzo floors are

A terrazzo floor in

the

today.

copper deposit that
it

was

is

a

being worked. In neolithic

is still

a source of malachite, a bright-green cop-

per ore that

made

colorful

unlooked for but defy explanation. Out of the rounded

mounds

that cover the ruins, deserted thousands

have come odd-shaped stones of un-

of years ago,

known

purpose, enigmatic marks and carvings that

do not seem

to

be mere decoration, and human skulls

tucked away in odd places. The meaning of these

never be fully known, for they apparently had

with

a

vanished

of the tantalizing objects to

been part of a "Great Mother"

unbaked clay or

of clay that

cult.

Some

to

have

are

made

was burned

hardness by an accidental

to brick-

Others were

fire.

baked in an oven or a kiln, like pottery.
The commonest, or at least those that attract most attention, are of naked women, usually enormously fat,

ornaments. The alert

with exaggerated breasts, buttocks and thighs (pages
100-101].

Many

appear pregnant. Some archeologists

consider them beautiful and artistically executed.

Others see them as crude and ugly.

woman

An

occasional

craftsmen of Cayonii noticed among the pretty stones

well-modeled statuette of a

a curious shining reddish material that did not shat-

ably attractive figure proves in any case that

ter

when

changed
could

hit

its

hard with

shape.

hammer

a

heavy stone.

It

merely

They soon discovered that they
which was raw

this interesting stuff,

copper, into useful things.

Some

of their products, in-

cluding a gouge and several small sharp pins, were

found

in the debris of their village. Prior

the use of copper exists in

the form of

evidence of

a single

bead

dating from around 9500 B.C., turned up in a cave in
Iraq.

But the Cayonii artifacts are the

tools to be

made

Almost every

do

are small clay figurines, thou-

sands upon thousands of them, that seem

of

to

religion.

The most ubiquitous
come out of the mounds

like

may

deliberately

a crude, 9,000-year-old farming-

another surprise. About 12 miles away

still

times

made

is

house was indeed unexpected, but Cayonii

village

held

were

and the whole surface was polished. Ex-

flat

cept for the help of mechanical grinders, this

way

made

surface were small salmon-

pebbles. After the binder had

ground

changes

one of their house builders produced a

in life style,

binder.

at these revolutionary

IH

of Village Life

first

known

of any metal.
neolithic village has yielded to the

probing archeologist other things that are not only

with a reason-

some

neolithic sculptors did not lack the necessary skill to

create beauty as

The most
urines

is

modern eyes

see

it.

likely explanation for these curious fig-

that they

were symbols of

fertility.

And

the

neolithic sculptors' emphasis on features connected

with childbearing

may have been magic

intended to

keep the village strong and well populated.

who wanted

children

may have

received such stat-

uettes from priests and put them

broken them as
these

a

in

a

shrine or

sacrifice. The idea behind
was nothing new, even in

symbolic

fertility statuettes

10,000 B.C.

Women

They bear

a strong

resemblance

to the

Farmers

112

The

Venus

figurines of the

First

Cro-Magnons, produced some

10,000 years earlier.

The

clay fertility statuettes discovered at

fairly realistic;

some have

faces with eyes, nose and

mouth. In others the face

head

reduced

is

the face

is

to a

]armo are

flat

featureless or the

left

is

Some Local variations
on the universal
Mother Goddess

lobe of clay. Sometimes

modeled sketchily on

a conical clay base

without limbs or torso. At Hacilar, in Turkey, an agricultural village that thrived at

as Jarmo,

many

about the same time

different varieties of female figurines

were found. Often they are simply torsos lacking
heads or

feet.

They

are distorted; they writhe.

Some

are in the position of childbirth.

The

down

fertility

cult

seems

to classical times.

to

As

have persisted

civilizations

right

developed

around the shores of the Mediterranean, a paramount
female goddess, the Great Mother, took a prominent
place in almost every pantheon.
in

Mesopotamia, Ashtoreth

in

Greece, Venus in Rome. Her

She was Ishtar

Canaan, Aphrodite

mode

in

of worship varied

with her worshipers: sometimes she was the goddess
of love rather than fertility.

Far back in neolithic times the worship of the Great

Mother took an additional form

that

proved even

longer lived. In Hacilar the early stages of this cult

i-,-^--

are reflected by female figurines that are neither fat

nor pregnant, but show a reasonably shaped young

woman

tenderly holding her child.

The

figurines

be poorly made and lack beauty, but there

is

may

nothing

gross about them, and they symbolize not procreation
or sex but motherhood.

It

would be

interesting to

assemble a series of Madonna-and-Child statues,
starting with those created in Hacilar or perhaps
earlier sites

even

and ending with Michelangelo's Pietd

the Vatican. Appearances

would change,

as

in

would

Phoenician, ivory, 1500

BC.

Iranian, clay, c. 1800

BC.

Phoenician, bronze,

c.

The Security

of Village Life
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concern of paramount importance to
he first farmers was fecundity in
heir crops, animals and women as well
—and they showed this concern in
itatuettes of the mother goddess. So
\

—

was the cult of fertility that the
Tiother goddess did not die out as
strong

advanced. The variety of
shown here, from the
Vear East and the Mediterranean area,
represents a span of 5,000 years.
:iviJization

Female deities

ranian. clay. c. 5500 B.C.

Egyptian, clay, before 3100 B.C.

Phoenician, clay. 600 B.C.

The
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First

Farmers

technique, but the underlying idea of sanctifying

except for a scattering of bone beads. In the center

motherhood would remain the same throughout.

of the building

Not

all

early

dess figurines;

Near Eastern

some

villages

religious practices. But

it is

produced god-

no evidence of

offer almost

unlikely that their inhab-

gular

block

a standing stone, a great rectan-

is

sitioned so

its

Two

world dominated by powerful and dangerous

haps raised above

that

must be appeased or won over. They rarely con-

sider

village

So when

safe to ignore them.

it

seems to have had no

means only

a neolithic

probably

religion, this

that the traces of its religious activities

Beidha, the village in Jordan that

farming with rural industries,

is

came

to

combine

interesting on this ac-

some 500 years of ocfigurine was found.
It seems that the Great Mother did not have many
adorers in Beidha. The village did, however, have

count. In

all

of the debris left by

cupation, only one Great

something that

About 50 yards

Mother

may have been an

austere shrine.

east of the village proper

were found

it

on other stones. Another slab

outside the building, with the remains of

low stone parapet around

it.

Nearby was

triangular limestone slab, 12 feet on

and hollowed out

What was

have not yet been recognized.

three feet high and po-

other slabs of stone were set in the floor, or per-

was found
a

is

narrower edges face north and south.

itants were nonreligious. Primitive people live in a
spirits

from the neighboring

sandstone

of

mountains. This centerpiece

the

to

its

longest side

form a shallow basin.

meaning of these strange structures?

Although the Beidhans knew the use of plaster and
paint, they
It is

seem not

to

have decorated these stones.

only a guess, of course, but Beidha's shrinelike

place suggests the austerity of the two

modern

away: Judaism and

Islam. Both forbid the

making

of "graven images,"

and Beidha's holy place

—

if it

indeed was that

none. The symbolic center of Islam,

Mohammed,

much

the famous black stone

seem

(actually a meteorite) set in the wall of the

built

of Beidha's existence.
est.

It

is

and

rebuilt at different stages

The middle building

about 20 by 12

feet,

it,

the larg-

paved with small,

angular, deliberately broken bits of stone.

archeologists unearthed

is

the floor

was

When

the

unlittered,

is

—had

older than

the birth of

have been

re-

ligions that originated not far

the remains of three remarkable oval buildings that
to

a roughly

Kaaba

at

Mecca. Perhaps the standing stone that the farmers
of Beidha erected in the center of their image-free

holy building 9,000 years ago
of Islam's black stone.

is

a distant predecessor

The Flowering
of Agriculture
in Egypt's Rich Land

Surrounded by farm scenes,

No

a

noble couple give (hanks for the harvest by anointing an array of

fruit,

vegetables, bread and meat.

how

ancient people raised the art of

detailed depictions of farm life to line

agriculture:

farming to a higher level than did the

noblemen's tombs so that the souls of

pared

the dead could carry the earth's rich-

harvested their crops

Egyptians

— nor

did any enjoy or ap-

preciate the harvest more.
tians

envisioned heaven

place very

much

like

farmers worked the
rich

and

therefore,

happy

soil

The Egypitself

as a

Egypt, where

and reaped a

existence.

were commissioned

their

Egypt's farmers pre-

fields

for
;

sowing and

how

they baked

symbolic

bread and brewed beer out of grains;

wealth, they believed, would remater-

what livestock they husbanded; the

es

to

the

ialize in the

afterlife;

the

next world.

Although the tomb paintings were

special tools they devised. All are precisely

documented

by

The scenes on

tomb
and the

these

Artists,

spiritual in purpose, their substance

paintings.

to paint

reflects the purely practical aspects of

following pages are based on such

this

art.

Plowing Fields
After the Floods

The annual
were

floods of the River Nile

a kind of giant clock that reg-

ulated the lives of Egypt's farmers. In

summer, while the waters rose over
the land, workers had
to do.

But in early

fall,

had receded enough
enriched

was not

a

fields,

to

little

farming

when

the river

expose the

silt-

plowing began. There

moment

to lose,

because the

was easy

soil

was

still

teams of

plows, some

the

plow only while

it

moist. Seed was readied;
cattle were yoked; wooden
fitted

were taken out
to

to

fields.

along with the

up clods of
baking hard

with metal points,

of storage

and hauled

Other workers went

plowmen

to help

mud which were
in the sun.

break

already

117

Teams of cattle, yoked by a wooden bar over their horns,
draw two-handied plows through soil enriched with mud
deposited by the flooding Nile. The plowman at left drives
team with o small whip. Other workers (upper panelj fell
with an ax and uproot underbrush with a hoe to clear
more land for planting. A blue pool of river water, remoining
from the inundation, is still standing at the edge of the field.
his

a tree

The Harvest Labors
of Men

and Beasts

All

hands turned out

at

harvesttime

and worked from the break of day until

nightfall.

Men

equipped with short-

handled sickles reaped the waist-high
grain, cutting the stalks

below the

To
fields,

about a foot

the

grain

the harvesters tied

and loaded them

donkeys. The animals

amid much balking and braying and
considerable

beating

their

burdens

by.

Competition

— then

hauled

to threshing floors near-

kept

loading

the

operation brisk: one scribe noted a

ears.

transport

to long-eared

it

from the
in

sheaves

in large baskets on-

farmer chiding

a

co-worker,

"I

loaded

my donkey

with 202 sacks while you

were

on your backside."

sitting

119

A series of vignettes

depicts

some

of the chores of harvesting
reap (Jeft) and women winnow
some aiready threshed grain with special scoops (center);
other men fork leftover straw to be stored and used during
the coming months for anima) fodder, building it into a
towering pile frightj. The measures for controlling and loading
grain. In the top panel

men

the willful donkeys are portrayed in the bottom scene.

^^^

The use of Animals
Sacred and Scorned

were revered

Egypt

Despite the different attitudes to-

and associated with gods, and donkeys were disdained as stupid and

ward them, both ox and donkey were
sometimes given bites of grain and

fractious, both animals had their place

both were subjected

Although

cattle

as workers

employed

in

in

on the farm. They were
groups on the threshing

floors to tread over

newly harvested

—

words and

at

beatings.

times to harsh

When

it

came

time to slaughter animals for food,
the respected cattle

grain, thus loosening the tough chaff

ily sacrificed; their

from the kernels.

their blood-

were more readmeat

— along with

— was prized as a delicacy.

121

BrindJed oxen and Jong-eared donkeys march dutifully over
grain on a (hreshi'ng floor (top panel), an area paved with
beaten eorth, surrounded by low walls to conloin the precious
grain. At bottom a crew of butchers, some with whetstones
tucked into the waists of their loinc/oths, dismember four
steers with stout, Jong-b/rided knives, while two men stand by
with catch basins poised at the ready to collect the bJood.

Turning Grain
into

Bread and Beer

The huge resources

of grain in Egypt

gan with breadmaking. The bakers

encouraged bread baking and beer

often used reserved sourdough to pro-

brewing. The Egyptians are believed

duce leavened loaves. The wild yeast

to

have had

—some
And

of

at least
it

15 kinds of bread

sweetened with honey.

beer was the country's national

drink;

it

was often

carried to the fields

in clay jugs as a thirst

quencher.

In noble households,

most days be-

in the

bread also helped in the beer-

making process. Brewers soaked
baked bread

in water,

half-

and then added

date juice to sweeten the liquid. Foreign visitors

compared Egyptian beer

favorably with fine wine.

123

Breodmaking

is ouUined in the upper panel of pictures. First,
grain from jars (far left) is ground and sifted while more is
pounded in a bowl. After pots are readied for baking and the

dough
is

shown

is

mixed and kneaded, Joaves are baked. BeJovv

the brewing of barley beer; at

left,

date /iquor

is

poured over haJf-baked bread to hasten fermentation. Then
the brewers uncap the jars, pour in the beer, and recap them.

/Syy
\j±l

1^

ft

t^

_JL

The Ancient Art
of wine

Making

Fat,

black grapes, the pride of agri-

great stone vats; after that, the res-

cultural Egypt, were the source of
exquisite wines. Egypt's wine makers

idue

as meticulous about their craft

very

were

The ripe
grapes were picked bunch by bunch
as French vintners are today.

and carried
by men
first

to the

winery

in

baskets

— never by pack animals. The

stage of pressing

was done

in

was

transferred to sacks of linen

and squeezed
last

(beJovvj to extract the

drops of

juice. After the

had fermented, each storage

jar

then sealed and labeled with the

wine

was
date,

type of wine and names of the vine-

yard and vintner.

One

record

wine aged for two centuries.

tells of
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—

The final and most nthletic phase of grape pressing is
demonstrated in this scene. The grapes have already been
crushed in vats and the mashed residue has been transferred
to a c/oth bag which has been twisted tight/y. Four men puiJ
on iong, crossed poles stuck into the bag's ends, while a fifth,
poised spread-Zegged between the poles, forces them farther
apart to squeeze out the last of the juice into a basin.
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From

the day that

mesticated his

man sowed
animals,

first

it

his first crops

was only

and do-

a matter of

time before his rapidly expanding knowledge enabled

him

make

to

When nature

great forward strides in agriculture.

provided new, adaptable plant hybrids,

he could use them

to

extend farming far beyond the

limitations that the earlier varieties

him.

Where

his fields;

rainfall

was

had imposed on

scarce, he learned to irrigate

and eventually he took

to hitching

an

in-

genious invention, the plow, to draft animals and let

them

pull

for him.

it

cated animals

horse

—

own

— the

He used some

of his domesti-

ox, the ass and, ultimately, the

to haul goods.

Thus, in time he ceased being

Wheat plants

the problem.

vests in

seeds nearly

its

are annuals.

all

Each plant

in-

the ingested soil nutrients

possesses in order to support the seedHngs that

it

will sprout in the next
dies.

When

taken
lie

growing season. Then the plant

year after year the seeds and plants are

away by harvesters

fallow to give

it

(rather than letting the land

sufficient time to replenish itself

with the decomposing plant remains], the

comes increasingly impoverished

in

such

fertihzing elements as nitrogen, potassium

soil be-

critical

and phos-

phorus. The crops become less and less vigorous,
until they are

The

first

no longer worth the

effort to plant

them.

farmers could not have understood

why

beast of burden and became instead the cre-

their crops diminished. Like primitive farmers of re-

ator of an emerging civilization, the progenitor of a

cent times, they simply abandoned the worn-out

his

settled
er

way

of life that

encouraged the growth of

larg-

Not much

is

known

ample,

if

many

directly about

the very earliest cultivation in the

fields

and cleared new land. Yet, knowingly or

they were practicing a crude form of

and more stable populations.

Near

details of

East. For ex-

there were boundaries delineating the fields

around a village like Jarmo, they have long since disappeared, along with any marks of

tillage.

But

not hard to reconstruct the problems that the

farmers must have encountered and

to

it

is

first

guess what

that, in

land

—

The

mo

in

some

areas,

had the

not,

field rotation

effect of rejuvenating the

at least temporarily.

earliest

the

known

farmland, like that around Jar-

foothills

of

Iraq's

Zagros Mountains,

usually originated in open forest with wild wheat and

barley growing

among

the widely spaced trees.

farmers undoubtedly felled the

trees,

The

using stone

the solutions were.

axes or killing the larger ones by girdling them, cut-

The basic difficulty for these early husbandmen
was a matter of the soil itself: as crops were raised

ting rings of

bark from their trunks

flow of sap.

They must have

in

it

ity.

one season after another, the

The

effects of the first

soil lost its fertil-

wheat crops demonstrate

and pried small ones out of the
At the end of

soil.

their rainless

wood and brush were

summer, when the

tinder-dry, they

cleaned up the fields by lighting

A

powerful ox a descendant of wild cattle domesticated in
the Near East around 6500 B.C. submits to being harnessed
in this impression from a 3000 B.C. Sumerian cylinder seal
fthe motif is repeated in the impression]. The traces are to
he hitched to a cart or a plow. Putting cattie to such uses
represented one of the great forward strides in agriculture.

—

fiercely, leaving

to interrupt the

cut the larger bushes

fires

would have
that

burned

ashes and charred stumps. The

was thus enriched by such

soil

nutrients as potassium

and phosphorus from the ashes; and with simple,
sharp-pointed digging sticks like those their hunter-

The
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Farmers

First

gatherer ancestors had used to dig up edible roots

and tubers, the farmers

up

stirred

planted their seeds. The

new

and

this virgin soil

crop of grain would

have grown magnificently, providing a rich harvest.
But, inevitably, with the first forest

growth gone, the

decline in the soil's fertility began again. Meanwhile,
the land that had been
ly

grow up

abandoned

bushes and

to

earlier

trees.

The

would slowtrees

would

still

live

on a neolithic cultural level indicate what

problem was

probably happened. One answer

to the

livestock, which, besides yielding

meat and milk, also

serve an accessory function. The animals bring plant

and drop them near

nutrients from distant pastures

the village in the form of manure.

garbage deposited on the

Human

wastes and

can have the same

fields

fer-

In short, the first farmers probably

tilizing effect.

drop leaves and twigs onto the ground, where,

discovered, fertilizer without realizing that they had;

through the process of decay, they would deposit

they

nourishing chemicals in the worn-out

nure, but they profited from

freshing and essential nutrients

wind and

rain.

soil.

Other

re-

would come with the

Gradually a layer of humus-rich loam

accumulated, and after a period of 20 or 25 years this

was ready

forest

to

be cut and burned again

place the land that had lost

This system

to re-

— called "slash and burn," "forest
—works pretty well as
fal-

is

available. But

may

ulation increases the system

when

the pop-

lead to disaster.

More and more

grain

so fallow land

brought back into cultivation before

it

is

is

required to feed the people,

has had time to regain

its full fertility.

The development

When

this

—made
pared

with

neolithic villages

fate until they

were

the

same area

then,

a

abandoned. Yet some

known

to

have persisted

in

for several centuries. Their inhabitants,

must have found ways

to

cope with the dwin-

dling fertility of their fields without abandoning
for a generation or more.

What

did they do, and

them

how

did they discover the answers?

The practices

difference

Much more

too.

soil, it

all

of present-day farming people

varieties.

wild

is

the other species, as in the wild. Genetically

now

grow.

And once

in a

get a

chance

to

while a few of these aberrations

might prove better adapted to the

new

habitat than

the ones regularly planted.

most cases these improved

They

their ancestors.

just

strains differ little

grow

perhaps

slightly better
in

competition

with certain other domesticated species. But

new

intervals a radically

properties that

make

it

at

long

type might appear, with

conspicuous and

much more

valuable to man.

more useful plants to
appear in the prehistoric world of the Near East was
bread wheat, the type that is still dominant through-

The most important

of these

out most wheat-growing countries.

who

important,

When

sown by man in predoes not have to grow in competition
wheat

in a colder or drier climate or

must have suffered such

finally

farming settlements are

a

tion of the uncultivated field can

from

Many

tools

aberrant seeds that would succumb in the competi-

can no longer provide enough food to support

it

same.

improved cultivating

of

however, were improved plant

In

the farmers and their families.

just the

it

spades and hoes with blades of stone, bone or horn

happens, the whole system rapidly deteriorates, and

soon

not have understood the benefits of ma-

or semidomesticated

its fertility.

low" or "shifting cultivation"
long as enough land

may

curious

way about

It

originated in a

8,000 years ago. But the expla-

Giant Strides toward Civilization

nation of

how

this fortunate accident of evolution

came about had to wait for
modern plant geneticists.
Wild emmer wheat is one
species; the other one

encompasses
speaking,

Israel,

it is

is

the detective

work

of

perhaps after a while they were noticed by observant harvesters

who

kept them separate for planting

in solid stands.

of the

einkorn.

two wild wheat

This plant was bread wheat, a hexaploid with 42

natural range

chromosomes, 14 of which came from the goat-faced

Its

Syria and Jordan. Genetically

a tetraploid; that

is, it

has in

its cells

grass.

was

It

28 chromosomes that carry hereditary characteristics

fitting

by pounding

to generation.

Bread wheat, howev-

a hexaploid, with cells containing 42

chromo-

superior to

ways. For one thing,

from generation
er, is
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its

emmer

husks, which had to be removed by heating or
in a

mortar before the seeds were

The farmers' womenfolk surely

eat.

important

in several

seeds lacked emmer's tight-

fit

to

rejoiced at this

somes, and no wheat with this number has ever been

lessening of their labor; and the whole family must

found growing wild.

have appreciated having porridge that was free of

When geneticists
extra 14
attention

investigated

where bread wheat's

chromosomes could have come from, their
was finally narrowed to AegiJops squarro-

sa, a strain called

goat-faced grass because

its

bristly

ear bears a fanciful resemblance to a goat's horns.

was
a

that

A

more important advantage
bread wheat, unlike emmer, did not require

scratchy bits of husk.

"Mediterranean" climate with mild, rainy winters

and

hot, dry

cestor

it

summers. From

its

goat-faced grass an-

inherited a tolerance of cold winters and

was hardy enough

This variety grows wild in the cool highlands of

rainy summers. So bread wheat

northern Iran, Afghanistan and far into Central Asia.

spread into northern Turkey and Iran, the Balkans

But because the two species, the grass and the wheat,

and southern Russia, and eventually

did not overlap in their natural ranges, they never

Europe and Central Asia.

had

a

As

chance

to hybridize in the wild.

The

wheat

implies,

the villages and

fields of the first

farm-

into northern

third advantage of bread wheat, as
is

that

it

barley too yield bread of sorts.

Crescent, they approached the range of the goat-

made

Near East and

faced grass. According to plant geneticists, seeds of

praise

spread gradually northward from the Fertile

the goat-faced grass were carried by the

wind

to the

farmers' artificially cleared ground and thrived as

weeds among the emmer. Hybridization must thereupon have taken place. Probably most of the early
hybrid plants were stunted or otherwise inferior and
soon died out. Eventually, though, one unusually vigorous variety appeared.

Its

seeds were harvested

along with those of emmer, and some of them were
replanted. Next year there were more of them; and

in the

its flavor.

its

But

is

popular with

it is flat,

It is still

many who

rather like pancakes or

—
greater degree than emmer, barley or corn —

Mexican
ten,

off

tortillas.

What bread wheat has

the gluey material that gives bread

and holds

in the

by yeast.

mixed with
form the

yeast, the

is

a glu-

structure

dough

barley or corn

fails to rise

enough

is

to

porous loaves that are the dietary

mainstay of Western

As

its

to a far

bubbles of carbon dioxide gas given

When ground emmer,

light,

name

can be made into yeast-raised bread.

Emmer and

ers

to

for the yeast,

civilization.

no culinary genius was necessary

The
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First

to discover

Farmers

Wild yeast spores are generally pres-

it.

ent everywhere as part of the dust in the atmosphere.

When dough made
to stand for a

of bread-wheat flour

day or two

warm

in a

is

place,

it

allowed
puffs

up

naturally with bubbles generated by the wild yeast

spores carried to

it

by the

air.

Perhaps

a negligent

but stubborn neolithic housewife suspected that her

dough might be spoiled

way and was

when

rose but baked

it

it

much more

attractive

and tasty than

the unleavened bread she had been accustomed to

baking.
to

A

second, natural step was for the housewife

save some of the bubbly, unbaked dough,

and mix

cipal crop,

full of

it is

used for bread as well.

Better tools and better crops put

any-

delighted to take from her oven a light,

delicious loaf

Under centuries of cultivation, the plant also developed a tolerance to a broad range of climates. Barley
is now grown from northern Norway to the edge of
the Sahara. In Europe and the United States it is used
mostly as an ingredient in making beer, but in parts
of the Near East and Africa, where it is still a prinNear Eastern

was when the villagers
fields that mankind took a

farming on a firm basis, but
learned to irrigate their

major stride toward true

it

had

civilization. Irrigation

several extremely important effects.

It

enormously

increased the productivity of agriculture.

And

It

enabled

with the next batch

to

farming

method

of

irrigation could only be

accomplished through the

making bread, which was used universally before

ganized cooperation of

all

living yeast cells,

speed

its rising.

This

is

it

the "sourdough"

commercial yeast was available
popular among

home bread

— and

is

now newly

bakers.

Bread wheat has been found

in

It

safe to say,

its

may have appeared
earlier,

in

where,

superior breadmaking qualities

But barley was not totally eclipsed by bread wheat,

improved over the years.

The primitive cultivated barley that was developed
by the first farmers was a coarse, prickly grain, with
a tightly adherent husk.

dence of hybridization
vated

barley

versatile.

tive

gradually

From an

is

no

speed the process,

evi-

culti-

became more varied and

early and only moderately produc-

form with two rows of seeds,

rows of seeds. And
ally

Although there

to

its

it

developed six

close-wrapped husk eventu-

evolved into one that was

much

early

on

level,

easier to remove.

it

it.

began as an accidental discovery. Those
settled near streams

low-lying land soon must have noticed that

their crops

grew best

in spots

where the ground was

soaked each time the streams flooded. The next

life-giving

beds

or-

development of government and

Near Eastern farmers who

an easy one, was

were soon noticed and adopted.
partly because barley too

Irrigation

archeological sites

as-yet-unexcavated places a good deal
it is

also encouraged the

since effective

the farmers in a village,

the specialization that goes with

dating to 6000 B.C. or so, about a thousand years after the first true agriculture.

spread into arid lands.

to

to

step,

improve on nature by leading the

water through furrows from the stream

to places

it

did not reach of

Luckily for the

first

its

irrigators,

own

accord.

rivers that flow

across level land often build up natural levees.

When

a river floods and overflows,

is

its

heavier

silt

posited near the main channel, while the finer
carried farther away.
is

a set of high

raising its

The

de-

silt is

result after a century or so

banks confining the river and often

bed well above the surrounding

plain.

It is

therefore a relatively simple task to dig a ditch

through the natural levee and lead water to
Te.\t

flat,

eas-

continued on page 335

Writing:
A Side Benefit
from Agriculture

The

origin of writing

tied

up with the evolution of

inextricably

is

ture. In the beginning,

agricul-

farmers of the

ancient Near East must have relied on

memory

keep track of crops and

to

became more

herds. But as farming

complex,

problem

the

recalling

of

what land was whose, who owned
which animals and how well the
and

livestock

the

were

fields

producing

called for records that could be detailed

and durable.

To meet

this need, a primitive

form

was invented around 3000
the Near East. The earliest

of writing
B.C. in

known examples
ments are clay

of

tablets

docu-

written

from Sumer;

their inscriptions, like those at right,

are pictorial symbols.

Only some

of

these symbols can be deciphered by

modern

but

scholars,

many

clearly

concern farming: animals, grain and
sun are

the

all

These

represented.

primitive pictograms eventually de-

veloped into wedge-shaped characters
that

became

the written code called

cuneiform, the

first

true writing.

Five Sumerian clny tablets, doting
bock to 3000 B.C., represent the
eorJiest knoivn lATitten records. Tlieir
pictogroms o goat's head (1), o
stylized coiv's head (2), a thresher

—

fbottom of 3] and ears of grain (4 and 5)
imply that they concerned crops and
livestock. Large circles [such as at

—

top of

4}

circles 10

evidently

mean

100, small

and long indentations one.
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A Map of Ancient Farmlands
A

3300 B.C. mop on a day tablet fright) depicts farmland
outside the Mesopotamion city o^ Nippur. At the direction of
king, a scribe who vvos an expert in cuneiform script
which
ivas highly

developed by

this

date

—
— diagramed the area's

and irrigation canals [outline above}. He meticulously
labeled each site ond identified eoch field with the name of
the farmer or village that owned it. The man-made irrigation
fields

system, a huge "V" with offshoots, enclosed the king's own
field, doubtless the choicest patch. The marshland, close to
the top, probably produced reeds, used in building shelters.
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A Farmer's Profit

Statement

A

complete occounting of the growth and productivity of a
herd of cattle over 30 years in the time of King Sulgi is
recorded on this 4,000-year-old tablet, shown front and back.
The herd's owner must have managed his farm wisely, for the
inscriptions reveal that his herd more than quintupled in size,
and the yields of butter and cheese increased accordingly.
The second and last year's entries are translated below.

Tenth year entry:

1

two-year cow

2 yearling

Second year entry:
4 full-grown cows
1

yearling

1 suckling
1

cows
cows

10 full-grown
2 three-year

cows

3

suckling female calves

7

full-grown bulls
three-year bull

cow

1

female calf

2 two-year bulls

yearling bull

suckling male calf
butter 20 quarts
cheese 30 quarts

1

41st year of Sulgi

2 yearling bulls

2 suckling

male calves

butter 45 quarts

cheese 67V2 quarts
49th year of Sulgi
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A Farmer's Almanac
Couched

for

Budding Scribes

terms of a father

in

ucJ\-ising

his son, the text of this tablet outlines
the techniques used for raising and

harvesting grain. Its instructions could
carry a novice farmer through the
complete cycle— from preparing an
irrigation

system

lo

winnowing.

It

even

advises him on how to discipline his
laborers. Paradoxically, though, the
text was used by student scribes who

copied

it

to perfect their script;

learning farming methods was a fringe
benefit. A portion of this manual is

given below in a ^ree translation.

days of yore, the farmer instructed his son; when you are about to
prepare the field for irrigation, examine
the dikes and ditches to be shored up.
On the day when the irrigation waters
begin to rise, you would be wise to post

In the

water-soaked field as
oxen must not trample it.
When you have weeded the field by
put 10
hand and worked it over
light copper hoe blades of '/a pound each
into good working order; have their
handles scored with an ax and lashed

a guard over the

herds

of

.

with gut.

.

.

.
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ily

below the

cultivated land

level of the river. If the

stream happens to be a small one, the drain-off of

water

may

cause the stream's level to

fall

below the

level of the irrigated land. In that case, a small

dam

Not only did ditches have

cated.

clear of accumulating

had

silt

but the water they carried

out a strong village authority, there would always be

controversy over

the irrigation ditch will obstruct the regular flow

deal with those individuals

enough

than their proper share of water.

sume

its

water level again;

it

will then re-

flow through the ditch.

Simple irrigation

like this is

employed as early as 5500 B.C.

to

have been

in parts of the Fertile

An example

dependable farming.

who was

what and how

to get

who

can be seen

in

guard of the world's

rian canals

head of the

developed into

villages that crept slowly

out onto the plains of Mesopotamia were the van-

low the Zagros Mountains

of Iran at the

The organized

larger ones.

Sumerians

in the

first

high civilization, that of the

Fourth Millennium B.C. The Sume-

were made longer and wider

to carry

Persian Gulf. Throughout the area the courses of

considerable bodies of water.

long-dried-up streams are lined with the remains

grew

of ancient farming villages that are so far from the

them. Even that fundamental prerequisite to

stream beds that they could not have existed without

As

rudimentary

irrigation.

skill in irrigation

improved, the villages spread

where

plain,

down

zation

the soil

was enriched by

Some

— writing— can be attributed

for the gods

of the villages

towns that dominated those around

into large

tion. In the highly

along the streams and out onto the edge of the broad

Mesopotamian

more

tried to take

irrigation, the smaller organizations

the region of Khuzistan, a gently sloping plain be-

at least

to

Thus, partly through dealing with the problem of

known

Crescent where rainfall was too scant or too erratic
for

be dug and kept

be divided equitably among the farmers. With-

to

constructed across the stream below the opening of

to raise the

to
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civili-

in part to irriga-

organized towns temples were built

who were

believed to control the ele-

ments, and writing was invented by the temple
administrators

among whose

was keeping

duties

rec-

annually by large rivers like

ords of the food contributed by farmers for the

the Tigris and Euphrates, but where the natural rain-

support of the priesthood. Writing was promptly

layers of

fall

silt

laid

was inadequate to support crops.

tools

were required

to the fields.

A

complicated

channels from the rivers

stone-bladed hoe to loosen the earth,

a primitive shovel

away were

to dig

No

and a stout basket

to carry the dirt

But something else was essential: organization.
earliest farmers

own

plots.

tect

their

and

their families tilled their

They needed minimal organization
land

holdings

or

pasture

was

a great deal

keep their

own

evolved

— dominated

by dynasties

of

resplendent

kings. All of this "hydraulic civilization," as arche-

sometimes

call

it,

drought-ridden farmers

from

a

can be credited to the

who

led trickles of

first

water

handy stream.

to pro-

Neighboring Egypt was the next region to witness

from

the rise of a hydraulic civilization; and there irriga-

rights

tion developed along different lines.

aggressive neighbors or enemies.
Irrigated farming

to

accounts fpage 133]. Gradually the great city-states

ologists

quite sufficient.

The

adopted by the farmers themselves

more compli-

The

first

neo-

lithic inhabitants of Egypt could not in fact practice

The
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First

Farmers

farming until they could make use of a form of
rigation because they lacked sufficient rain.

found their compensation

The Nile

is

ir-

They

never wore out. The

it

flows through a nar-

government
and

Most

rigated plots

of the year
its

it

carries

little

water, but early in

because of heavy sea-

level begins to rise

sonal rains in the highlands of Ethiopia, 1,000 miles
to the south.

six feet

By September

it

deep or more. Then

floods the valley floor
in

October

it

retreats,

leaving the ground covered with a layer of fertile

silt.

ensure a

to

fair

use of the precious water. The

were so productive that

provided for artisans, engineers, priests,
the architects

who

themselves,

who were

distribution of flood water, however,

Low

form.

and

was

not uni-

places got a longer soaking than high ones,

when

was inadequate

and pyra-

considered living gods and

it

The

and

mids, as well as the courtiers and the pharaohs

were treated as such. Egypt's

the ground to nourish their crops.

artists

built Egypt's temples

seeds, reasonably sure that there would be enough
left in

ir-

their crops

could support swarms of nonfarmers, and so Egypt

In this moist soil the Egyptian farmers planted their

water

it

keep the dikes and sluices in repair

to

row, flat-bottomed valley in an otherwise arid desert.

July

deposited by the Nile kept

This elaborate system required a strong, intelligent

in the Nile.

a peculiar river;

silt

fertile indefinitely.

irrigation

system made

one of the most successful civilizations

cient world.

subject to

in the an-

While neighboring Mesopotamia was

damage by

eventually ruined

its

from saline

salt

irrigation

rivers,

which

system and caused

its

the fields

civilization to decline, the valley of the salt-free Nile

near the edge of the flooded areas did not get enough

has remained productive and densely populated from

water to sustain plants.

5000 B.C. to the present day.

in

years

the flood

As the valley's population increased, the Egyptian

Other parts of the world

farmers solved the problem of irregular watering by

— where

agriculture

"basin irrigation." First they built low dikes where

advanced

civilizations,

the river

widened

into bays, forming basins to trap

floodwaters on their return to the river. Then they
lined these basins with clay to keep the water

sinking into the

soil.

from

Soon they extended these diked

to irrigation. In

ways, but

toward

On

basins to larger areas. By the time of the pharaohs,

falls,

around 2000

was

river

B.C., they

had lined both banks of the

and divided the entire Nile Valley into a check-

erboard

of

basins

water

in the basins

When

it

a vital element in the peoples' climb

a higher level of existence.

the desert-like coast of Peru rain hardly ever

and primitive farming
impossible. But in

like that of the

some

Near East

parts of the Peruvian

coast, small, steep rivers plunge

down from

the

An-

be

des to empty their waters into the Pacific. Here, as in
the Near East, the ancient farmers learned to tap the

levels

could

there

upstream

was

became the basis for
owed some of their success
each region it was used in differing
also

was an excess of
was drawn off and

whose water

controlled by sluices.

it

— Peru, Mexico and China

rivers,

thereby turning the barren desert

soil into

carried by canals to be used downstream. Other ca-

richly productive farmland.

nals led from the basins to the farthest areas to be

The Peruvian rivers resemble the Nile in one way.
They rise every year, responding to heavy rain in the

irrigated.

Though heavily

used, the well-watered soil

The Island Gardens
of Ancient Mexico
A

small portion of the gigantic chi-

nampa system

— the

artificial

island

gardens constructed 2,000 years ago
in

Mexico

map:

it

of the

is

—

is

represented

on

this

adapted from an Aztec plan

town

that

became Mexico

City.

The blue portions indicate the major
canals many of which could be nav-

—

igated in flat-bottomed boats

— as well

as the small channels that

mark

off

each raised plot into a 300-foot-long
strip of farmland.

The tan areas with

footprints are paths.
files

The

portrait pro-

stand for the homes of the farm

owners. Their names appear beside

them

in

Aztec hieroglyphics, some

transliterated into

Roman

letters

by a

Spanish scribe.

Two

of (he raised, arable areas (above],
to 30 feet wide, are the

from 15

"isiands"

left

when

the

swamp

waters

are drained off through man-made
conaJs of the chinampo netivork.
Weeds, sediment and mud are piled on
top of each island, and the roots of
plants maize, in (his case, and trees
help keep (he mounds from crumbling.

—

The
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Andes.
they

Farmers

March they

their

fill

spread
silt

In

First

are highest, and at this stage

narrow valleys from bank

in rivulets

bank and

to

over the alluvial deltas built by the

they have deposited through the ages. The Peru-

vians planted their crops in these naturally watered
areas.

They did not build basins

to trap

water as the

Egyptians did, probably because there was not suflevel

ficient

method

land.

Instead they used the normal

dug small ditches that en-

of irrigation: they

abled the water to soak into the delta instead of
quickly draining off into the sea.

As

the population in-

mountain sources. There they diverted the water into
lofty ditches that followed the contours of the

dean

ern Peru

are as

to areas

it

had not

reached before.

As

in

helped

the

East,

strong local governments

and maintain the Peruvian

irrigation

systems. In this case the local organizations included
the priests of the Peruvians' religion.
B.C.,

when

agriculture

and much of the food

was

came from

coastal villages began to be ruled

power
bor.
tion

priests put the people to

projects,

especially

the sea, the

by priesthoods with

to mobilize the rest of the

The

early as 2500

comparatively crude

still

still

As

population for

impressive

the

religious

buildings. Chuquitanta, a village about 15 miles

the Pacific

Ocean and not

city of Lima, could hardly

far

la-

work on construcfrom

from the present-day

have housed more than

1,000 people in 2500 B.C.; but

relatively few inmanaged to build a
stone-and-mud pyramid-like building whose base
measured more than 150 feet square.
Under government control, the Peruvians on the
its

habitants, efficiently organized,

coast carried the irrigation systems back up into their

almost a mile long and 50 feet high.

Some

as 50 to 75 miles long and

would be con-

sidered enormous engineering projects in any age.

Many

them are

of

still in

use,

and the courses of oth-

can be traced on mountainsides high above the

The

modern

cultivation.

rivers that thus enabled the Peruvians to in-

crease their farming acreage had one serious disad-

vantage.

Near

to build

is

much

ers

of the ditches farther

and

of these ancient, mountaineering irrigation systems

levels of

moving the intakes

had

earth to bridge the gap: one such aqueduct in north-

Peruvians gradually extended their irrigation to higher ground,

irrigated adjacent valleys that

own. Where ravines intersected the

their

ditches, the Peruvians built aqueducts of stone

creased and food demands grew accordingly, the

upstream and leading the water

and

foothills

no rivers of

An-

The water supplied some

lacked the

full fertilizing effect of

plant nutrients but
the silt-laden Nile.

However, the Peruvians too had discovered the
tilizing properties of

manure

—in

this case guano.

fer-

The

droppings of sea birds, which lived by the millions

on rocky
ents.

islets

along the coast, were rich in nutri-

By Inca times

the

birds'

contribution

was

recognized to the extent that they were protected by
law, as they

still

are today. Their guano, collected

and distributed by special government agencies, was
applied where

it

would do the most good, and

as a re-

Peruvian farmland yielded two crops a year.

sult

The ancient Peruvian farmers were ahead of the
world in this respect. The elaborate and

rest of the

highly distinctive civilizations that developed in the
little

valleys on the rainless coast supported dense

populations for 3,000 to 4,000 years, until they were

destroyed

by the

disease

and

social

disruption

brought by the Spanish after 1531 A.D.
In

Mexico the invention

of farming led to even

Giant Strides toward Civilization

more spectacular
this part of the

civilizations than in Peru,

world

and how

it

work must be done

to

determine

began. But here irrigation took a uniquely

Mexican form,
try's

particularly in

what

the coun-

hub, the Valley of Mexico.

During pre-Columbian times

its

now

is

this

in

several

large

away

to the extent that the

lakes.

Earlier

in

up

to

farmers began to feel

form small enclosures. Then they scooped

mud and dumped it
new

them from flooding by the

that extended for 10 miles.

excess water to the Pacific Ocean; but some

its

chinampas are

of the

chimilco," their canals and abundance of flowers

tion for

Mexico

are

unknown. As

still

civilization, already led

by a

able to

strong government, started without the stimulus of

the population of the Valley of

more and more

of

As

Mexico continued

to

The

is-

them were

built.

lands coalesced into blocks of land separated by

were planted on them so
stabilize the

out of the canals

have been

into the enclosures until they

planted to crops several times a year (page 137}.

serve their

Chinese

far as archeologists

land rising a foot or so above

tell,

And

by China's

would

City.

In China, as in Mexico, the beginnings of irrigation

rigation.

roots

cultivated in the ancient

still

way. Under the name of the "Floating Gardens of Xo-

gardens] proved enormously productive and could be

canals; trees

Covered masonry aque-

ly

the water. These always-moist chinampas (floating

increase,

salty lakes, the

Aztecs constructed a massive dike of stone and earth

provide a popular resort and a leading tourist attrac-

bottom and connected them with wicker-

created a scrap of

regulate the water level of the chinampas and

leases

Starting in the shallowest places, they drove stakes

work

To

to protect

ac-

pinched for land. So they encroached on the lakes.

into the soft

from other chinampa areas by

the

the runoff

valley's history — perhaps as much as 2,000 years ago
— the population on the shore of these lakes evidently

grew

in

replenished the fresh water without which the
chinampas could not have functioned properly. The
Valley of Mexico is now drained by a canal that re-

mountain-ringed

The water gradually

rather scant rainfall.

cumulated

was brought

itants

canoes that plied the canals.

ducts leading from springs on the mainland constant-

basin had no natural outlet to carry
of

in

Much more arwhen

portant part in their development.
cheological

and

irrigation also played an im-

139

mushy

was spread on

soil,

their

and

silt

maze

of

scooped

their surfaces to pre-

fited

from

—in the loess area
north — would have bene-

irrigation, there is

cient Chinese practiced

On

first

known farmers

of the country's semiarid

no evidence that the an-

it.

the other hand, rice,

which

later

became

most always grown as
a high yield, rice

that

is

it is

today, in paddies.

needs to have

naturally flooded

its

all

the

was alTo give

leading crop of China and Southeast Asia,

Land

fertility.

while millet, the

earliest

ir-

crop cultivated

roots underwater.

year round

is rare,

peak period, before the Spanish conquest,
the chinampas were the economic base of the Aztec

however, so the early rice farmers created

empire. The gleaming white capital, Tenochtitlan

lying land and diverting water into these enclosures

In their

(now Mexico

City],

nampas, and food

was

for

its

itself built

mostly on chi-

estimated 300,000 inhab-

pools, or paddies,

from

a

by constructing dikes around low-

nearby stream. Once

planted to

rice,

artificial

all

the

low land was

the farmers dug out level paddies on

The
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Farmers

First

the hillsides, creating the strange stepped landscapes

much

that are a familiar feature of

of China

and

Irrigation,

wherever

was practiced by

it

prehistoric

farmers, greatly increased the extent and productivof cultivable land. But there

ity

amount

is

a limit to the

of land that can be taken care of

when

tools, especially

spent watering

with hand

a great deal of time

must be

and repairing ditches and dikes. In

it

ancient America the only farm implements were hand

and there were no domesticated animals

tools,

the

to

help

Mexicans and Peruvians with agricultural work:

so the farmers' production

was indeed

same held true in
was changed there by a

long time the
all this

limited. For a

the Old World. But
radical

new

devel-

The plow

was presumably
though no one knows

(page 141}

itself

ed in the Near East,

when.

If it

It

it

these were

sors of the Industrial Revolution

— the

first

tools to

be driven by nonhuman sources of power. Instead of

depending on human muscles, the farmers
lized the

A

much

now

uti-

stronger muscles of domestic animals.

farmer equipped with a plow and an animal or two
could cultivate

to pull it

much more

land in a given

time than he had been able to with a hand-driven

spade or hoe. The animals, of course, required food
to generate their energy, but in those regions

plenty of land

was

where

available the animals could for-

age on acreage that was too poor for farming. So the

man-animal combination could produce much more
a

man

alone,

and the surplus

invent-

could feed the specialized nonfarmers essential for

exactly

the support of a higher civilization.

But to develop this efficient plow-animal combi-

resembled the crude plows used by mod-

ern primitive peoples,

digs a furrow.

like

animals that they became the precur-

to

human food than could

opment: the animal-drawn plow.

a point,

was when primitive plows

hooked up

Southeast Asia.

armed with

shorter limb,

probably evolved from either

nation, the draft animal

had

to be trained.

Sheep and

digging sticks or hoes.

goats were too small and not powerful enough for

stick that

the purpose. Horses

a lower

When

is still

One kind of ancient digging
used in many areas of the world has

end which

a rope

point and a

is

man

is

bent at an angle like a spade.

attached a short distance above
pulls

it

through the

continuous furrow; another

keep the furrow

straight. This

saves httle

human

Since there

is

call

it

itive

effort,

is still

is its

soil, it

makes

a

holds the handle to

man-drawn implement
for

it,

archeologists

Scandinavian name

(a

very

used there). Another kind of prim-

plow, the crook-ard,

may

trace

its

ancestry to a

hoe made out of a forked limb whose branches joined
at

an acute angle fpage 143).

a tool through the

not

When

ground by

its

a

man

drags such

longer limb, the

become

were
Thus the plow did

strength, but they
late.

a very practical farming

were turned

cattle

implement

until

into animals that could be easily

The date when this was accomplished
unknown, but it was certainly as early as 3000 B.C.
controlled.

A

but speeds up the work.

no English word

an ard, which

similar one

man

its

had the

domesticated comparatively

must
ox.

bull is too unruly to
first

An

is

be harnessed to a plow; he

be converted, by castration, into a placid

animal shown in a Catal Hiiyiik wall painting

in

6500 B.C. lacks

is

probably an ox; but

the wild

a bull's
it

when young, and

have more

conspicuous testicles and

may have been
castrated to

captured in

make

calmly in religious ceremonials.

no indication

at Catal Hiiyiik that cattle of

it

be-

There

is

any kind

Improvements

and Variations

^^

onttiePiow
Seemingly such a simple
tually

efficient,

plow was

ac-

—an

was improved
farming evolved. The

time-saving device that

with minor changes as
first

tool, the

one of man's greatest inventions

plows were essentially crude hoes dragged

by hand through

the

soil.

a variety
Egyptian plow

of useful adaptations

from handles

Then came

and attachments, ranging

to seed-planting funnels

—plus the

addition of draft animals. Although the plows,
all

made

ologists

of

wood, rotted away long

know how

tions at right are

word symbols
original

ago, arche-

they looked. The

illustra-

based on the ancient

pictorial

for the

plows themselves; the

symbols accompany the

illustrations.

A two-handled plow and its related
pictogram (topj show how Egypt's
plows looked around 3000 B.C. In Crete,
around 2000 B.C., farmers used a
steering handle (above) to leave one of
the plowman's hands free to prod the
oxen. Mesopotamian farmers, driving
oxen joined to a yoke shaped like the
four-barred pictogram below, added a
funnel, seen in the drawing. Seeds were
poured through the funnel into furrows
made by the plow. The center panel of
the Assyrian bas-relief at left, from 670
B.C., shows this efficient invention.

Mesopotamian plow

The
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First

were used as
far

Farmers

So the

draft animals.

earliest proof so

uncovered that plows were being drawn by oxen
depictions of them found in

is in

Egypt,

dating

Mesopotamia and

about 3000 B.C. The oxen shown

Africa and as far north in Europe as Scandinavia,

where they

to about 400 B.C. Basically unchanged, they are

used not only

hitched to the plows are small and presumably the

for special cultivating tasks in

Sometimes they merely make furrows

and

docility.

Thus the ox-drawn plow may be

No

first bit

a

good

of evidence.

physical traces of ancient plows survive; and

show why: they were
constructed of perishable wood. In 3000 B.C. iron was
still too rare to be put to such use. The renderings
also show that the ancient plows were little more
than larger and heavier versions of the primitive manthese early pictures of them

powered ard
steering

or crook-ard to

which

or they
soil to

a handle for

had been attached, with a forward-pointing

pole tied directly to the animals' horns or to a

beam

may be

one

front to keep

the

soil,

to turn

most

it

for ox-

possible for the farmer to utilize the great

power

in

the neck and shoulders of the ox.

Eventually, simple animal-powered plows spread

from the Near East and Egypt through Asia and North

they throw most of the
like these

its

were the pre-

point from plunging too deeply into
a

mold board above the plowshare

weeds

soil,

at the

With the development

let

same

humankind was

the air in and bury

time.

of the plow, the man-plant-

animal symbiosis that helps

to

sustain nearly

all

essentially complete. Plants contrib-

uted food. Animals contributed food, fertilizer and

Man

of muscle

first

ground,

tilted so that

over a strip of

of the

yoke, which seems to have been used

plows as well, making

in the

Simple plows

and with

traction.

to

advanced countries.

decessors of the true plow, equipped with a wheel in

lashed across them. At a later date the double-neck

drawn wagons, was applied

side.

still

underdeveloped countries but also

in

products of a long process of selection for small size

deal older than this

back

are depicted in rock drawings dating

contributed an ever-decreasing amount

power and an ever-increasing amount of
skill and management. All three partners

knowledge,

benefited and multiplied enormously at the expense
of wild species.

And

thus,

thousands of years before

the appearance of industrialism,

bionts had conquered the earth.

man and

his

sym-

Living Replicas of

the

An

First

Farmers

Ethiopian farmer heads ton-arci Jus

While

in

some

field, llis \ilu\v.

parts of today's world

farmers have become used

to

such so-

phisticated machinery as harvesting

nique to

nnjdc

make

their crops.

Asia,

In

fioiii a

sapling,

is

Jike those

virgin land ready for

India and Southeast

where many archeologists be-

combines and crop-dusting airplanes,

lieve that early farmers originated the

more than

their

technique of transplanting rice seed-

land as their prehistoric ancestors did.

lings to flooded fields called paddies,

a billion souls

wooden plows

the rice-cultivation

design to those

years ago persists

Ethiopians use carved
that are

similar in

work

depicted in Fourth Millennium B.C.

Egyptian
still

art.

employ

South Pacific islanders

the slash-and-burn tech-

In the

method used 5,000
unchanged today.

Near East winnowing grain

is

used

fay

Near Easterners

see people grind grain with a type of

stone board and rolling pin that
first

The

fact that so

many

techniques and tools are
tifies to

— and

of the ancient
still

used

their efficient simplicity.

tes-

They

these patient, productive con-

temporary people

— provide a window

into the past, a clear

which the

in

and South America

their ancient lands.

not unusual to

was

invented some 5,000 years ago.

often done by hand, and in Central
it is

5,000 years ago.

first

view of the ways
farmers worked
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Watering the Land

most out of the land in an aJmost arid region,
wafer from a stream into irrigation
ditches lining their wheat and potato fields. The device they

To

get the

jarmers

in Bihar, India, dip

is a simple well sweep, with a bucket
counteru'eighted bar balonced on a forked post.
A similar device appears in 1500 B.C. ))ictures from Egypt,
where it may have been invented and it is also still in use.

use, coiled a denk/i.

hung from

o

—

Winnowing Grain
Employing

a

method

women

that originated in (he prehistoric

Near

Afghanistan winnow wheat to remove
chaff from kernels. The grain, which has been threshed, is
first thrown into the air with forks; as most of the light chaff
blows away, (he heavier kernels fall back. Ne.xt (he grain
is shaken in these tambourine-shaped sieves to sift ou(
remaining chaff, (hen (he kernels are heaped on (he ground.
East, village

in
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Herding Flocks
Mottled goats ore prodded home by a young gontherd after
day of grazing in India's dusty Punjab region. Over the
centuries, goals have been among the most economical
animals to raise. They eat almost anything that grows; their
hnir is good for weaving, their milk ond meat are nutritious.
In fad, goats have been ajmost too much of a good thing
in parts of Asio, where their incessant grazing has destroyed
ground cover and encouraged erosion of once-arable land.
fi

Transplanting Rice
Gracefuiiy bent iike dancers, six sari-clad women work a
in iiihar, Jndia. Hice, the crop by which the Indians live
or die, is still cultivated in many parts of Asia by methods
first used at least 5,000 years ago in China. The seeds are
sown in dry fields, and when the sprouts are about a foot tall.
they arc tnmsplanted one by one to artificially flooded
paddies. Horvesting the full-grown grain is also done by hand.

paddy

147
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Threshing Grain

A

farmer

in

Egypt's Nile Delta drives his

bu/lock-droivn (hresher over a heap of
wheat sheaves to free the kernels from

boys ride along
add extra weight. The thresher
invented in the Mediterranean area

their tough casings; the
to

—

— has circular blades

3,000 years ago

mounted on a roller between runners.
The machine represents a double
revolution

in

enrly farming: the

mechonization of threshing, which had
formerly been done by humans or
animals trampling the grain, and the use
of draft animals to drag heavy gear.

149

Grinding Grain
oldest
Guatemala two Indian farm women use one of the
tortillos— the flat
corn
grind
for
to
methods
milling
known
In

grinding
bread that is the staple of their diet. Their stone
saddle
und
Spcmish
in
molar
de
piedras
called
implements,
one depicted in
in English, are nearly identical to
stones

B.C. The same
an Egyptian carving that dotes bock to 2700
implements also survive in Africa and the Near East.
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Baking Bread
Using a method as oid as baking itseif,
a peasant woman in Iran prepares
nan-e sangak a flat bread made of
wheat, flour and water. After she
shapes the dough into disks, she bakes
them in a cJay oven sunk haifway into
the ground [page 44J; the oven is jointly
owned and used by ali the families in
her viilage. She also strategicaliy
arranges five heated pebbles on top of
the dough to help cook it through.
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Scaring Off Scavengers
precarious tower of sticks rising out of a
crop of durrn a grain similar to millet an Ethiopian woman
serves as a human scarecrow. To prevent monkeys from
running wild over (he crop and eating the young grain, she
hurls stones at them. EarJy farmers the world over probably
dealt with onima/ marauders in a similar fashion
except
thai, unlike modern Ethiopians, they proba/)ly aimed to kiJI
and supplemented their food supply by eating their target,

Perched atop

a

—

—

Clearing a Field

On

Ocean, aborigines on
Pentecost Island finish preparing a patch of virgin land for
a yam crop after using the ancient slash-and-burn method.
The field was first cleared of its larger trees by hacking them
down ivith a.ves. killing them by stripping a belt of bark from
their trunks or prying them up by the roots. The remaining
brush and saplings were then burned off; the burning also
enhances the mineral richness of the island's volcanic soii.
a hillside sloping into the Pacific

The Emergence of Man

This chart records the progression of life on earth from its first appearance in the warm waters of the new-formed planet through the
evolution of man himself; it traces his physical, social, technological

and intellectual development to the Christian era. To place these advances in commonly used chronological sequences, the column at the

Geology

'ar left

of

each of the chart's four sections identifies the great geo-

which the earth's history is divided by scientists,
/vhile the second column lists the archeological ages of human his:ory. The key dates in the rise of life and of man's outstanding
iccomplishments appear in the third column (years and events menogical eras into

t

Geology

tioned in this volume of The Emergence of Man appear in bold type).
The chart is not to scale; the reason is made clear by the bar below,
which represents in linear scale the 4.5 billion years spanned by the
chart— on the scaled bar, the portion relating to the total period of

known human

existence (far right)

is

too small to be distinguished.
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Lentils, 48, 102; domestication. 45

54, 56-57

Field rotation, 127-128

Human

Flannery. Kent V., 21-22, 95-96

Hunter-gatherers,

Flint tools, 20. 40, 99. 102

29, 48-49, 86-87, 88-89. 102. 115:

Mexican

Cereals; Dairy; Fruit; Meat; Nuts;
Vegetables
Fowl, domestication, map 77
Fruit, domesticated, 47-49, 61

life, 24,

animal
domestication, 78-80, 85-86; switch to
farming, 15, 20-24, 25, 33, 35, 45, 61
Hunting. 21-22, 75-78, 102; dogs, 90-91, 93;
Huts,

9, 95,

Loess, 53-54,

Hybridization,

67, 127;

MacNeish, Richard S., 60, 62,
60, 137. See also Corn

corn, 67-68; wheat, 67,

25, 35, 37-45, 61;
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Imprinting (herd animals), 79
Incas, 69, 72; farming. 70-71, 138
India, 58; animal domestication, map 77, 91;
cow worship, 88; goat herding. 146-147;

milking, 86-87
Goat, wild, 78-79, 80; range,

map
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Goat herding, present-day India, 146-147
Gods and goddesses, 35, 135, 136; Aztec, 53,
63-66; bull gods, 87-88, 108; fertility

symbols, 108-109; "Great Mother,"

87, 108,

109. 111-113

Government, beginnings,
Grains. See Cereal grains

136, 138;

Sumer,

"Great Mother" cult, 87, 111-113
Greece: cattle domestication, maps 76-77, 8889; classical gods, 35, 112; domesticated

wheat seed, 38

332, 134, 135

farming region, 8, map 11;
round huts, 96: wild wheat, 24, 45, 129

Israel: early

map

turkey domesticated, 61, 91, See also
Aztecs
Milk and milking, 56, 86-87, 88-89
Millet, 47, 53, 54-55, 139, 152

Milling, 150

Mortar and pestle. 20. 41
Mother goddess, 87, 111-333;

Mud-wall construction,

R., 22-24

Hassuna, map

11, 28

Herd animals, and imprinting, 79
Hilly flanks region,

map

11, 19, 21-22

Hoes, 20, 54, 71, 117, 128, 140
Horns, domesticated animals, 80, 81. 85, 89
Horse, domestication, map 77, 89-91, 127, 140
Houses: Beidha, 97, 99-102, 103; China (Panp'o), 54, 56-57: Ganj-Dareh, 106; "hinged"
doors, 104-106; Jarmo, 20-21, 26-27, 104;

20-21, 26-27, 95, 104

N
Nabataeans, 103
Nan-e sangak (bread), 351
Natural selection vs. selective breeding, 80
Near East, 19; animal domestication in, 7589; beginnings of agriculture in, 9-10, map
bread, 129, 353;

11, 15, 19-24, 35, 37-46, 47;

crops, 45, 47, 48-49, 102, 128; emergence of
village in, 24, 45-46, 95-103;

methods,

31, 98. 99; farming region,
Jordan Valley. 32-33; wild wheat.
Judaism, 114

map
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Kaplan, Lawrence, 73
Khuzistan, ancient irrigation evidence, 135
Kings, rise of, 135
Kirkbride, Diana, 98
Kitchen, early, 28-29: implements, 42-43

of, in

farming, 73; specialization,

25, 31, 102, 103, 136,

plow invented,
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146; writing invented, 331-134, 135

Neolithic Revolution, 14, 95
Nile Valley,

map

map

11;

animal domestication

77; basin irrigation, 136: early

farming, 15, 19, 136-121, 148. See also Egypt
Nippur, 132
Nuts, domesticated, 47-49, 68

Oil: olive, 48; soybean, 56

Olives, 48-49

14-15

Labor: for construction projects, 136, 138;
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23, 130-136:

142: soil depletion in, 36-18, 19, 85, 103, 127,

Jordan.

Kung Bushmen,
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architecture, 95, 97, 98, 104; irrigation

in,

104-105; clay figurines, 112;

fertility

symbols, 308-109

Jaguar Cave, Idaho, mop 77
Jarmo, map 11, 19-21, 84, 104-106, 127; clay
figurines, 20, 93, 112; houses, 20-21, 26-27,
104-106; seed traces found, 20-21, 35, 36
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pottery, 74, 94, 107-110

animal domestication,
grown, 50-51, 60-62, 67,
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77, 91
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23, 130-136; Peru, 73,

Islam, 114
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Grinding stones, 20. 22. 34, 143, 150
Ground stone implements, 20, 43
Guatemala, corn milling, 150
Guinea pig, domesticated in Peru, 76,

animal
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135, 136, 138, 139

137, 139;

61, 90. 92; irrigation, 61. 136,

73; rise of farming, 10, 60-62. 67-69, 140;

domestication, maps 76-77, 84; early
farming region, map 11, 19-21, 24
Iron, 142
Irrigation, 10, 127, 130-140; basin method.
136; China, 54, 136, 139-140; chinampas,
137, 139; ditches and canals, 130-135, 136,
138: Egypt, 135-136; Mexico, 61, 136, 337,

Near East.

Bhang.

137, 138-139; lag in

11, 16-18, 24, 75;

irrigation, 23, 135
Iraq, 19, 26, 28, 100, 104;

sacrifice, 54;

132, 116; Inca, 69;

Mexico: chinampas,

91-92, 140; plants

map

human
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baking, 151; clay figurines, 112-113: early

138-139;

Grapes, domestication, 48; wine making,

See also Sumer
Metalworking, 111.

domestication,

Goose, domestication, map 77
Gorman, Chester F., 60

Harlan, Jack

112; ancient civilization, 135,

animal domestication evidence
found, 75, maps 76-77, 81-82, 85; bread

farming region,

138

Cameroun, 96

irrigation, 132, 134, 135, 136; plow, 141, 142.

Iran, 106;

role,

Goat: bone evidence, 78-79, 80, 82, 85;
domestication, 10, 20, 25, 33, 75, maps 7677, 78-87, 102. Ill; horn changes, 80, 81, 85;
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Mellaart, James, 104, 108

irrigation. 144; rice cultivation, 143, 146-147

map

fertilizer, 128,

Massa people

Mesopotamia,

14-15. 39; specialized, 22; tropical roots, 58

67, 73

Meat, 29, 61, 86, 92, 120
Mecca, Kaaba of, 114

Hydro-horticulture, 61

toward

77, 91

hunting, 75-78

Manure, as

129

106
of,

map

Maize,

136; bull worship, 88;

Gathering of food: development

Hacilar,

73,

55, 57

M
Mammoth

See aJso Houses

"Hydraulic civilization," 135

map 11; animal domestication
75, maps 76-77, 82. 106; houses,

farming, 15-24,

50-51, 72

Llama, domesticated,

wood, 44

48;

evidence,

Lima beans,

14-15, 67, 78, 93, 98-99,

selective killing of male game, 79

preservation, 29, 48, 72; root diet, 58, 72;
storage, 28-29, 48, 71. See also Bread;

Ganj-Dareh,

9,

11, 24

25. 33, 45, 78, 95. 96, 98-99, 106;

Indian, 50-51, 61; Peru, 50-51, 72-73;

oil,

sacrifice, 54, 63, 64-66

127-128; beginnings of sedentary

Floating Gardens of Xochimiico, 139
Food: Chinese, 47. 56; diet change, 21-22, 28,
61, 67. 86-87; early Near East farmers, 28-

Fuels;

mud-walled flauf), 20from round to

75, 106;

21, 26-27. 95, 104; pit, 99;

140

Osteoarcheology, 81-84
Ovens, 28, 29, 44; of Jarmo, 106
Overgrazing, in Near East, 16-18,
146

Oxen,

120, 326, 127, 140-142

19, 85, 103,

160

pigmimts. 102
Paintings: Aztec, 52. 63-66; Egyptian tomb,
P.iint

Root crops, 58, 72
Ruminants, 86, 91. 92
Russia, animal domestication, map

Tigris River,
77. 87

135-125

Paleoethnobotany, 35-44
Palynology, 19, 58
Pan-p'o, China, 54; houses, 56-57; pottery, 55
Pea, 48-49, 57, 102; domestication of, 45, 60
Peanut, domestication of, 53, 68, 72
Peru: ancient civilization, 138; animal
domestication in, 71, 76, mup 77, 91. 140;

S
human.

50-51, 68, 69, 70-71, 72-73; pottery,

farm crops. 52;

Saddle stone fpiedra tie mo/ar). 150
Sahagun, Kriar Bernardino de. 53
Sculpture. 312-313. See also Figurines
Seed remains and traces, as evidence of

maps

76-77. 78-87. Ill
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82-83, 85;

:

of. 10, 20, 33. 75.

bone evidence,

horn changes,

Sheep, wild. 78-79.
Sickles,
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Trading, beginnings.

Turkey

early farming. 20-21, 35-37, 38

Sheep, domestication

Pictographic writing, 131, 141
Pig. domestication, 74, maps 76-77, 84, 87,

80,

78-79, 80,

80. 82-83; range,

map
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9, 20, 40, 54,

Water

Social structure. Neolithic revolution

in. 95-

and irrigation needs,
See also Family unit; Village
Soil depletion. 53. 127. 128: and crop
rotation. 57; and field rotation, by forest
98; stratification. 102;
135, 136, 138.

fallow system. 127-128; in Near East, 36-38,

141, 142;

19, 85, 103, 127,

146

Soil preparation, 46, 116-117; plowing, 336337, 140-142. 143;

slash-and-burn

technique. 127-128, 143. 352

45

Pottery, 28, 36, 42-43; China, 55; Hacilar, 74,
94, 107-110; Peru, 68, 69, 72.

See also Clay

Sourdough. 122. 130
South America, farming in. 53. 69-73. See
also Peru
Southeast Asia: farm crops. 53. 58. 60; rice
cultivation. 60. 139-140. 143

figurines

Preadaptation theory (Flannery), 21-22
Prey, of hunter-gatherers, 98; change from
large to small game, 21-22

Priesthoods, rise

of, 135, 136,

138

communalism, 96;
Massa people, 96;

Primitives, modern, 58. 93;

Kung Bushmen,

14-15;

plow, 140; round huts. 95-96
Property, personal, proliferation

of, 97,

98

domestication,

61, 91

45, 47-51, 53, 57, 60-62, 68,

and population,

W

Peru, 68, 71

104-

25, 26, 104; as social

institution, 95, 97, 98, 103

Slaughtering. 320-323

Potatoes, 50-51, 53, 72; domestication, 50. 72;

life,

Village: earliest, 75, 95; emergence, 24, 25, 45-

moth domestication, 76, map 77
Slash-and-burn technique, 127-128, 143, 152

ox-drawn, 116-117, 140, 141, 142
Population increase: possible cause of rise
of farming. 21-22; result of farming, 14,

44

46, 95-103: life, 9, 21, 25-33, 104-105; size

85

Silk

Mesopotamia,

9, 42,

72-73, 102

Plant domestication, 10, 20, 35, 42-46, 47-51,
See also Barley; Cereals; Corn: Fruit;

143: Ethiopia, 143;

(bird),

Vegetable crops,

Pizarro, Francisco, 86

Potatoes; Rice; Vegetables; Wheat
Plant remains, analysis, 19, 35-37, 38, 58-59
Plaster, uses. 99. 103
Plow, invention and development, 127, 140142; Crete, 141; Egypt, 316-117, 143, 142,

54. 60, 99,

See also Farming tools

Selective breeding, 80, 89, 90

Phoenicia: bull worship, 88; figurines, 112-

140

77

105; wild wheat, 22-24

24, 25,

in, 10, 72-73,

map

76,

135

(Hacilar), 74, 94, 307-110; village

Settlement, permanent, emergence of,
45-46, 75, 78, 95-103. See aiso Village

farming

11,

Turkey, 87, 106-111, 112; animal
domestication, maps 76-77. 88; early
farming regions, map 11, 21; pottery

54. 63. 64-66

Pets. 75, 78, 90-91,92-93

68, 69, 72;

map

Tlaloc (Aztec god), 63, 65; rite, 66
Tools: metal. 111, 116; stone, 20, 40,
102, 128.

Sacrifice: of animals. 90: of

crafts, 69; irrigation, 71, 136-138; plants

grown,

yak domesticated,

Tibet,

Soybeans. 47. 56-57
Spades, 54. 128
Squash, domestication. 50-53. 53. 60-62. 68, 69
Stone construction. 95; Beidha. 30-33. 99-103
Stone tools. 20. 40, 54, 60, 99. 102, 128
Stoneworking, 31, 102, 103
Sugar cane, 47, 53
Sumer, 135; clay tablets, 331-134; cylinder
seal, 326; frieze, 88-89; irrigation, 332, 134,

buffalo, domesticated,

map

77

Wattle-and-daub construction, 54, 56-57
Wheat, 28, 36, 48, 53; adaptations, 56, 128130; anatomy, 40-41; bread wheat, 128-130;
domestication,
einkorn, 22. 37.

10, 20, 35, 42-46, 47, 102;

38, 129;

emmer,

37, 40-41,

expansion of growing range, 128129; growing needs, 37, 39, 129; harvesting,
40; hybridization, 67, 129; imported to
China, 55-56; natural seeding mechanism,
37-39, 40, 41; pounding, 43; seed, wild
compared to domesticated. 38; shattering
102, 129;

vs.

nonshattering.

37. 39, 40, 102; soil

depletion by, 57, 127; spike, wild compared
to domesticated, 40; spring wheat, 56;
threshing. 20. 40. 148-149; wild. 22-24. 35,
37-39, 40. 45. 129: winnowing. 41, 145
Wine and wine making, 48, 122, 124-125

Winnowing

of grain, 41, 138-319, 143, 345

Wolves, and dog domestication. 90, 92-93
Women, role of: farming society, 9, 70-71,
338-339; hunter-gatherer society, 14-15, 39

Wool,

85, 86, 91

Writing, beginnings, 333-334, 135; cuneiform,
79, 131, 132-134; pictographic, 131, 141

135; votive figures, 100

Qanat (underground aqueduct), 23
Quern and grinding stone, 43

Syria: early farming region,

wheat,

24, 45,

map

11:

wild

Yak, domestication.
Yam. domesticated.

129

T
Radioactive dating, 35
Record keeping, beginnings. 133-334. 135
Reindeer domestication. 76. map 77
Religion: Aztec rites. 52, 63-66: Beidha as a
possible example of image-free worship,
114; bull worship. 87-88: cat worship. 92;
early evidence. 94. 95. 114; "Great Mother"
cult. 87.111-113; Peru. 138
Rice. 47, 53. 57; cultivation method. 139-140.
143, 146-147; domestication, 57-58, 60

Printed

in
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Taro root, 58
Tauf (building material). 26. 104, 106
Taurus Mountains, map 11. 21. 22. 106
Tehuacan Valley, early farming. 61. 67
Tell es-Sawwan. alabaster figurines. 100-101
Tell Mureybit.

map

76.

map

77

47, 53, 58

Yang-shao civilization, China, 54-55
Yangtze River, China, 53, 57
Yeast, uses, 122, 129-130

Yellow River, China, 53
Yoke, double-neck, 141, 142

11

Tenochtitlan. 139

Terrazzo floor, oldest found, 111
Thailand, 58; early farming, 60
Threshing of grain, 20, 40, 120-121, 148-149

Zagros Mountains,

map

11, 18, 19, 21. 22. 127,

135

Zawi Chemi Shanidar, map
sheep,

maps

76-77
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